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Part II of III Parts 
Digital Processing 
2) Science Data Processing 
R.D. Watts 
SCIENCE DATA PROCESSING 
The format of science (VCO) data from the 
acquisition system has been given in Figure 7 of 
J.D. Redman's report on data digitization. These data 
are processed in four major stages: 1) frequency and 
quality determination, 2) merging, 3) demultiplexing , 
4) calibration. 
In the notation of Figure 7 of Redman's report, one 
VCO measurement is recorded by 12 digits as follows 
N = (N1 N2 N3 >10 =number of 5.2 KHz cycles counted 
V = <v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 >10 =duration of M vco cycles (~sec) 
R = (~R~ R1 R2 R3 R4 >10 =duration of N 5.2 KHz cycles 
Note that only the four low-order digits of R are recordedon 
tape. The high-order digit R0 must be inferred from V and 
the operational characteristics of the DAS. 
The determination of R0 is based on the DAS design 
criterion that V and R should not differ by more than 
~ 1/500 sec = 200 ~sec. Since R0 represents the lOOOO's 
unit of ~sec, R0 can conceivably be only one less, one 
greater, or equal to v1 • The algorithm diagrammed in 
Figure 1 bases the choice of one of these on the criterion 
of minimizing the difference between V and R. This 
function was performed in the routine FREQ. 
The foregoing discussion assumed that the DAS output 
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conformed to specifications. Becauce this was not 
always true, a syntax analysis was performed by the 
FREQ routine. Four types of errors were recognized, 
and an error indicator was set according to the seriousness 
of the errors which were found. The error indicator was 
set to the sum of the following individual error levels: 
level 0 no errors 
1 the measured VCO frequency was outside the 
range 300- 3000Hz., which spans the 
expected frequencies. 
2 the measured reference frequency was more 
than 100 Hz different from the mean reference 
frequency of 5213 Hz. 
4 the measured periods of VCO and reference 
cycles differed by more than 210 usee 
(1/5200 sec + 9.2%). 
8 one or more of the N, V, or R counters read 
zero. 
Error level 8 was a terminal error, for which the 
frequency could not be computed and was set to zero. Error 
level 4 indicated a malfunction of the zero-crossing detector 
for the reference signal or a malfunction in the start/stop 
circuitry for reference period counting. However, the 
effects of a level 4 error could be quite small, especially 
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for low VCO frequencies. Error level 2 indicated either 
a large random fluctuation in the 5.2 KHz multivibrator 
in the DSEA, a tape-speed variation, or a counting problem. 
The tape-speed variation was probably the most frequent 
cause of this type of error, in which case the VCO 
frequency would still have been correctly determined. 
Error level 1 simply chopped off the allowable range of 
frequencies to a range spanning those observed in 
instrument calibration. VCO frequencies below 300 were 
set to 300, and those over 3000 were set to 3000. 
For error levels below 8, the VCO frequency was 
computed by the following formulas: 
Tvco = ~ x 10-6 sec. 
TREF 
R 10-6 = X N 




N 10 6 = R X 









= 5213 X 4 X R 
V X N Hz 
The source of the correction frequency 5213 has been 
discussed in Redman's report on data digitization. It 
represents the mean actual 5.2 KHz reference frequency. 
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Each of the four final science tapes (SEP400-403) 
was processed with the program CHANGE, which used FREQ 
to change all VCO readings to frequency-status pairs. 
The output data were stored as four files on tape SEPD04, 
as shown in Figure 2. Since there were two bad records 
on tape SEP403, the frequency values from these records 
were set to zero, and the error status values were set 
to 16. 
The drum-file copies of CHANGE output (T400-403) 
were merged by the program MERGE4. Output was stored in 
the first file of tape SEPDOS. Merging was performed 
according to the following rules. 
1. Taking the four corresponding readings from 
files T400-403, reject those not having the 
lowest error status. 
2. Search the values with lowest error status for 
the pair of values with the smallest discrepancy. 
3. Average the values from the pair with smallest 
discrepancy. Use this value. 
The reason for rule 1 is simply to use the most trust-
worthy values available, judged according to the seriousness 
of syntax errors. Rule 2 guarantees that the most repeatable 
measurements are used. Rule 3, assuming that the errors 












reduces the measurment error by a factor 1;[2'. 
MERGE4 provided the following ancillary functions: 
1) printout of all non-zero status-value data which were 
used, 2) distributions of frequency discrepancies for 
the values from rule 3 above, broken down by 100 Hz 
intervals, with 5 Hz. granularity. These are shown in 
Figure 3. 3) printouts of all points where the 
discrepancy of accepted values was large (Figure 4). 
The discrepancy distributions from MERGE4 were 
stored in the drum file STATS. Program PRPL graphed the 
distributions as histograms on the line printer (Figure 3) . 
These graphs show the frequency of occurrence of various 
discrepancies, where the source of the first accepted value 
preceeds the source of the second accepted value in the 
sequence SEP400, 401, 402, 403, and the discrepancy 
is the first accepted value minus the second. 
Science data output from MERGE4 were still in 
multiplexed form (i.e., data of various types were mixed 
together in a known sequence) • The DEMUX program 
demultiplexed the data, collecting all data of one type 
(e.g. 4 MHz NS X) into a single array. Because the 
memory capacity of the computer was insufficient to 
hold all the data, the demultiplexing was done in two 
stages. Input data were first demultiplexed in core, 
Figure 3 
Distributions of discrepancies between the two accepted 
values (i.e. the values with lowest error level and 
smallest absolute discrepancy) • Data are grouped 
according to the mean frequency, in 100 Hz intervals, 
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50 records at a time, then output to random-access drum. 
The next 50 records were then demultiplexed in core, 
and these data were concatenated to the previous data 
on the drum. The random access feature was used to 
skip over space reserved for as yet unprocessed data. 
Figure 5 shows the general flow of the DEMUX program 
as well as diagrams of core and drum space allocations. 
The DEMUX program contained a coding error which 
deleted data from the arrays for 4, 8, 16, and 32 MHz. 
The error occurred in the final transfer of data from 
drum to tape, in subroutine TAPER (internal subroutine 
in DEMUX). Figure 6 diagrams the nature of the error. 
In the tape output routine, the entire 400*N data 
array (N is the number of samples per record of the 
data type being considered) should have been processed 
at once. In Figure 6, the data array in the drum 
diagram should have been written on tape as 4 contiguous 
parts of 387 values, truncated to 387. The effect was a 
compression of the data - 13 values missing after every 
387 values on tape. There are (N-1) such error regions. 
At the end of the tape arrays, there is garbage of 
length 13* (N-1). 
The error is complicated somewhat by the next stage 
of processing. Because of the design of the DAS, the mode 
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record i + 1. To make the mode array agree exactly 
with the data arrays, with no shift, N points were 
dropped from the start of each data array. This was 
accomplished by reading N blocks of 387 values 
(concatenated), deleting the first N values, and writing 
N blocks of 386 values. This was done by the REBLOCK 
program. The output was stored in drum file VCO. 
Location of errors - data is missing after the following 
locations: 
SAMPLE # APPARENT TIME FROM START 
4 MHz 385 0:20:47 
8 MHZ 383 0:10:20 
770 0:20:47 
1157 0:31:14 





























To correct the timing errors, 13 filler values should 
be inserted following each of the tabulated error locations. 
This should be done with care, since at 8, 16, and 32 MHZ 
the insertion of the first 13 fillers moves the location 
for insertion of subsequent sets of 13 fillers. The last 
13* (N-1) values should be discarded. 
The next step of processing was conversion from VCO 
frequencies to dB values for scientific data, and from 
VCO frequency to temperature. The calibration data for 
the flight unit were typed in and stored in drum files 
TESTLEVELS and VCOFREQS. These data are printed out in 
Figure 7. The receiver was operating in the medium (65°) 
to hot (105°) and above temperature range during the 
entire traverse, so the cold calibration was ignored. 
A two-dimensional linear interpolation was done by 
-9-
CALIBRATE, first determining the temperature, then using 
the temperature to interpolate between the medium and 
high temperature dB vs. frequency curves. Since the 
calibration data were given as VCO frequency as a 
function of dB input power, the inverse function first 
had to be determined. This was done by linear inter-
polation for VCO frequencies in 1Hz steps from 300Hz 
to 3000 Hz. The dB levels for frequencies below/above 
the lowest/highest calibrated value were set to the lowest/ 
highest value. Interpolation was not done between these 
1 Hz values - they were used purely as a lookup table. 
The granularity of the data (near the center of the 
calibration curves) is about 1/27 dB, or .9% on a linear 
power scale. 
Up to this time, there has been no mention of the 
disposition of the following arrays: MODE, TEMP, TXOFF, 
CAL. The contents of each will be described here. 
The MODE array consists of 386 words of the form 
(MAR) 10 , where M (the lOO's digit) is 1 or 2 depending 
on whether the receiver was in sync'ed or sync-search 
d d . h .th d d' th .th mo e ur1ng t e 1 recor , correspon 1ng to e 1 
word in the MODE array. The lO's digit, A, is the 
antenna indicator. Values 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the 
X, Y, and z antennas during synch search and to the 
Fi&.uu 7. F'LICH-1' IA.N 1r CALI8R.R71tJII ':/) ,q.rA 
1 MHZ 
X ANTENNA y ANTENNA z ANTENNA 
DBM ca..D MED HOT COLD MED HOT COLD MED HOT 
-134.23 380 366 349 378 360 342 383 373 352 
-129.24 418 400 376 412 390 366 424 408 383 
-I 19 • 29 645 631 574 936 614 559 653 640 580 
-109.37 947 940 899 944 936 893 950 943 90 1 
-99.41 1202 1 I 9 5 I I 68 1201 1196 1167 1203 I 198 1170 
-89.54 1420 1424 1418 1 421 1426 1417 1422 1426 1420 
-7 9.7 5 1684 16861679 1684 1686 1679 1684 1686 I 680 
-69.62 1967 1959 1952 1968 1959 1952 1968 1959 1953 
-59.68 2259 2239 2225 2260 2239 2225 2259 2232 2225 
-49.7 4 2517 2492 2471 2518 2492 2471 2517 2492 2472 
-39.80 27 69 27 59 2744 2770 2758 2743 2769 2758 2744 
-34· 84 2897 2880 2873 2880 2876 2873 2879 2879 287 4 
-29.86 2946 2962 2970 2948 2960 2969 2946 2959 2969 
2 MHZ 
X ANTENNA y ANTENNA z ANTENNA 
DBM COLD MED HOT COLD MED HOT COLD MED HOT 
-134.56 387 376 356 394 378 356 387 379 355 
-129.56 442 422 391 449 424 390 442 421 393 
-119·61 691 680 620 698 682 620 694 683 625 
-109.69 97 2 964 924 972 962 919 974 966 925 
-99.72 1217 1213 1190 1216 1212 1186 1218 1215 1191 
-89.7 8 1435 I 441 1435 1434 I 441 1433 1435 1442 1 435 
-79.88 1698 I 7 01 1689 1698 1700 1698 1699 1703 1698 
-69.93 1982 1973 1970 1982 1974 1970 1983 1975 1970 
-60.01 2272 2253 2242 2272 2253 2242 2273 2254 2243 
-50.04 2530 2507 2489 2529 2502 2489 2532 2508 2489 
- 40· 10 2781 2774 2763 2781 2775 2763 2783 2776 2763 
-35.14 2890 2895 2892 2890 2894 2892 2892 2895 2892 
-30. 1 6 2948 2967 2979 2947 2965 2978 2951 2966 2978 
4 MHZ 
X ANTENNA y ANTENNA z ANTENNA 
DBM COLD MED HOT COLD MED HOT COLD MED HOT 
-135.05 392 380 361 393 382 361 394 380 360 
-130· 06 447 430 399 448 429 401 449 428 400 
-120.12 701 690 637 696 690 637 698 689 637 
-110.20 980 974 938 980 975 938 979 974 937 
-100.23 1446 1224 1204 1225 1225 1204 1224 1223 I 20 3 
-90.29 1626 1 451 1447 1444 1454 1448 1444 1452 I 447 
-80.38 1709 1713 1712 1709 1714 1712 1707 1715 1712 
-70. 44 1993 1986 1984 1993 1987 1983 1993 1986 1983 
-60.52 2280 2263 2255 2282 2265 2252 2281 2263 2254 
-50· 55 2540 2518 2501 2540 2519 2501 2539 2518 2501 
-40.63 2789 2783 2774 2789 2784 2774 2789 2784 2774 
-35.66 2895 2900 2900 2895 2901 2899 2895 2901 2899 
-30.67 2947 2967 2980 2950 2966 2978 2952 2969 2978 
8 MHZ 
X ANTENNA y ANTENNA z ANTENNA 
DBM COLD MED HOT COLD MED HOT COLD MED HOT 
-134.86 437 427 401 433 430 401 435 430 403 
-129.86 515 505 464 515 501 462 515 502 461 
-119.98 789 795 747 789 795 747 792 796 745 
-110.02 1059 1055 1018 1060 1055 1019 1060 1055 1019 
-100.04 1292 1294 1283 1292 1295 1283 1293 1295 1284 
-90.11 1524 1532 1 527 1524 1532 1528 1527 1533 1 528 
-80. 18 17 97 17 99 17 98 1796 1801 1800 1798 1802 17 98 
-70.26 2083 207 4 2068 2084 2874 2069 2084 2075 2068 
-60.34 2361 2340 2327 2361 2341 2327 2361 2341 2327 
-50.36 2618 2601 2583 2618 2600 2583 2618 2601 2583 
-40.41 2855 2857 2851 2855 2857 2851 2856 2858 2851 
-35.44 2937 2950 2955 2938 2949 2955 2938 2951 2955 
-30.47 2949 2970 2984 2954 2969 2983 2953 2973 2983 
16 MHZ 
X ANTENNA y ANTENNA z ANTENNA 
DBM COLD MED HOT COLD MED HOT COLD MED HOT 
-134.58 430 430 408 433 437 412 433 431 410 
-129.60 504 501 468 521 511 480 514 510 47 1 
-119·80 777 795 756 780 801 765 781 797 7 58 
-109.91 1051 1059 1033 1053 1061 1035 1053 1059 1032 
-99.92 1285 1299 1297 1286 1300 1299 1287 1300 1298 
-90.00 1 517 1538 1 543 1 51 8 1 538 1545 1 519 1539 1 544 
-80. 11 1799 1813 1817 1802 1810 1821 1799 1812 1822 
-70.31 207 6 2081 2082 2078 2080 2082 2077 2081 2083 
-60.42 2354 2344 2338 2354 2345 2340 2354 2345 2339 
-50· 43 2612 2605 2596 2612 2605 2597 2612 2605 2596 
-40.51 2853 2865 2868 2854 2865 2867 2854 2865 ?R66 
-35.54 2940 2956 2967 2940 2955 2966 2940 2955 2965 
-30.57 2955 297 1 2987 2953 2969 2984 2952 2969 2983 
222: 
32 MHZ 
DBM COLB AM H:EJN NJIII OT COLS ANIUlNNJIIOT COL0 AMH:EJNNJIIOT 
-133.45 415 399 378 430 411 385 423 407 383 
-128·49 499 464 410 518 480 442 507 474 443 
-119.06 762 7 45 697 770 760 698 769 755 700 
-109.26 1044 1030 985 1046 1030 987 1044 1030 987 
-99.34 1282 127 6 1238 1282 1277 1257 1281 1276 1256 
-89.42 1513 1 51 3 1499 1513 1 513 1501 1512 1513 1 501 
-7 9. 62 1806 1800 17 88 1782 1803 1789 1802 1794 17 91 
-7 0. 21 2066 2048 2034 2064 2044 2031 2064 2042 2034 
-60. 41 2337 2310 2274 2338 2308 2290 2336 2308 2290 
-50. 49 2593 2566 2488 2593 2568 2540 2592 2565 2539 
-40.57 2834 2826 2756 2835 2825 2810 2833 2825 2809 
-35.62 2928 2931 2927 2925 2929 2968 2925 2930 2925 
-30. 65 2950 2969 2981 2949 2967 2980 2951 2969 2980 
-10-
frequency pairs (32, 16), (8, 4), (2, 1) during calibration 
(CAL) and transmitter off (TXOFF) frames. The l's digit, 
R, tells whether the receiver re-synced at the beginning 
of the record. The MODE array is the first array on the 
tape. 
The TEMP array is self-explanatory. It gives the 
temperature in degrees Fahrenheit. It is the second 
array on the tape. 
The TXOFF data fill 6 tape records (records 3-8) • 
These were recorded during times when the transmitter was 
turned off, but the receiver was active. Figure 8 shows 
the contents of the TXOFF records. 
Figure 8 
TXOFF ARRAY TRANSMITTER OFF DATA 
6 RECORDS 386 WORDS/RECORD 
MODE DIGIT A FREQ 
X } 1 32 y 2 8 
z 3 2 
X 
J l: 16 y 4 z 1 
The TXOFF arrays were fully calibrated (converted to dB) 
-11-
in the same way as the science VCO data. This procedure 
required that the TXOFF data be present in core as the 
interpolation was being done for each frequency - antenna 
combination {the alternative was to generate the dB vs. 
VCO tables twice). The TXOFF array was therefore read into 
core preceeding the science VCO data, calibrated along with 
the science VCO data back to its position following the 
TEMP array. 
The CAL array consists of three kinds of data: 
1) receiver front-end noise measurement, 2) noise-diode 
source amplified by 20 dB, and 3) noise diode source 
unamplified. It contains 6 records, as diagrammed in 
Figure 9. These are the 9th-14th records on tape. Because 
these data are intended for use in calibrating the VCO - vs. -
input power characteristics of the receiver, CAL data were 
left as VCO frequencies. 
Figure 9 
CAL ARRAY CALIBRATION DATA 
6 RECORDS 
3 8 6 WORDS /RECORD 
MODE DIGIT 
G -~ 1 NA 2 
N 3 
G l 1 NA 2 N 3 
G = Input grounded {front-end noise) 
NA = Noise diode amplified 20 dB 
N = Noise diode unamplified 








Drum file DB-2 represented the full set of final 
science data. It was copied verbatim to the second file 
of the distribution tapes SEPD07 - DlO. 
For use in scientific interpretation, the turn at 
EP4, which was 11 removed 11 from the navigation data, had 
to be specially handled for scientific data as well. The 
treatment which was applied was: the turn was identified 
by the stops preceeding and following the turn. The last 
values which existed prior to the execution of the turn, 
during the stop, were repeated through the time when the 
turn was completed. This gives the appearance for plotting, 
that the turn was not made. This function was performed 
by the STRAIGHTEN routine. The output was stored in 
drum file DB-2-STR. 
The output from the navigation data processing, drum 
file ARROW-RANGES, was merged with DB-2-STR and stored in 
drum file TRAVERSE by MERGER. 
The routine BCDTAPE was used in two versions (which 
differed only in the number of records they processed) 
to convert the binary data in TRAVERSE and DB-2 into 
BCD mode for tape transmission. Title arrays were placed 
at the beginning of each output file, named TRAVERSE-BCD 
and DB-2-BCD, respectively. These files were copied to 
tapes SEPD07-Dl0 for transmission. 
The detailed format of transmission tapes SEPD07-Dl0 
is given in Figure 10. 
Figure 10 
Distribution Tape Format 






Fixed Unblocked Records 
Record Size = Block Size = 386 - 6 char words 
= 2316 chars. 
Two Files 
First File: Straightened Science & Nav. Data. 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Programs for processing science (VCO) data and 
mergining it with Nav Data. 
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INTrGER J~AXtTOTt8LAN~/' 'ltSAr/'I'/t~TAR/'•'1• 
~ISTC~lt27ltLI~ElLWIDEJ,~O~Mlll~),FCRM2flJ) 
SET UP F:JR~ATS 
B• LWI~ER:LW!C~ 
9• :NCO~EC~DCtFO~Ml)LWIDEq 
1~• 4CC FORMATC'C5X•'•I3t'C1H-J)') 
11• ENCODEC~~ltFORM2JLW:DER 
12• 401 ~ORMATC'CI~•'•I3t'AltF5.2J'J 
13• 
14• C READ ERP.OP. JISTRI3UTION 
15• REAOC4),IST 
16• 
17* C LOOP THR~UG~ PLOTS 

















SET UP LINE 3UFFE? 
L!NEClJ=6AR 
DO 2 I=2•LWIDE 
'2 LINECI l=BLANY 
L IN!:CLWIDEJ =3AR 
LOCATE MAXIMUM VALU~ ANDT~TAL W~IGHT 
DMAX=DIST(ltJ) 
TOT=DMAX 








37• C PRINT TOP LIN~ 
33• wq!TE(6r50C1JFRE~ 
39• 6CC FORMATC'lF~:QU~NCY INTERVAL ClCOHZ.J STARTS AT'ri~r'HZ·') 


















c PR!NT LINE~ 




IFCIPOS.~Q.llGO TO 9 








58• C WRITE 30TTC~ -INC 
59• WRITE(5rFORM1) 
6!J• c 
61• C COMPUTE ~EAN A3SCLUTE ERROR 
62• IER~:c 
£3• TOT::O 
64• DO 20 I::2r4J 
65• K:OISTfirJJ 
66• TOT::TOT+~ 
67• 2C IERR:IERR+K•IA3SCI-21J 
SS• ERR::CS.•IERRl/TOT 
69* WRITEC6r601JERR 
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C CONUERTS FILES WITH 386-WORD RECORDS TO BCD 
DIMENSION INPUT(386,2l,OUTPUT(386,2l,TITLE(386) 
c 
C SET OUTPUT TAPE PARITY 
et=iLL P1.·4Pt=tr;: ( ::::, tZi l 
C READ AND COPY TITLE 
F~·1::r:1TI ( ;:: , ;:::00) T I TU::: 
;:;::rZnZI r--or=:t··u=rr ( 1 :::r=t6, r=t;:: :r 
o=t!_L f. •. ;pf .. il~ IT ( :;:: , T I Tf.J:::, ::.::::6, :;:·;), :;:·:,:t l 
C READ AND CC~Y MODE 
CAI_l RDWAJT(7,INPUT,386,$9,$9,$9) 
E~:OUE(100,0UTPUTl (INPUT(I,1J,J:1,386l 
1 rZI(1 FO~:t·1t=I'T' (::::::I 6 l 
cr=!f_!_. I·Jr.;:t.~ri IT ( :::, OUTPUT, :;:::;:,;:., :;:·;.:, :;:·~ l 
C READ, CONVERT, AND COPY E~~RYTHING ELSE 
n:UF:::l 
DiLl F~EAD(7,INPUT,386,$9,$9,$9l 
DO 1 I~:!:;::(::::: 1 , ::: 16 




1 COI'H I !'··IUE 
CAll PWWAJT(S,$9,$9) 
cr=tu_ r-· I U::Jm ( ::: l 
"::TOP 
1 rZI !.·~~: I Tr::: ( r:., t:.rzn)) 
600 FORMAT(' UNEXPECTED EOF REAO~ED ON UNit 7') 
·31 ~:net~=· 
C SUBROUTINE FOR REAL CONVERSIONS 



















DO 1 IREC=t,NREC 
Cl=tU_ F•REr=tii ( I l_lt·~ IT, nr=tTI=t ( 1 , 3 -·I "E:UF) , :::::::(:., :;:-;:, :;:9, :;:·9) 
CALL WRNAIT(9,DATA(1,IBUF),386,$9,$9) 
1 I I:Ur-:::;:;:·-· I I:ur-· 
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In1£QQ~£!1Qn 
This report is a summary of intermediate stage 
processing operations performed on the data from the 
Apollo 17 surface electrical properties experi~ent. 
The starting points for these op~rations are the 
files designated SCI1, SCI2, and SCI3; the contents 
of these and all generated files, plots, and listings 
are summarized in table 1. File SCI1 is a 
preliminary release of the data; files SCI2 and SCI3 
are the final data sets, respectively with anrl 
without data for the EP-4 turn, prepared by R. Watts, 
tape number SEPD09. (N.B. - subsequent references 
to removal of turn data refer to work described in 
this report, rather than to Watts• initial 
processing.) 
The diagrams in figure 1 give an indication of 
the sequences of processing operations. More 
detailed information is provided by the descriptions 
of the programs. Annotated listings are also 
included, as well as precise tabulations of the 
formats of the various files. The program listings 
include descriptions of all required card input data. 
In addition, two complete sets of plots (SCI2R) 
are included as a record of the data; in one set dB 
values are plotted versus the range in metres, and iP. 
the second set versus the range in wavelengths. 
Apollo 17 SEP - 1 
L .M T T c R D 
A 0 E X A A B 
B D l1 - L N !!Q.!~2 
E E p 0 G 
L F E 
F 
CAL1 Listing • • • 
EP4 • dB data for 4<}0 m. 
<= range <= 1)35 m. 
EP4 Listing • 
EP4 Plot • 
EP4A Listing • dR data for 490 m. 
<= rang~ <= 53') m. 
EP4A Plot • and LRV in motion 
NJ\V1 times and odometer 
counts relative to 
beginning of traverse 
RT1 Listing • includes VLBI 
data, converted 
RT1 Plot • to ranges 
SCI1 • • • • • • • 
SC!1 Listing • * • • • • • 
SCI1A • • dB data sampled at 
intervals of 0. 1 
SCI1A Listing • • wavelength 
SCI1A Plot • 
Table 1 - Data set sammary. 
Apollo 17 SEP 
-
~ 
L M T T c R D 
A 0 E X A A B 
B D M - L N !Q1~2 
E E p 0 G 
L F F. 
F 
SC!2 
* * * * * * * I no data for EP-4 I 
SCI2 Listing 
* * * * * * * 1 I 
SCI2 Plot 
* * I 
SCI2A 
* * 
no data for F:P-4; 
dB data sampled at 
SCI2A Listing 
* * 





* * * 
SCI3 
* * * * * * 
SC.I3 Listing 
* * * * * * * 
range data from SC!2 
SCI3A 
* * 
dB data sampled at 
* 







* * * * 
also contains speed .=lata 
TX01 Listing 
* * 
all data except 490 m. 
<= range <= 535 ro. 
TX01 Plot 
* * 
and LRV in motion 
Table 1- Data set summary(continued). 

























Figure 1(b) -Processing flow. 





































Figure 1(e) -Processing flow. 
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A number of routines use a large array (named 
DATA, hereafter referred to by name, or as "the 
stack") and a set of indices to the array, as the 
basis of a system for manipulating range and dn data. 
In most cases a particular set of range or dB 
information is contained in several blocks, which it 
is generally convenient to combine into one largP 
block before processing. To accomplish this, three 
indices are associated with the stack as diagrammed 
in figure 2: IXX and IXY indicate the first words of 
range and dB data respectively; IORG gives the 
location of the first word into which data should be 
read to make an extension to the block currently 
being assembled. Other parameters relating to the 
stack may be defined where necessary. 
The basic procedure to be used to process a 
complete file is outlined in figure 3. In this 
description "read a block" is taken to mean that the 
contents of one block from the input file are placed 
in locations IORG through IORG + N - 1 of the stack; 






Figure 2 (a) -
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DATA 
12000 next hloclc 








incomplete s~t of 
4 MHz. range values 
Example of stack use: 
assembling a range array. 
~ 
IORG ... , 
IXY ... , 




















last block of 
d.B d.ata 
incomplete set of 
dB values for one 
4 MHz. component 
complete set of 
4 MHz. range values 
Example of stack use: 
completing a dB array. 
DATA 
12000 
Apollo 17 SEP - 13 
first blocl<. of 
dn data for the 
next component 
/ ./ ./! .... ____ _, 
complete set of 
4 MHz. range values 
IXX------~~--~1----J~ 
Figure 2(c) - Example of stack use: 
beginning the d3 array 
for a nev component. 
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do fQ£ frequency = 1, 2.1, 4, 8.1, 16, 32.1 
iorg = 1; ixx = 1; m = 0; 
~n~: 
ASSEMBLE THE RANGE ARRAY: 
r~u~~~i 
read a block; 
iorg -= iorg .. n; 
m = m + 1; 
Y!li!! last; 
ixy = iorg; 
£!H~~at 
1 = 0; iorg = ixy: 
ASSE~BLE THE DB ARRAY FOR ONE COMPONENT: 
r~.E~ai 
read a block; 
iorg = iorg + n; 
1 = 1 + 1; 
.Y.!!!il 1 = m; 
perform required processing; 
yn_til last; 
figure 3 -Algorithm for assembly of arrays of 
range and dB information. 
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LUNALIST, LUNALST2, LUNALST3 
These routines produce complete listings of the 
data on files SCI1, SCI2, and SCI3 respectively. 
The data are read from SCI1 and SCI2 by LUNIN and 
LUNIN2 respectively, and printed in blocks 
corresponding to the physical records on the files. 
fifteen values per line. Each block is preceded by a 
heading. containing the character information 
returned by the input routine, identifying the 
contents of the block. 
The procedure for listing SCIJ is more complex, 
since the file contains no range data. LUNALSTJ 
invokes LUNIN2 to read a record from SCI2, and 
inspects the returned value of ITYPE(2). If this 
value is five, indicating a block of range data, the 
block is listed. Otherwise, LUNIN3 is cdlled to read 
a record fro~ SCIJ, which replaces the data from 
SCI2, and the new block is listed. 
N.B. A bug, in all three routines, results in the 
identification of transmitter-off, calibration, 
and one megahertz range and dB data being printed 
incorrectly, as indicated in table 2. (The 
numbers in parentheses indicate how many records 
are affected.) 
temperature ( 1} 
transmitter-off ( 1} 
transmitter-of.f (5) 
calibration ( 1) 
calibration (5) 
1 MHz. range(1) 
1 MHz. dB(6) 








Table 2 - Incorrectly labelled blocks. 
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LUNACOPY, LUNACPY2, LUNACPY3 
These routines read files SCI1, SCI2, and SCI3 
respectively, and produce the binary files SCI1A, 
SCI2A, and SCI3A, containing the label records from 
the input files, and six blocks of NPTS dB values 
each, for each frequency, after interpolation at 
intervals of 0.1 wavelength. NPTS varies with 
frequency, and is either the maximum numher of 
interpolated values which could be generated, or 
1000, whichev~r is smaller. 
The stack mechanism is used to set up the arrays 
of range and dB values to be given to the 
interpolation routine, and the array R~Nr,E is 
initialized with the appropriate equivalent in metres 
of 0, 0.1, 0.2, ••• q9.9 wavelengths. Subroutine 
INTPOL is called to do the interpolation, and returns 
its results in array vco. 
After interpolation the values of NSTART and 
NPLOT (set by INTPOL) indicate the first and last 
elements of VCO which contain interpolated results. 
Before writing the array on the output file, the 
programs set VCO(l) through VCO(NSrAPT-1) and 
VCO(NPLOT•l) through VC0(1000) to zero. 
LONACPY4 
This program produces a binary file (EP4) of 
range and dB values for the turn at EP-4, using file 
SCI3 as input. The program is a simple modification 
of LUNAPLT4, in which the call to subroutine GAPLOT 
is replaced by a write statement which generates a 
record on file EP4, and a second statement which 
writes the contents of the record on the printer. 
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LUNACPYS 
This program is used to generate file STAT1, 
containing temperature, calibration, and transmitter-
off data, and arrays of the ranges at which the data 
were obtained. Also, a set of crude LRV speed 
values, corresponding in time to the transmitter-off 
data, is computed and written on the output file. 
The array of temperature values is simply copied 
from the input file (SCI2). The associate1 range 
data is the set of values for one megahertz, which is 
also copied directly onto the output file. (The one 
megahertz data were used since their occurrences are 
the closest in time to the temperature data c.f. 
table 3.) 
Transmitter-off data are read from the input file 
in two groups of three blocks each. For each group, 
the first, second, and third blocks contain d!ta from 
the x, y, and z receiving antennae respectively. The 
frequency for each sample is dependant on the group, 
and on the tens digit of the corresponding element of 
the mode array: the first group contains data for 
frequencies of 32.1, 8.1, and 2.1 megahertz, and the 
second group for 16.0, 4.0, and 1.0 megahertz, 
corresponding respectively to tens digits of 1, 2, 
and 3. The contents of the blocks of calibration 
data are arranged similarly, with blocks one and four 
containing values for front-end noise, two and five 
containing values for the noise diode, and values for 
the noise diode plus 20 dB amplification in blocks 
three and six. 
Using the number of the block on which it is 
working, and the appropriate contents of the mode 
array, the program generates arrays of values which 
may be indexed by frequency, and either antenna in 
the case of the transmitter-off data, or noise source 
in the case of the calibration data. 
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Approximate range values corresponding to th~ 
above data are obtained by selecting the values 
closest to them in the timing sequence from the 32.1 
megahertz range array, and again using the contents 
of the mode array. Corresponding to each range 
value, an approximation of the LRV speed is computed 
by taking the difference of the immediately 
succeeding and preceding elements of the 12.1 
megahertz range array. 
E!!£2!:2. £2!!l!tD.12 figco!:g £2n.ign12 
1 16 MHZ. v. c. o. 17 16 !'1Hz. v. c. o. 
2 32 MHz. v.c.o. 18 32 MHz. v.c.o. 
3 8 MHZ. v. c. o. 19 8 MHz. v. c. o. 
4 32 MHz. v.c.o. 20 32 MHz. v.c.o. 
5 16 MHz. v.c.o. 21 16 MHz. v.c.o. 
6 32 MHz. v.c.o. 22 32 MHz. v.c.o. 
7 4 MHz. v.c.o. 23 4 111Hz. v. c. o. 
8 32 MHz. v.c.o. 24 32 HHz. v.c.o. 
9 16 MHZ. v. c. o. 25 16 MHz. v. c. o. 
10 32 MHz. v. c. o. 26 32 MHz. v. c. o. 
1 1 8 MHz. v. c. o. 27 8 LIIHz. v. c. o. 
12 32 MHZ. v.c.o. 28 2 MHz. v.c.o. 
13 16 MHZ. v.c.o. 29 16 !'!Hz. v. c. o. 
14 32 fi!Hz. v.c.o. 30 3J. MHz. v.c.o. 
15 transmitter-off 31 1 MHz. v. c. o. 
16 calibration 32 synchronization/reset 
(also contains 
temperat11re data) 
Table 3 - Receiver timing sequence. 
Each record is 202.5 ms. duration. 
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LUNAPLOT, LUNAPLT2 
These routines produce (CALCOl'IP) plots of <lB 
versus distance, using interpolated data. LUNAPLOT 
is used for plotting the data in SCI,A; LUNAPLT2 may 
be used to plot data from either SCI2A or SCT3~. 
one namelist (FREQ) control record is read 
each frequency. The parameters which may 
specified allow choice of components, maximum 
minimum wavelengths, and maximum dB value to 
plotted. Filtering of the data before plotting 
be requested, a dB level may be specified 
plottinq a reference •ark, and optional 








Subroutine PLINIT is called to initialize the 
plotting software. The actual plots are produce1 
using the DATPtT entry point of subroutine SEPLOT. 
LUNAPLT3 
This program is used to generate (CALCOMP) plots 
of the data on SCI2, similar to the plots produced by 
tnNAPLOT and LUNAPLT2. The program differs from the 
others in that the data are not interpolated, and 
cannot be filtered before plotting; also, the 
portion of the data corresponding to the turn at EP-4 
is deleted before plotting. 
The program uses the stack mechanism to prepare 
data for the plotting routine. Removal of the data 
for the turn is accomplished as follows. After an 
entire array of range values has been assembled, the 
program locates the values to be deleted; then 
succeeding values are copied downward to maintain a 
contiguous set, and IORG is reset to indicate what is 
then the first 
the gap are 
the stack, and 
assembled, an 
performed. 
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free location. The indices defining 
modified to apply to the dB segment of 
each time a complete set of dB data is 
equivalent compacting operation is 
Parameters to control the plotting operation are 
supplied on a set of namelist (CNTL) control records. 
The plotting is done using the D~TPLT entry point of 
subroutine SEPLOT. 
LUNAPLT4 
This program produces (CALCOMP or GOOLD) plots of 
dR values for the FP-4 turn versus an implicit time 
scale, using data from file SCI3. The data are 
plotted as discrete points (marked by symbols) at 
equal horizontal intervals. Each component is 
plotted on a separate graph. 
Each set of values to be plotted is assembled in 
the main program and passed to subroutine GAPLOT, 
which produces the plot. The method used to define 
the desired values is basically the complement of the 
method used in the two preceding programs to remove 
the same data. However, in this case the required 
segments of the arrays are merely located; no 
compacting operation is performed. 
LUNAPLT5 
This routine is a modification of LUNAPLr3 which 
allows the distances to be expressed in either metres 
or wavelengths. In addition, transmitter-off values 
from file STAT1 are plotted (as points, rather than 
continuous curves) as a baseline for each dB curve, 
using entry point BASEL of subroutine SEPLOT. 
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ANTENNAC 
This program is used to generate plots of the 
patterns of the three receiving antennae, based on 
the data for the turn at EP-4 contained in file PP4. 
Two methods are available for computing the angle 
between the LRV and the SEP transmitter: the plotted 
points may be at equal angular increments throughout 
the whole range, or the navigation data may be used 
to compute an approximate angular displacement for 
each point. 
One namelist (CNTL) control record i~ rPquired 
for each frequency. Parameters in each record allow 
choice of components to be plotted, initial angle and 
the difference between final and initial angles, and 
indices defining the data points obtained while the 
LRV vas in motion; a Boolean value (NAVDAT) may be 
included to indicate whether or not navigation data 
are to be used in computing angles, and if this value 
is "true", a time !Y§! be supplied corresponding to 
the first data point in the set for which the LRV was 
moving. 
The main program organizes the control 
information, and then enters a loop, in e~ch cycle of 
which it reads one record from file EP~, and if the 
data in that record are to be plotted, passes the 
data and required control information to subroutine 
ANTPAT. 
Subroutine ANTPAT begins by drawing a set of x 
and y axes and plotting a label indicating frequency 
and component. The total angular rang2 is divided 
into equal intervals, based on the number of points 
to be plotted. If navigation data are to be used in 
computing angular displacements, the number of 
odometer counts at the beginning and end of the range 
are obtained by invocations of function ODCINT, and 
their difference (ODCRAN) is computed. The first dB 
value and the initial angle are converted to 
rectangular coordinates and the point is plotted. A 
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loop is then entered, which continues until the last 
data point has been plotted: the angle is 
decremented (to give clockwise rotation) either by 
the constant amount, or by using the result of an 
invocation of ODCINT to determine a fraction of the 
total angle; rectangular coordinates are computed, 
and the point is plotted; the index of the next value 
is determined, using the supplied parameters. 
Function ODCINT is invoked with one argument, a 
time (T) in seconds. On the first entry a set of 
times and corresponding left- and right-wheel 
odometer counts are read from the card reader. For 
each triple the time and the average of the counts 
are saved. The value of the function is an odometer 
count obtained by linear interpolation, using T and 
the arrays of times and corresponding average counts. 
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CAL STAT 
This program is used to compute various 
statistics for each set of calibration data on file 
STAT1: the means and standard daviations of the 
front-end noise; differences between the experim~ntal 
noise diode values (with and without amplification) 
and values for the same data obtained from earth-
based testing; the means and standard deviations of 
these differences. 
The computations for front-end noise data are 
straightforward, and should require no explanation. 
Most of the variable names begin with "EG". The 
results of the calculations are written on FORTRAN 
logical eight, which is used as an auxilliary 
printer. 
The calculations for the noise-diode data (with 
and without amplification - "with" is indicated by 
"PA" as part of the name of each variable involved) 
involve computation of an earth-based value, using 
linear interpolation according to temperature, of the 
v.c.o. frequencies given in table 4. The difference 
between the experimental and interpolated values is 
computed; the remainder of the calculation consists 
of the accumulation and scaling of the appropriate 
sums. 
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transmitter noise diode noise diode 
frequency + amplifier: 
66°F 112°F 66°F 1120F 
1. 52 s. 6 508.6 1167.7 1157.7 
2. 1 564.2 546.2 1208. 1208. 
4. 593.3 566.3 123 o. 1230. 
8.1 694.8 682.8 1298.6 1304.6 
16. 756.1 770.1 129 3. 7 1306.7 
32.1 833.9 R88.9 1199.6 1198.6 
Table 4 - Calibration data obtained .from 
earth-based tests. 
TXOSTA.T 
This routine and its associated subroutines 
compute mean values and standard deviations for each 
set of transaitter-off data on file STAT1. Separate 
statistics are calculated for periods when the rover 
was stopped and in motion; in the latter case, values 
for the EP-4 turn are excluded from the coaputations. 
Each set of values is displayed twice~ once in order 
of increasing distance from the transmitter, and once 
in order of increasing LRV speed. The dB values are 
also plotted versus LRV speed (if plots are not 
required, subroutine TXPLOT is simply replaced by a 
dummy routine). 
A set of bounds, the same as the 32. 1 megahertz 
bounds input, but adjusted relative to the beginning 
of the 32. 1 megahertz range data rather than the 
beginning of the turn data, is required as input. 
These values are used by function STOPT in deciding 
whether the rover was moving or stopped for each 
point within the EP-4 turn. 
The statistical computations, which are performed 
in the main program, are relatively straightforward 
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and should not require explanation. Data for ranges 
greater than 1667 metres are omitted from all 
calculations. A possibly confusing action is the 
assignment of -1 to certain elements of the speed 
array; the elements are those within the EP-4 t~rn 
for which the LRV was in motion. The speed values 
for these elements are computed (meaninglessly) as 
zero by LUNACPYS; the value of -1 indicates to the 
plotting routine that each such datum is to he 
ignored. 
Ordering of the data according to increasing 
speed is accomplished by subroutine BUBBLE, which 
performs a bubble sort. Rather than interchanging 
elements within four parallel arrays (one of speeds 
and three of dB values) the routine uses an integer 
array (IX) of equivalent size, supplied by the 
calling program; IX(I) is initialized to I, and the 
contents of IX are used as indirect addresses to the 
actual data arrays, and it is these indices which are 
interchanged. When the sort is complete, the 
contents of IX indicate the order in which the other 
arrays should be indexed to obtain the data in order 
of increasing speeds. 
The dB data are plotted versus speed by 
subroutine TXPLOT, which is entered once for each 
frequency. For each entry, three sets of labelled 
axes are plotted (one for each rece1v1ng antenna) 
within an 8.5 by 11 inch area. The appropriate data 
points are then simply plotted on each set of axes. 
VLBIRT 
This program is used to compare results from the 
VLBI experiment with SEP navigation data; the 





megahertz range data are read from file 
an array of corresponding times is 
using a starting value which is read as a 
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control parameter. A parameter may also be supplied 
specifying a value to be added to each range value. 
The VLBI times are converted from hours, minutes, 
and seconds to seconds, and each pair of x and y 
coordinates is converted to a distance. An 
interpolated SEP range value is computed for each 
VLBI datum, using the time arrays; the difference 
between VLBI and interpolated SF.P ranqes is 
calculated, and summations are taken of the 
differences and their squares, which yield the mean 






PLOT is set to true on the 
subroutine RTPLOT is called. 
set of time and range 
parameter SCALE. The SEP 
plotted versus time in two 
namelist control 
The subroutine 
axes, using the 
and VLRI ranges 
simple loops. 
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LUNIN, LUNIN2, LUNIN3 
These subroutines are used to read data from 
files SCI1, SCI2, and SCI3 respectively. Floating-
point data are returned to the invoking routine in 
the array DATA (not to be confused with the stack, 
although most of the programs which invoke these 
routines use a portion of the stack for passing 
data); fixed-point data are returned in array !DATA. 
The label record in SCI1 contains various fields, the 
contents of which are passed to the invoking routine 
through COMMON block LUNDAT. The label records of 
the other files consist solely of text, which is 
rP.turned in !DATA. 
The values in the fixed-point array TibX are used 
to identify each record read from the input file. 
The values are arranged in seventeen groups of three: 
the first value in each group indicates the number of 
records of that type which are on the file; the 
second and third values are used to select 
alphanumeric identification from arrays TYPE1 and 
TYPE2 respectively. The alphanumeric identification 
is returned in TYPE, and the second and third values 
from TIDX are returned in !TYPE (both TYPE and !TYPE 
are in LUNDAT) • 
LUNIN obtains the value of N (the number of 
values in each record other than the lahel record) 
from the label record; the other two routines expect 
N to have been set by the invoking routine. 
The logical variables FIRST and LAST are set to 
true if the record read is the first or last of its 
type respectively (e. g. - the first of the twenty-
four eight megahertz dB records) • 
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SRPLOT (DATPLT, BASEL) 
This routine (written by J. J. Proctor, 1973) has 
been modified in a number of ways: 
( 1) dB values may be plot ted versus either 
wavelengths or metres; the ~ecision is made 
by examining XSCALE: if it is less than ten 
it is assumed to be the number of inches per 
twenty-wavelength segment, while a value of 
ten or greater is assumed to indicate the 
number of inches per kilometre. 
(2) F.ntry point RASEL has been added in order to 
allow a set of points to be plotted in 
conjunction with each curve, using the same 
(relative) plotter origin. This is for the 
purpose of indicating a set of background 
values for each curve. 
(3) Low dB values are no longer set to zero. 
Furthermore, the y-origin for each curve is 
now equivalent to (relative) zero dB, rather 
than the integral minimum dB value. rhis was 
necessary in order to keep the plot of 
background values on the page. 
(4) All the labels foe individual curves, except 
the component identification, have been 
eliminated. 
(5) A reference mark for each curve is plotted on 
the y-axis, at a dB level set by the invoking 
routine. 
N.B. The entry point (THEPLT) and associated code 
for plotting theoretical curves have not been 
changed. However, since the program was 
modified, no at tempt has been ma tl e to verify 
the integrity of this feature. 
Most of the code for the subroutine is concerned 
vith setting up the axes and labels, and with placing 
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a particular curve on the graph. The range axis 
markings depend on the value of XSCALE. as described 
above, and extend from zero to the first multiplA of 
the chosen increment greater than the highest range 
value in the data. A displacement is computed such 
that curves on the graph will be equally spaced 
vertically. All these operations are performed on 
entry at nATPLT, the entry point for plotting data 
curves, if a new graph (not just a new curve) is to 
be plotted. 
The curves themselves are plotted in a 
straightforward manner, and a label is plotted at the 
right-hand end of each, to provide component 
identification, After a component has been plotted , 
the parameters defining the position of the curve are 
left unchanged until the next entry at DATPLT; 
therefore an entry at BASEL will result in the 
baseline points being plotted on the same set of 
relative axes as the associated data curve. {If 
BASEL is invoked at any other time, it will not 
function properly.) 
I NT POL 
This is a general linear interpolation routine. 
It accepts "input" arrays XIN and YIN, and an array 
XOUT, of values on the same scale as XIN, for which 
interpolated values for YIN are required. The 
results are placed in array YOUT, and parameters 
NSTART and NPLOT are set to indicate which values in 
YOUT are the result of successful interpolation, and 
which are undefined due to the corresponding elements 
of XOUT being out of the range of XIN. 
FILTER 
This is a subroutine which accepts array A, and 
applies to its contents the filter whose coe fficients 
are contained in array F. Array B is used for 
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accumulation of sums, and its contents are copied 
into array A before return to the calling pro~ram. 
PLINIT 
This subroutine is used to systematize the 
initialization of the University of Toronto CALCOMP 
software package. Presumably it will be of inter~st 
only to users of that installation. 
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SCI1, SCI2. SCI3 
Fach of these files hegins with a label record. 
The format of this record on file SCI1 is given in 
table 5. The label records for the other two files 
are 2316 characters, consisting of 27 segments of 84 
characters each, followed by 48 characters of 
padding. Each 84-character segment contains one card 
image and four padding characters. 
The next record in each file is the mode array, 
in format 386!6. Each element is a three (:iecimal) 
digit number, ~AR; the significance of the values of 
the digits is indicated in table 6. (The notations 
"f1" and "f2" in the table refer to transmitter-off 
and calibration data descriptions given in table 7.) 
The format of all remaining records is 386P6.1; 
the contents of these records are given in table 7. 













number of values in 
each succeeding block 
Format of SCI1 label record. 
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~igi1 ~a~ Sig_~ifi£~!!£g 
M 1 receiver in data acquisition mode 
2 receiver in synchronization 
acquisition mode 
A 1 f1 = 32.1 11Hz.; f2 = 16 MHz. 
2 f1 = 8. 1 l'IHz.: f2 = 4 MHz. 
3 f1 .:: 2. 1 MHZ. ; f2 = 1 M Hz. 
R 0 synchronization not received 
1 synchronization received 
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f1 calibration - grounrl~d input. 




f2 calibration - groundej input 
f2 calibration amplifiP. d noise 
f2 calibration - noise 
1 range 
* EW 1 dB 
r:w 1 d:R 
EW 1 dB 
NS 1 dB 
NS 1 dB 
NS 1 dB 
2. 1 range 
* EW 2. 1 dB 
EW 2. 1 dB 
EW 2. 1 d.R 
NS 2. 1 dB 
NS 2. 1 dB 
NS 2. 1 dB 
Record contents on files SCI1, scr2, anrl 
SCI3. 
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!!..!. !;tgg.!. £Q!!!g!!!.§ 
4 range * 
EW 4 dB 
EW 4 dR 
EW 4 dB 
NS 4 dR 
NS 4 dB 
NS 4 dR 
8. 1 range * 
EW 8. 1 dB 
EW a. 1 dR 
Ei 8. 1 dR 
NS a. 1 dB 
NS a. 1 dB 
NS B. 1 dB 
16 range • 
'EW 16 dB 
EW 16 dB 
EW 16 dB 
NS 16 dB 
RS 16 dB 
NS 16 dB 
3 2. 1 range • 
EW 32. 1 dB 
Ei 32. 1 dB 
EW 32.1 dB 
NS 3 2. 1 dB 
NS 3 2. 1 dB 
NS 3 2. 1 dB 
Record contents on files SCI1, scr2, and 
SCI3 (continued). 
* not present on SCI3 
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are written in binary form (i.e. -
control), and contain dR data 
that in files SCI1, S~I2, and SCI3 
Each file begins with the same label 
its parent file. 
The remainder of each file consists of thirty-six 
blocks of dB data; each block is of the form given in 
table 8. The dB data are interpolated values, at 
intervals of 0. 1 wavelength, beginning at zero 

















floating-point: dB values 
dB data on files SCI1A, SCI2A, 
and SCI3A. 
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STAT1 
The six blocks which comprise this binary 
are summarized in table 9(a). The index I for 
first two blocks selects temperatures 






For the remaining blocks, the index I selects the 
various data at successive times (at varying 
intervals). Values of one through six for J select 
data for frequencies 1.0 through 32.1 megahertz 
respectively. The significance of K is indicaterl in 









CAL (If J I K) I NCAL (J I K) 





I<=NCAL (.J, K) 
J<=6 
K<=J 





,J ' = 1 + (.1- , ) /2 
I<=NR(J') 
J(-=6 
Table 9(a) - Contents of file STAT1. 
EP4 
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K TXOFP' CAL 
1 X antenna grounded input 
2 y antenna noise diode 
+20dB amp! ificatio n 
3 z antenna noise diode 
Table 9{b) - Function of the index K for 
transmitter-off and calibration 
arrays on file STAT1. 
This file contains range and dB data from file 
SCI3, only for the region of the turn at F.P-4 
(specifically for the range values on the interval 
4q0 to 535 metres, inclusive. There are 36 records 
on the file, all of the same form, but of varying 
length. The form of a record is summarized in table 
10. 
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!!!!!!~ !Q!:g§ £2!!!.iH!!2 
p 1 frequency in megaher-tz 
NCO PIP 1 component identification: 
1: rho endfire 
2: phi endfire 
3: zed endfire 
4: rho broadside 
5: phi broadside 
6: zed broadside 
YMIN 1 minimu11 and 
YMAX 1 maximum dB values 
N 1 number of range-dB pairs 
RANGE N range data 
DB N dB data 
Table 10 - Record format for file EP4. 
NAV1 
This is actually a part of the car-d input data to 
ANTENNAO. Any number of cards may be included. Each 
card contains thr-ee values: a time in seconds, and 
corresponding right-front- and left-r-ear--wheel 
odometer counts, in format (3F10.). 

Tl p 0 1 ] 0 1 7 (; f,' p - ~~ , 
************************************************************************ 
* * 
* ANTPN~AO * 
* * **************************************************************~********* 
C ••••. l\NTF.NNft.O ••••• rT.O'l' Dfi'T'A P?0~1 F'P-1! 'T'!JPN 
c 
C DB VALUF'S AHP. ill.O'T'"'FD ON A PfiT,fiF (;f?JD; 'T'TIP l\NC;'IL!1F COOP!:Tf\A'!TS T,F'P 
C ~ S T HJ A T '~" S 0 P T H "' A N G L F' R 'S T W F F' N T II F 1 n V A X 1 ~; A N Ll .,_., P r•: L Hli·: F !'-' ( H' T '' P 
C LFV TO 'T'fiP S'~"P 'I'ii/',N9liTT:::R. 
c 
C SP.VfN TNPIJ"' RECOHDS A.f.n~ HEOTJIPF:D: SIX AS ))F:iC!ITB?D n"'LO~I, ~.Nl• rp.:r 
C NAMFl.TST (PL'T'f))) fnTOHD, RF.AJ:I RY PLlNI''f. IN 1\DDTTTON, Tl'iY 
C N rr M r P P 0 F C ~ :-1 !l .') C 0 N 'l' .11. T N T N G N .~. V I r, !\ 'T' I 0 N n ~. "' ~. ( rr T M l' , 1-' ['; ll rr- n: f1 
C Lfl"'i-Wfl'·TL Ol)f)f'1"'TPR Cn 1 ~':TS IN FORI"~.T H'10.0) MTIY F"U,rl't! ';rlf "·l.':'TJ 
C liECORD. 
c 







































AO -ANGLE F0\1 THE FIRST POINT; DF.Fr\r'J.T 1.1111ri'l 
AR!>.Nr.F: - ANGlJLI\F IHFFERFNCF RETWf"'fJ ~!W FT!·~~'T lltJD I.A';i 1' 111 WJ~; 
!)?PJ\IIJ'f 6.28318 
BOTT"Jf>S- 'T'[lfH'f Pl\TRS OF' INDTCF.S DEFTNHY(; P()JNTS 'f() flF PJO'i"~FIJ 
:~ll.CH nATP DEFTNP.S THP. F'IP.~'l' 7\NIJ Lll'-;']' nF ,\ SFOI!nll'!' 
fl P f n I H T S T 0 P P P I. 0 T 'T "' fH' N n fl F r' r1 " L <"' 
NA.VDA'T' - (LOGICliL) ODOMFTER COJHJTS 'T'n BF r<Fl\T'J (H11.Lf 'I:H1t_; 'rflJ·' 
PLTI!! PECORD) AND IJSr~D IN C0r-JPU'I'l11'TON nr: J>.!Jrar~;; 
n~FTITILT FALSE 
TH~~n - ('RF.Q 11 IRED IF NAVD~T IS 'J'RTl'R) - 'fH'F ( ON ~)Cl.l" r)T" 





FEi\T.*4 'I (ti0()), 'f (fi0P), TT!"'E (Ffl(l) 
P E 71 T. ~:t. 4 'T' 'l. 7 P n ( 6 ) 
A p o 1 1 o 1 7 <; :·' ;) - l1 /. 
f E A l * 4 r '! ( h ) I f , • 4 ~: , 6 • 4 H , -~ • L 4 , 1 • f, ? , • c, 1 , • 4 :.l n !I ~ , I 
R,., A r * A P Fw (-; \J M ( 2 > 1 • o or. P. AN 1' • , , 'f-~ N N .n. ' 1 
JN'T''f'~(;•· IH2 fl()TTND(f, (), HOI1ND~~ (h) 
T. n r; I C A L * 1 D i·; C T D ~ { f' , fi ) I JF, * . T f? rr f' • / , "' f\ II P /\ T / • :-' r f ~~ l:~ • I 
IN'!'f.GF:R*? C"O""P(fi) I 21?., 7?.2, ?.1?, 211, 7. ')1, ? ·~1 I 
TKTFGFR*2 TC0MP(G} 













1\0 = 1. 141'):..) 
1\ r~ A N (-; 'F' = F. • 2 'i 3 1 A 
DO 1 n 0 I= 1 , (, 
DO 10 J=1,(, 
ICOMP (.1) -:- () 
!3 0 n N D ·:; ( .J ) = 0 
CON'T'JNU.r:: 
GP,... FRI':(HJSNCY INDICNI'OH ANT' COMPON?NTS TO r ·tO'" 
READ (r"j,CN'I'L} 
TZERO (I1eRf0 + 1) = TI'1£0 
no so ,1 = 1,6 
IF A CO~PON~NT TS ~n1' TO B~ PLOTTED, 
HESR'T' ITS MATRIX ENTRY. 
JC = COMfl(,J) 
110 10 f{ = 1,'i 
I F ( I C' • ~-~ 0 • T C 0 M P ( T\) ) 
c;o ,, n 'in 
1n CONT!N!T i': 
OPCIDP.(IFfF~O + 1, ,J) - .FALSP.. 
SO CO:-JTI~fl;;_: 
D 0 R 0 ,1 = 1 , (, 
noU~D(.1, Ifl~RO + 1) = POUNDS(,J) 
HI) CONTINH"' 
100 CnNrriNTJ'P 
C INITJAL!ZF THE PLCTTER 
c 
CALI. PLTNJT(PROr;NM) 
Cl\ LL PLO'! ( u. /'), S. 0, -1) 
c 










T r 1 = R') " N D ( 1 , T P r: t:'. 0 ) 
T'r r = 11:1 l!'l fJ( r,, T F T' 1~0) 
f10 110 T = lf\1, yp;, 
~T~~:(I) = 1'7r7'P0(P' i~ J:O) + f)'l'(TF'RFO) * (T - J Pl ) 
110 CONTJNT1 17 
DO H0 JCO"lfl = 1,r1 
l\E /1.0(1) PR!·~O, !VCOMT", YMB1 , YMhX, ~ . 
(X ( T ) , T = 1 , N) , ( Y (I) , I = 1 , h:) 
IF(.NOT. TIECTDF(Ifil"'(), ,lCOMP)) 
(;() '1'() 1 30 
CI\LT. 1\N'iTI\'>' (':'IMF, Y, "1, FR FQ , ,JCO~iP, IWT!~f\(1, IF? ''.') ), 
A0, 1\Rl\N\.F, Ni\VPi'IT) 
110 CClN'rTN!JP, 
1411 CONTT ::nt;' 
C: 1\ LL FLC'T''l D 
PFTHQN 
-:Nn 





* *************** ** ************ * ************** *** ******* ~ *** ********' * ** * * 
c 
C ROUTINE TO PLOT THF ANT~~NA PA'T'T~ P N 
C "'HROTIGH 'J''-!E ..,ll~N A'J' FP-U 
c 






























F - V.C.'i. !IRRAY 
N - NUMBER OF POINTS TN P nn H 









r. p f) 1 l 0 1 7 .'; 1' p - llll 
f' - DOt!NllS WT'T'f!TN f!; TfH' VALTIF.S H(n(1ll- f!("(/)) T~'CT,W:1V' 
H ( [l ( q ) - !! ( B ( 4) ) TN C L IJ S IV F. 
1\Ni) r!(n(r1)) - llP1(n)) INCL~'STVE AP": PJClT'ri·l', 
AO - TNITIAL ~N~LE - DEFAntTS TO PI 
REI\LHl I.AR(fl) I 'RHO F.Nn. 1 , 1 1?11I P.Nf\. 1 , '7:ED ?"Tl.', 
' R f1 0 nH D. ' , ' P HI H P D. ' , ' 7, ED l3 P fl ' 
REAL*4 H(N), T(N) 
T NT g r~ F P * 4 C 0 M P ( F , 2) I 7 1 R , 'Z 2 4 , 7, 6 9 , 'l 1 P , 7 ? 4 , ~: ( • 1 , 
TN'T'f.C~F'I\'*2 R(()) 
T.Or;TCAL*1 NAV!Jf!T 
1 * 1 F.N D 1 , 1 * 1 n R n ' 
C PLOT X AND Y AXES FO~ qRFBRENCR 
(' 
CALL PLO'J' ( -4. , 0. , 3) 
CJI. LI PLOT ( 4. p. , 2) 
CJI.I.L PLOT { " ,_, . , 4. , ~) 
CALL TJLOT ( 0. , -u. , 2) 
c 
C P L 0 T L Jl. P P. L S : F R l~ 0 Tl F N C Y 1\ ~ n C C' ~1 T' 0 N r;> NT 
c 
CALL NPMEl~H(-1.12, - s. , • 1 u, F, ('\. , 1 ) 
CALL SY l'iPOL ( (Jg'l., f1C)q., • 1 i~, 7H MH7. n, n. , 7) 
CALI. SYMF!JI. ( g gg. , fl9'1., • 1 4, C01'1P(JC, 1) I n. , - 1) 
CALL SYMPOL ( :} 11. , qg q., o 1 4 1 COMP(JC,::') , I) • , ~) 
c 
C IN IT T l\ L I 7. ;:; T !H' V A PI E 0 _. 'T' II F. 11. N G L F: 
c i't~[\ f'IO":' TlJP PTHS'T' O()f!H 
c 
c 
[) A = II f< A N (~ E I ( (Fl {? ) - r\ ( 1 ) ) + ( n ( 4 ) - p (1 ) ) + ( q (f' ) - fl ( I ) ) ) +- ~) ) 
20 ,l\=1\0 
X= H(3(1)) * CllS(A) * 0.1 
Y = H([3(1)) * STN(A) * 0.1 
!-:RI ' l'F(F,/.0()0) D(1), H(n(1)), Tl, X, Y 
('fll.T. SYMBOL(X, Y, .1)7, 10, 0., -1) 
r = P (1) + 1 
T'F'(T .'F'n. F1( :2) t 1) I= !1(1) 
If(.'TO'l'. NAVDAT) r,n '!'0 10 
0 DC ~ T ~J -· () n (~ I ~ T ( 'r ( R ( 1 ) ) ) 
ODCPi\N = OflCTNT(.,..(P(6))) - OT"CMJN 
C ]) PC n ~~ M E ~ T T H ;~ Ti N G I. ~ ( H () T l\ '1' I 0 \' T S C I. 0 C" K \.iT S F ) 




10 T F' ( ~ ii V D A rr) C 0 Til 4 0 
A = A - or, 
r:;o 'I'O IJ", 
un !\ = .1\C- 1\RAtlt~F: * (ODCTN'l'('T'(I))- ODC~P1 ) / IJJ)C f',\'J 
ll r; I F ( A • L T • - 1 • 1 '~ 1 c; 9 ) fl = A + (< • 2 R 3 1 R 
x = 11 cr l * ens ( 11) * 0 • 1 
Y = H ( T ) * S I 'J ( Tl ) * 0 • 1 
i.;;?TT rq~,V100) T, H(T), ,~, '1, Y 
CALl. SYMP ilL (X, Y, .07, 1n, "., -?} 
T -= I + 1 
TF'(T .EO. H(?) t 1) T ~ H(l) 
I r~ ( T • P o • r<. ( 4 ) + 1 ) r = n ( s ) 
I F (I • E 0 • J ( h ) + 1) r; n T 0 g n 
C r: FOFTJNF: TH I: LlLOT'l'Fr' !JFI~IN FOH A POSC::Ifll E N EXT ' N'!~'Y ; 
C T H l~ N I 11\ '1' T1 fl N 
c 
' '0 CALL PLOT (R. r,o, 0.0, -1) 
PETI!f)N 
1 () 0 (\ r.'(') l< r·: l\ T ( ' () ' , F r). 1 , I M !!7.. , , A H , ' c 0 ~~ roN F N'l' I I 1 X , T r; ' l' r; P i'' ~; I 
I I 1 X , I p f) I NT') I , T ') , I '1' Q I , T C) I 
7X, Ic->, I TO •, IS I 
l~'(, '.A.ND', IS,' mo 1 , IS, I \.J TLI r:, r.· p; ( ) ' i'~' I·'P 1 ) 
20')() FORf"l\':( 1 0 # Df3', 7X, 1 An;I.F 1 , ~ :<, ''( ( P LO 'l' } Y 1 / 
1
.')1, Til, 2X, Pf).2, F10.r;, r;v, ~n:·•) . ·l) 
3000 F'OH1'!A'f(1Y, T4, ~ X, r.r. . ?. , P10. 5 , riX ,? l·' :l.l) 
END 























REA1.*4 Y (N) 
I WI' F. r~ F. P * U I X Pl) 
Dn 10 I = 1, N 
IX(I) = T 
10 COW!'I NnF' 
40 
so 
NN = N - 1 
TJ() ')!)I= 1, NN 
I F' (X ( T X ( I ) ) • L ·~. X (I X (I + 1) ) ) (;0 'T'O c; r. 
SWJ'T' Ci l 
JT -- TX (T) 
TY(J) - JX(I + 1) 
IX (T + 1) = TT 
T J = I - 1 
,J ,T = J 
no 1! (' ,T = 1 , J I 
J ,1 = . T ,J - 1 
T F' ( Y ( [X ( J J) ) • T r:. X (I X ( J J +- 1l )) (: n '1' (l ~· 0 
SWITCI 
IT = I X ( .T.J) 
I X ( ~1,1) = IY (,LJ + 1) 
IX (JJ + 1) = IT 






















['l:~n(;iH'1 'PI) COMPrdn:.: CALTPP"'l'l0N [';~'"fl. Ol'iTP- Tt.;d: ( q.; '' 1:::· t1 nlq. 
WI':!{ VALWPS FP.O"': 'IT')'T' PriNS n~ E.l\! '"il. 
1 .~ E r.r. * 4 '7' n A~~(; r;; ( ~ q (,) , 'T "' !1 p ( 3 P. 6) , crT\ N r; ~ ~ ( 14 (i, f,) , c J\ T ( 1 II r. I : ', ·n 
f'~M. *4 ANCf.J / -.Jf.<lf>, -.lq13, -.r.,q7o, -.?rJ'c!, • ln'~~. t.1•t: 7 1 
i< 1;: AT ,>!< 4 P ),!' ( fl ) / cl r, 0 • 1 C) fl (\ • 1 6 1 2 o 1 7 1 ') • 1 7 '3 f, • 1 7 r, r , o / 
~ - '::A. L * 4 ~' N P 1\ '1 ~ (f)) 1- . :2 1 71~ , () • , 0 • , • 11!) 4 , • ? f3 7 r., - . r~ ') 1 7 I 
Ji1::l\I .*4 i~Nr.n.•-Jr>(fi) 1 11f~2., 120R., 1?:30., 1)r~n., ,;nr .. , 1.>\11. 1 
:·F A I. * 4 n; N ( 1'~ n) , :;: P '.1 P 'A ( 1 ll n) , m: ( 1'! 0) , !lN Pi\ r~ T' ( 1 4 r,) , ,,. ( 111 i ) 
T w~ F ; ~ I·: 11 * 4 ~.T r '\. L ( (, , 3) , N ~ n ) 
r. .. ~A D 'T' rr :.; :< r.· :yJ I ., •:: D n" 1 r, 
r ~ J·: T\ P { .1) T T~ M L' 
P j~ fl fl ( 1) T i? [! ~ I~ !·' 
f.~ E fl D ( .3 ) C:'. T .• , ~l C ;\ L 
F'F:l\D(3) 
r,' r:: An ( ~~) c :.· ~- '\l ~ ; ·~, ~J n 
C T.OnP THEO\lr;[l FJH:OUF'lC'I~S 
c 
on 10n TP1EU = 1. G 
lf~l:::: / ** (T;;-;}F('- 1) 
W I<' T ': 1·~ ( t) , 1 0 0 0 ) TF ~ 
~if T'T'E ( n, 6 000) T;;o r;; 
~MN = r. 
ESIG = !). 
!<:I' 1\ !"1 ~: = (l. 
Er'!,SI<; = n. 







"p 01 1 0 1 7 :-; ? p - /! ~\ 
t~ __ n 
no f0 I= 1, 11'0 
FTNI:' T~MPEPATUHE VALPe: F'O!< C!1ANI.FfT) 
IF (CRA~ c;r, (I, IF ir';~()) 
IF(CHI\NC~r~(I, IF;:;;S()) 
T ( I ) = 1' ,, ~1 P ( 1 ) 
GO TO SO 
?.0 CCINTINLJJ.: 
on 40 J = 1, 38r, 
.GT. 1667.) GO 1'r1 7 0 
.GT. TPANGE(1)) GO "0 / !) 
H'(C Rl-I N<~l.;(T, If~P r)) .G'I'. 'T'RliNG'q~1 + 1)) \,0 ']'() t~ n 
'T' ( T) = : ~ M P ( .n + ( 1' F ~ P ( ~1 + 1 ) - rr- EM P (.1) ) 
* (CrANr;F(T, IPRE()) - 'T'r:!INC;!-'(.J)) 
I ( 'f' R A N G F ( .1 + 1 ) - T ~ A ~~ r; ~~ ( J ) ) 
GO T'l 50 
I~(! CON'!'TNIJE 
S0 E8N(I) = 1\"l(IFHEQ} * (T(I} - hn.) + BN(I"!""H E I) ) 
E r. N P 1\ ( I) = l\ N P l1 M P (I P R E 0) * (1' (T} - fi 6 • ) + P N I' ll ~ l ' ( T ? '' :c ( : ) 
ON(T) = CAJ.(I, TFR EQ , ~) - F.nN(I) 
!)}! PA.~f) (1) ·- ChL(T, IPREO, 2)- F!1NF> .l\ (I} 
N = N + 1 
'fo: ~, N = ;;: M !~ + D N ( I) 
~PAMN = EPAMN + DNDAMP{I) 
F.CMN = F.G'l N + CAL (J, IFRFO, 1) 
F.Q CONTTNIJE 
70 P MN = ~~~ I N 
~PAMN = RPA~~ I N 
O.:<~:lllN = EGr~l I ~J 
DO 0 0 I =: 1 , r·I 
0 !' t1 = A [\ ·--; ( n '1 ( I ) - r.: M N ) 
i1DNPA = .1\W~(DN P .~. MP{T)- EPAr~N) 
~SIG = RS[~ + DDN * DON 
~PASIG = ~ PASTG + D ~NPA * DDNPA 
liiP.I'T'F.{f' , 2(1()0) r~I\N (~•qr, H'Rf:() ), T (T), CAL(T, !f 1' i' () , ·q, 
I::nN(T), nN (J), DON, C'P.L (T, T r.D F' () , 2 ), 
Ef1NPfl (I), DNPAMP(I), DDNPT\ 
CTG = Ct..L(I, I~HEQ, 1) - 'FGMN 
EGSIG = SGSTG + CTG * CIG 
w R T rr ~ ( R ' ~~ ()() 0 ) cR. A N G ··~ (T , I r, p P. ()) , c 'PI. ( J , n· !< ~ 0 , 1 ) I ( ' l c 
90 CON~TtJTJr.; 
ESJ1-; = SO RT ( 1~S IG I { N - 1)) 
r-: P A S I G = S ·) R T ( ~ P A S I G I ( N - 1 ) ) 
W R I T E (t> , V) 0 0 ) E ["' N , r.: P 7\ M N , F. S I(; , "' f> A S T ~ 
SCSIG ~ SORT ( ~~S IG I (N- 1)) 
r 
Pi r r "1-~ ( q , '> o q l)) r r. •n~ , ·~ (~ sI t~ 
100 C"CWl'l~,!flt;' 
FE'T'!IR r 
1 :1·10 Fn :n·'/1.~ ( 1 1 1 , T4, "'lii?. Cl\LTrH'ATTON C(l~P'I~'Tc;o•P 1 
o 1 x , ' N n r ~~ E ll To D :~ 1 , ~ P Y., 1 ~10 Is E n r n D F + ? n r i \ '' w) • 1 
I ., X , t :( /\ ~i r, F I , !~ X , I T r.• M p f,' n ~, 'T' ' )]I P. I , 
2 c 1 o x , 1 L n lli ,\ : { 1 , r., x , ' E A r: '~" 11 1 , s x , 1 F r.' r r~ 1? 1 , 
?Y_, 1 il( ~~?fi()R)' ) I 2Y) 
2 i) Ll (1 F 0 F M A T ( 1 X , 2 ( ? 1 n • 3 , r., X) , 2 ( I~ F 1 0 • ~ , I) X) ) 
1 0 n n ~" c1 R M ,\ T ( ' - ' , 7 r; x , 2 ( :) ?. x , 1 !·1 E ,\ ~· E H " o P = ' , P 1 n • 1 ) 1 
2fiX', /(14-X, 'S'J'ANDI\R Q OF.VTI\'!'I<'N = ', F10.J)) 
4 0 0 0 F 0 R ~! A T ( 1 r. X , F 1 0 • 3 , r; :< , 7. r 1 0 • 3 ) 
c, o () n Po 11 r·~ !\ T c • - 1 , 1 1 v. , 1 M P A ~ = ' , 'P 1 o • 1 1 
l. 0 Y. , ' S T A tl D r.. P D n F' V I !\ T I 0 N = 1 , F 1 0 • i ) (,ooo FDRMAT('1 1 , T4, ~:nz. 
1() 1 , ?nx, 'PT1NGT-: 1 , 10Y, 'NOIS !~ 
END 
D.~Cf'.. C;pnrr~p• 1 
D owrsn' 1 )X 
*******************************************************~** *{ ************ 
* * 
* FTJ'T'SR * 
* * 
**********•************************************************************* 
.S TT R P n 11'}' 1 N S F I L 'n-: H (A , :-.J , f', :11 , fJ) 
C • • N - P 0 I N rr F IT. T ": I< "(Fl /\ R !H. Y * ~ -1< 0 1.-' f) I 1'1 F: N S I 0 N * N 1F , TJ c; T r,; t; * •q 1.• T L 'i' E r• r () '·' !" r 
C'. • I "'J 1\ R 11 A Y * F * . A !Fl I\ Y * P * () ~ ~)J 1'1 ~ ~.r SInN * N * T ~ r~ S E D 'f n ;; 'f n ;:· J:: :.' 1 L" :·: r, n V i' 
r. •• '?'RM'">Or;-1\rnr.y. 
r 
c 





C • • M !I T N L ('I () r '!"' n P 71 L l. 0 A ·r A P tJT wr S • 
no? T=F,T. 
TSfJH=T-K 
C •• LOOP 'T'n l1PPI.Y "'f-JP FilTER CCl'RFFICF.N1'S FOH mF J)fl.r.'J\ POTN'T'. 
8 (J) =0. 
D C1 1 ,1 = 1 , 11 




C •. C0PY 8 RACK INTO A. 
no .3 I=i<,L 
J A(T)-=n(I) 
c. 
WRIT'P(6,4) ~l,N, 17 
4 ..,..OflMA.T( 1 0 1 ,T ·~,'-POT~''T' fiL'i'F.HJNr. COMPLBTP.D f'N 1 ,T4,' ' t' T'F~:. '-'1~ 7 rr 
c 
*CORF'FICF.N'fS iol"TE: 'I (7V, 1 1H'9. 4/)) 
s ~o; R r r r < r, , fl ) l11 , ~~ 
r. f;'()PMJ\'T'('f:***EPR()H*** !\1'TF.Mr:>T 'TO IJSF'' ,J4, 1 -Pf1IN'J' " 1 Lr1 '<' r;~ : ' ,14, 
~~ ' P () T wr !'0 : F I I. 'T'l~ R R "'O "F: S T I G l-1 0 P ED. ' I) 
~~F.'T'UH~ 
~Nn 







SU9ROfl'T'TNE GI\PLflT (fPEO, 'I., Y, N, Y!H~, YMf.Y, ~wo rH) 
c 
C PLOT FANGS VS. i?F.:Cnt?n NU~1BI::l! AND V.c.n. VS. P1·:\()i!J; t;rJ r~ ~ l .. r. F'' 
C DATA TN 'TflE 1\L~EI\ OF' THS 'PJFN 1\1' F.P-4 
r. 















FF EO - FRF.OTl F:NCY 
X - RA.NGF. ARRAY 
y 
- v.c.o. 1\ RR A Y 
N 
-
N '1M A F. Tl OF VALflF.S IN X 
YMIN - MTNTMTJ~ v.c.o. V ALTJE 
y ~A X: 
- MAXIM'·' M v.c.o. VJ\lTJE 

















I~JT:;:C );'P*4 TCO'·!i'(£",,2) I 7.{ll, 72LI, 7(·", 7111, :• 24 t ~. f) (l 1 
l * ' f~ ND', '! ~' I ~ ; ; )' I 
~· ;;· T T F ( ( , 1 0 () ) F' [? r !) , N ("() ~, p , N , y MIN I y ~ r\ y 
'i">;ITE(F-,?()0) Y. 
y.'fiT""'~ (1·, 1nn) Y 
C !\ POI~mc; '\rF·: TO PP PLCJ'l'T''·~f) :1Vl~R t'•. Hf\~!c;r. J>.,; (PT,() 'T'':• r:p) Y 
c QJ;' 8.r;nn T"1C:HP.S. 
c 
c. 
DY = n.r.:, f~q I !\1 
c: Tl t. r, PT. 0 'I' ( 0. , 8. , 3) 
C1~ LJ. FT.O'l' (0., n., 2) 
C SF '1" i\ N 1 N T E <; 'R l\ L 11 I N T (1 't M V • C • (' • V ~ T. r r f ; T F 'T' l 7 F' ~· ,, F r; J;' < 'F V • r · • n • 
C V ,1\ I. ri r S T S r, E-! r A"!' E R '1" I' rd~ '3') n n • A D. T n S '!' T [I r;> n A'! f>. 'T' r· 1: 1'"' \..' 1 .,. ,, I [\ 
C !1 7 J N C 11 P I.C' T T P. n n A K r; F - () T H PR W I :, ~ · T H "' .-; r. "· LT-' I ~ -: F J 'C' ! 1 




;I Y = l1 M A X 1 ( S • , A T N T ( ( A TN T ( Y 1'1 A X - Y ~ T ~1 ~J ) + 1 • ) I 7 • ) • 1 • ) 
W?I'I'f (f, 1'10) 'H 
DY = 1. I T)Y 
nn ?. 0 I = 1 , 7 
vy = l 
YYY = Y M T~~ + yv I DY 
C fl IT :; Hi PI) L ( 0 • , v v , • n 7 , 1 ~ , g 0 • , - 1 ) 
C i1 L J. !' rr !" B r~ R ( - • 1 , Y Y- • () 'i , • 0 7 , Y Y Y , J 0 • , - 1 ) 
20 rfi~!';:'J Ntl r:: 
C FI~TST' T.l'lf'EI,T,U!(; TPF f\X.TS: 'T'flPN PL('IT A U ill'Y. 
C G TV T 1\ G ;: :.1 J'~ 0 11 t: N C Y f\ ~q; C 0 ~ P 0 N F. ~ rr 
c 
c 
CALL SY"180L(-.2'1, ( • • 2') , .14, 51-iV Cr., 0 f'., ~) 
CALL N tJ !'I f1 E R ( 4. 5 , 0. ; • 1 I~, F H E 0, 0 • , 1) 
C T\ L L S Y rv, J1 0 I. ( g q G • , q o q • , • 1 4 , 7 ll M !I 7. • IT , 0 • , 7 ) 
C A l. L S Y r !l D T. ( ~ q q. , g Q ~. , • 1 4 , I C (' M P ( "l COM P, 1 ) , 0 • , - 1 ) 
C 1\ t L S Y !'! flO L ( q g q. , Q q 'l • , • 1 4 , J C:C' M P ( N C n M P , 7} , n • , { ) 




DO 40 I=1,N 
XX=DX*I 
YY = DV * (Y(T)- YMT~N) 
ChLt SY.~BOL(XX,YY,.07,10,0.,-1) 
40 CON'"INUP 
hpollo 17 s~r - S) 
C PR~FPJNV ~HR ORIGIN FOR ~H~ ~EXT PLOT; 
C Tf!P.K PE'T' TT1i~!. 
(' 
CALL PLOT(O.S, 1'., -i) 
RR'T'URN 
10n FORMA~( 1 0FnPQ.= 1 ,F~.1, 1 COMPONFNT 1 ,T7/T6,' POINTS'/ 
' M I N. v • c. 0 • :=:' , FG • 1 I ' MAX. v. c. 0.. = I , F' h • 1 ) 
150 FORMl!'T'( 1 0SC"ALE = 1 , P6.1, 1 Df:l /INCH') 
2 0 0 F 0 R M AT ( ' 011 r, N G ~ A R B A Y ! ' /1 0 0 ( 1 X , 1 0 ? 1 0 • 1 /) ) 













'~ l W R 0 ll ~ I N r.: I ~rr P n L ( X I N , V T N , N , X r; rJ ~ , Y 0 IJ 1' , N S '!' A P 'T' , N PI C ~) 
LJMEAP I~T~~POLATJO~ OF YI~ VS XTN AT PnTNTS Y0~m. 
C' INP!T'T'; 
C X I N == H' P rp· X A P [~ A Y 
C YIN = TNPfl'!' v ARHAY 
C ~ = DIMFNSION OF XIN 1\ND YIN 
C YOUT = PCINT> A'~' WHICH YIN WTI.L OI·: IN'T'F:PPOJ.ATF'D 
C NPLOT = DH1TnJSHlN or.- XO"'T' P.NI"' YOrTT 
c 
( ()ll'T'f'TI'T: 
C Y 0 ll'I' :::: 1 N 'T F' II r n L l\. T F D V /\ UJ"~ S 0 F Y IN AT P 0 T ~ T S Y. n ll'r 
C NSTART = tJfiM HEP OF FIRST POINT INT~~RPOU. T1·~f'J 
C NPLO'T' = NfJ!1BFH OF LAS'T' noiN'r INTF'RPOI.hTED 
\. 





C no LOOP Tn TN1'ERPOU\TE YOUT ~TEACH XOU'T' POINT. 
Apollo 17 <;r;•p - ' ,3 






DO S 0 J = 1 , N ~' L 0 T 
ll r) I F' ( X I tv (T ) - X n fJ '1' ( J ) ) 1 n , 2 0 , l 0 
10 TF(I.FI).N) GO Tn f:J() 
T-= I+ 1 
GO TO 00 
2 0 Y 0 !J'T' ( ,1) = Y I N ( I) 
GO TO SO 
V1 IF(T.F().1) GO Til B 
Y 0 [J'T' ( ,1) = Y T N ( I- 1) + ( X n 11 T ( , 1 ) - X I N ( I - 1 ) ) * ( Y T N ( J ) - Y T N ( I - 1 ) ) I p: 1 Y ( ,. ) -
YIN(I-1)) 
GO rrn c;n 
31 NS T A~T=.1+1 
S O CONTfNfTF: 
c *** 
fi E TTJR N 










R F. A L * f~ T Y P F: ( 2 ) , R 11 N , S I T l:~ , D I R F C T , FO P r E V , T J T LF ( 1 1 ) 
~'~FA1.*4 DATA(12000), PANG'P(10CO), VCn(1000) 
R E Jl. L * 4 f R ~0 (f) ) /1 • 0, 2 • 1 , 4 • 0, 8. 1 , 1 6. 0, ] 2 • 1 I 
TNTE~PR*4 ID~Th(400) 
INTEGFH*? TTYPR{2) 
LOGJCAL*4 PIRST, LAST 
EO 1 ~ IV ll I. F N CE ( D AT A { 1 ) , IDA T A ( 1 } ) 
COMMON ILUNDAT/ TITLE, RUN, SITE, DIRECT, FOR~~V, TV P~ , 
ITYPE, N, PIPST, LAST 
C r F. I\ 0 I. U N r, R S E r ;;-I L r { # 1 ) AND PlW D n C F. A fIL E fJ F' V • C • () • D A "' f, 
C INTr.oRF'Ol.liTED '\1" INTFRVALS Of 0.1 WAVEI.B!U;'fH 
c 
C TPE T?li~<-;F: A~JJ) V.c.n. DA'fll Af?F' ACCflf"PLATED TN /\ !·'PAY "fJIITI'·. ''. 
T\ p o 1 lo 1 7 ~~ F r· - r; LJ 
C IORG IS TifF' I~D l':Y OF TIP•: NEXT F'l ';;r, LOC!Ir;'Tn ;l n;;r; i>r! ifr'l 1 I•T1'!'T·. 
C I1AY P.F. S'T'ORr:o. 1XX IS T!!E fNDEX 0? 'T'Hr~ '!;' rp<;T :-:At! r; :.: V!IL'i! . , 
C ;\ND IXY IS TIP.~ TNDF.X OF THF. FIRST V.C.O. VHOE. 
c 
c 
C READ AND WRITE THE LABEL RECORD. 
C THIS RECORD CON'T'AINS N - THF. NTIMBT":R OP 
C VALUES TN EACU SUBSEQUENT R~rORD. 
c 
c 
CALL UININ(DA'I'A, !DATI\, &980, ggqQ) 
WRITE (6, 3000) TYFE 
\\1RITP,(6, 1000) RUN, SITE, DIPECT, FC)P.REV, TT'J'LF., ~~ 
WRITF. (3) R'JN, SITE, DIRECT, FOR~EV, TJTJ.F, ~ 
C INITIALI~E THE STACK 
c 
c 
10 IORG= 1 
M=O 
L=O 




20 TF (TORG+N .G ·r. 12000) GO TO 970 
Cl\l.l. LUNIN(DfiTA(InTH~), IDATA, f.980, f,C)90) 
IF(TTYPE(1) .GE. fi) GO TO 40 
WRITE (6, 2000) TYPE 
GO TO 20 
C THIS SECTION IS F.NTFREO ONLY FOR 
C RANGF. AND V.C.O. RECORDS. 
c 
c 
40 WRTTE C6, 1000) TYrE 
TF (ITYPF (7.) • EO. 6) r.o TO 60 
c 
C" FOR RJI.NGF. DATA - MOVE lOR\. TC' POINT ONF. T.OCATION BEY OND 'l'I'P. 






IF(. NOT. LA.ST) r:;o TO 7.0 
C APTER REAI)JN(; 'J'IIE LAST IBNGF. BLOCK FOR 'l'HIS F'PF.Ofi "~NCY, 
C FILL ARRAY "RANGE" WITH DIST~NCES IN ME'!'J\RS CORf?E:SPOND lN(; 





DO SO I=1, 1000 
lANGE(T)=DWL*FLOAT(J-1) 
Nl'TST N~~1* 'l 
(,() 'T'() ?0 
Apollo 17 SFP - ~~ 
C T P .1.': AT M 'P ~',., 0 F V • C • 0. D AT h T ;; ;: I M T L 1\ P ; 01H~ <; ';"r 0 F V • 1 •• n • V h !. nr· .r: 




AO IF(FIPST) IXY=IOR~ 
IORG=TOFC+N 
L=L+1 
IF(L .J.T. M) r;o TO 20 




r A L I. I NT POT. ( D AT 1\ ( I Y Y.) , n A T 1\ (J X Y ) , N P T S I "J , r., A tJC; J;' , V C 0 , r: S Ti\ l' "' , t~ PI. c 'J') 
C SET 'T'O '7F.~W V.r..n. V~LfJ 1~S WHICH HAVE NOT ilFP.N IN'TFFP(;l,1\'l'PP. 
c 
l>JSTM l=NSTrtRT-1 
TF(NS'I'M1 .LE.0) c;o TO flO 




IF (NPLTP1 .GT. 1 000) GO TO 100 
DO 90 I=NPLT P1, 1000 
vco (I) =0. 0 
go CONTINUE 
100 NPTS=NPLOT-NSTM1 




WRITE (6,4000) TYPE(1) ,FREO(ITYPF(1) -5) *NSTAHT,NPTS, 
(VCO (I) ,I=1, NPTS) 
WBITE (3) TYPg(1) ,FREQ(ITYPE(1} -5) *NSTAP'l',NP'I'S, 
(VCO(I) .,I=1 ,NPTS) 
C IF' LAST IS TRW~ THEN !Hi.:AD A NFW SET OF RANGE VALTJFS; OTilF!?WJSE 
C REAO V.C.O. DA'T'l\ FOR TilE NEXT COMPONENT (TfiF. Cf1R!?EN'T' bl\NC;F' OfiTr, 





IF(l.AST) l.O 'T'O 10 
TORG=IXY 
L=O 
GO '!'() 20 






GO TO fl1g 
Apollo 17 S J·;P - ')f 





:"JHC WRT'T'E (n, 5000) 
GO 'T'() qog 





o ')(' W R I T ~ ( 6 , Fl 0 0 0 ) T Y P F. 
191 END FILF. 1 
RETURN 
1000 FOI1Ml\T ( 1 0l1TT~ ',A6/ 1 OSI'T'F. ',A6/ 1 ODIREC'!'ION ',An/ 
' 0 I , 1\ () , ' T R 71. N s !'1 ITT E R f I ' 0 ' , 1 0 A A , ]\ 4 I I () ' , I 4 , ' p () T N 'T' ~; ' ) 
2000 FOR1'1AT( 1 0 1 ,21\8,' RECORD SKIPPED') 
1001) FOHMII.'T'( 1 0 1 ,2AB,' RECORD PEAO') 
UOOO FOHMAT (' 1 LAR FL=" 1 , AA, 1 "' / 1 OY.'R:-!(). = ', F'). 1,' MHi'. 'I 
'0PIRST POINT=',I4/ 1 0# Of' POIN'T'S=',T4/ 
' 0 ' , 1 0 F 1 0 • 1 I g q ( 1 X, 1 0 F 1 0. 1/) ) 
5000 FOR~AT( 1 0NO~MAL ENO OF JOR 1 ) 
6000 FOPMA"'( 1 0I:ND 0F FII.F OCCIIRREf' WHILE ATTF~PTING TO Pr·: I\ D 1 
:?.A R, ' R?;CORD') 













T''f-:1\t*R ':'YPE(2), !""i'TN, SITE, DIRECT. FO:<RPV, TTTl'P(11) 
R"~AL*4 OA'!'I\(12000), PANGP.(100r)) 1 VC0(1000) 
R~AL*4 :r~Pr:'O(b) ,11.0, 2.1, 4.0, 8.1, H.O, 32.1/ 
I 'JT F!. E P * 4 I TH\ 'T' l\ ( 1.! 0 0) 
TNTP~fr*2 ITYP~(2) 
LOf:TCAI.*4 PIRS"i', LI1:>'T' 
1~() TTl V A L T~ N C F ( D i\ T !\ ( 1 ) , I D A 'T A { 1 ) ) 
Cf'MMON ,/I.rJNDAT/ 'l'ITl.P., FrJN, SITF, DIFfo:CT, FOYlREV, 'T'Yf' 7·:, 
I'T'YOF, N, f.'TPST, LAST 
C RP.AD LllNAR Sf·~P FILF {~2) /\ND P'RODrJCF A FILF OP V.c:.n. DATf, 
C JN'J'PRPOLATF.D i\T INTF.RVALS OF 0.1 WAVPLFN!;TI! 
c 
C THE RANGF AND V.C.O. Dh'TA ARF ACCTJMTTI.ATED TN 1\PR.P\Y "Dl!.Tf1 11 • 
C IORG TS THE INDEX Of' 'T'HP. NEXT PRES J.OCATION JN1'0 WfliC!I Pfi'T'A 
C MAY BF STORED. IXX IS THE INDFX OF TH'P FIRS'J' FANGF. VI\T,TTf, 
C AND IXY IS TH~ INDEX 0F 'T'HE FIRST V.C.O. VAL!If'. 
c 
c 
C READ AND WRITE THE lAAEL RECORD. 
C THIS RRCORD CONTAINS N - THE NUMRER OP 
C Vl\J,TTF~S IN EACH STIBSROIJEN1' RECORD. 
c 
N=3R6 
CALL LUNIN2(DATl\, TDATA, &9AO, &Q90) 
WRITE{(., 3000) 'T'YPE 
WR I'i'R {6, 1000) ( IDA'l'A (J) , I= 1, 297) 
c 
C TNI'TIALIZP. Tf!E STACK 
c 
c 
10 Tf'RG= 1 
M=O 
L=O 
C CHECK FOR STACK OVFPFLOW DEFORE READING THE NEYT RECOPD. 
c 
20 IF(TORG+N .GT. 12000) GO TO 970 
CALL J..HNTN2 (DATA (IORG), IDA'!'A, &1RO, &990) 
IF(TTYP!-~(1) .G~. 6} GO TO 40 
WRITF. (6, 2000) 'T'YfF' 
c 
t. 
C THIS S~CTION TS ENTERED ONLY FOP 




4 n ;n< r T P ( 6 , Vl o n ) 'l' Y P r-: 
IF fi':'VPF (7) • EQ. G) r,n '!':l 60 
c 
llpollo 17 SFP - r,p 
C F 0 !\ P A N G E D l\ '1' l\ - T1 0 V E I') IH~ T 0 P 0 t NT 0 N F: L 0 CAT I 0 N F F Y 0 ti r ':' f; E 





IF(. NOT. I..A:~1') GO .,, 7.0 
c 
C A PT :·~ H H E A D T N G T !E L 1\ S 'l' R 1\ N G f. BLOC K P 0 R T ~!I S F R r.; G n F N C Y , 
C FILL ARRAY "i1ANr;R" WT'!'H DIS'J'li.NCPS TN METFP.S COfdd~SPONOJ!U; 





no c:, 0 I= 1 , 1 o o o 
n il. N r r<; ( T) = !HE * F L 0 A 'T' (I - 1 ) 
')n cnwrTrH~ 
NP';-'SI N=M*'J 
GO TO 7.0 
C ., H E fl. T 11 :R N 'I' n P V • C • n • D A 'T' 1\ J S S I M I I. A R ; 0 N f S !·~'I' 0 F V • c • ( 1 • V Jl L n T' '' 




h() n'(PIRS'T) I:>CY=TORG 
IOP<~= IOPG+N 
L=T.+1 
T F' ( I. • I. '1 ' • ~1 ) G 0 T n ~ f) 
C CI\T.T. TNTPOI_ TO Ol:l'f~PJ V.c.n. VAU 1ES TIT l ~ ')llfd, r·' fl'; (; [ JNTl:~Vrd.S: 




C ,r. T. L T N rr r 0 L ( D l\ '<' A (T Y. X) , D A 'T' A ( I X Y ) , N P T S I N, R fl N G R , V C 0 , N ~_; T 1\ 1'" , N P !.Jl T ) 
c 
C :O::FT TC1 "F:lW V.C.O. V!\UJE<; W!!TCH 1!\Vf ~!0'7' nr.'PN JN'l'Ef~POLII'I'Ff'. 
c 
~ s T ~~ 1 = N ~ '!' .'\ i1 '7' - 1 
J:--· (NSTM1 .1.0" .0) .";() "() '·10 
pn 70 T=1, !.'')'T'"J1 
vrn (f) =r.n 
7 :> c 0 ~J ': I N !I i" 
~r NPLTP1=NPLOT+1 
T f ( \1 P T 'T' P 1 • r; T. 1 0 () 0) (;0 'T' 0 1 C' 0 
1\ n ~0 J=NPLTP1, 1()(',> 
vcn(T)=O.o 
::jn C")N'fT Nnr 
1~)(' NP1'S=NPJ.(1'T'-NSTN1 
[\ p n 1 1 0 1 7 S r· P - r, (I 




D 0 1 ;~ 0 ~ == N S ·n, I("' , N P L 0 1' 
V\.O(T)=VCO(J)+ll~.O 
1 2 0 C n NT I f-.' Tl l' 
I> R T '!' R ( f' , 4 (\ () I l) TY P 'P. ( 1) , F R ~ () (IT Y P F ( 1 ) - 5) , N S T 1\ l\ 'f, wv: '~ , 
(V~O (T) ,I=1, NP'TS) 
·:.:HTT~(1) TYPE(1) ,FREQ(I'J'YP~(1}-S) ,N:i'f'APT,NPT;;, 
(VCO{I) ,I=1,NP'!'S) 
C lk' l.'\S'J' IS 'T'[~fl'\ THEN ~F:TI'O A NEW S~T 0? l?ANGE VAL!JES; ()'rflrH: JS f.' 
C P':i AD V.C.O. DA~A FOP 'T'HE NEXT COM:JONEN'T' ('!'H~ CIJPJH~;,.. Tli\NC;y.: [1!;;'1\ 





IF(LAST) l~O 1'0 10 
Tr)f{(;= IXY 
L=O 
(~() TO 20 






GO '!'0 qoq 




9RO WRITE(fi, S0CIO) 
GO 'J'O gq9 
A p o 1 1 o 1 7 ~-> ,,: r - c, n 
c 





1:1( W'-!I'"~'P.(f>, (,Q'1J) TYPF' 
9 rl '-1 r'N;l ;? Tl r' -~ 
r :·' "' 11 R K 
1!/ ilO l-'()P"'A~.' (?7(1X,11l\4/)) 
? 0 nil ' 70 R !I'!\'! ( ' 0 I , 2 A H, I R E (~0 R T) sKIP 0 F.[) I ) 
? i) (1 r :=- 0!'1 ~' A '1' (' () 1 , 2 A II, 1 R F C 0 R T) HEAD 1 ) 
4 1) (lf': f(Jr<1•'ii 'T'( 1 1LI\WEL=" 1 ,11H,""/ 'OFRF.().= 1 ,F5.1, 1 MHZ.'/ 
1 0FIRST "OTNT= 1 ,I4/ 1 0f OF POINTS= 1 ,I4/ 
I 0 ' , Fl p 1 0 • 1/9 9 ( 1 X' , 1 0 J?, 0. 3 /) ) 
r. () o 0 ;.-o iH1 i\"" ( 1 n N n r. "1 A L EN n oF .J oR' ) 
c 
c 
UHH'. r!lt~:vor,'!'( 1 0RND nF FIIP OCCU!?FED W!IJLF. 1\'l'TEMP'T'JN(; 'T'O rn:: tl!l ', 
?All, ' liECClRD') 




* LliNACPV3 * 
* * ****************************************************~*********¥~~*'***** 
c 
c 
~Ell. T * tl 'l' Y P E ( 2 ) , f.' TJ N , ~;I 1' 1:~ , DIP E C'T , FO H f., ~ V , 1' T '1' T. E ( 1 1 ) 
PFAL*U DATA(12000~, RANGE(l0'10), VC0(100f'} 
RF/\J.*4 fTH'O(n) /1.0, 2.1, 4.0, R.1, H · .0., 1/.1/ 
INTPG~R*U IDATA(400) 
IN~~~FP*2 ITYP~(?) 
L 0 r~ 1 C A I. * 4 F T R"i 'f , T. A S T 
P.(JlJJV.I\LENCF. (rlATA(1), TOATA(1)) 
<'OM/'ION /L'lNDAT/ TITLE, ~<~IN, ~TTE, DTDF:CT, f0~?HEV, TY~'t·, 
ITYPE, N, FIFST, LAST 
C rlfA~ P1Nl\ l\ :,;;-p PILE{#~) AND PRI!D"CE 1\ FlLF. OF V. C .rJ. J1 f.'rr 
C TNTP 1~P(1 Lf,TF.D .1\'T' INT"RVl\V:; OF 0. 1 W.IIVF,L ENr.TP 
C TI!\BG~ DA~A ARP TAK~~ PPO~ FTIE •2 
c 
C '!'H'~ FANGF' AND V.C.O. DATA APF' ACCllMflLATP.D IN ll i~ fl/'tY "llfiTJ, ". 
C TOR<~ IS 'T'HT-' INDEX OF '7'fF NEXT F'R'f.~ LfWATTO"J INTO WHI.CP nr,~r. 
/\ p nl 1 n 1 7 SF'' - f . 1 
C r·: !I Y n F '> '7' n 1' F D • T X Y I S "' f l F. T N D E Y. f1 F T '-! ,:;: F J 1~ r; T fl l\ ~ P·: V A L I l r , 
C ?\ ~~ D T Y Y :r:.; "!"'II F T N DE X' () F ': H F. F T R ST V • C. 0. VAL" F:. 
l 
c 
C PF.'\f'\ JINf) ..JHTTP 'T''H LI\R ":T. RF. Cf' RD. 
C 'T'f-!I~; HF'C011D CONT~IN~~ N- THE NIJM8'RT1 ()f.' 
C VAI.rr •:•;: I N T'!ICH .SIJFl:> l':QfP•:N'l' RPCORD. 
c 
c 
:-.r= 1 H :) 
C!\. u vnn N ~ ( n A 'f l\ • 
CALL L~JNI~'H (D/\'f .~, 
vi~~ r .,.. ~ ( r. , 3 n (\ ') ) 'f y r F 
IDATA, ~180, 6910) 
rnr,n. , r.1no, f:qCJ(l) 
[..;fiTT:: ((-. • 100·'1) ( TDIITA (T), 
C JNT"'T.'fli.TZ:;' T ~TE ST!\CI< 
c 
c 
10 IORG= 1 
"'1"'0 
L=() 




2P rr~(T()I(~+N .r.T. 12000) GO TO 970 
C A I. T. L '' N IN 2 ( DATA ( HYR G) , I 0 AT~ , f, q F3 0 , f, 9 q 0) 
T F' ( T T Y t' P { ?. ) • ~J r. r; ) 
CALL LTT:-./INl(DI\.'T'A(TnRG), ID~'T'A, f.9f10, r.nqo) 
T Y c r 'T" Y r Y' ( 1 ) • t; 1\ • r,) G o T n 4 o 
t.t n rn·: c fi , :2 0 n n ) 'T' y P,.. 
r.o TO 20 
C THIS S~CTJ0N TS ENTERED ONLY FOR 
C FldH~r.; liND V. c .n. HFCORDS. 
c 
c 
/.J.O WRITP(6, 10n .')) TYPF' 
T!? { I '!' y p F (7. ) • T~ 0 • 6 ) G () T 0 (, 0 
c 
C FOR f<fl.NGl~: PAT!\ - MCWF: IO RG TO POTNT ONE LOCATIO!\ RFYO NC THr.; 
C Li\S'T' VALUE, i\ND TNCFP.M~NT THF CO'INT OP P TINGF DLDCf\~; (M). 
c 
c 
T F' ( F I P S ~· ) I X X = In R G 
IO H(;:::IO!IC;+N 
1'1= !''+ 1 
TF (. ~p'T'. Lo\~->T) <~n Tn 7.0 
C' 1\PT"'P P1-AI1H1 '-; TIJF LAST PA NGF l3 LnC' K FOR ~HIS Ff!PO"F~CY, 






nn r;r J=1, 1•)1)1") 
~ A \I r; r; (I ) = n;.; !. * P L 0 A T (J - 1 ) 
r; n en wr T IIJTT1:' 
\' p l' s T II;= i'l * N 
GO "'0 ?.0 
~pollo 17 ~FP - ~? 
C -:r.f:!\I'Mf.!\' '~' CJP V.C.O. DATI\ I~ ?HlTL~n; ONe: ST·: '1' 0"' V.c.n. VT\i. tP:s 




~n If(FTFS~) TYY=TORG 
T f) p (~ = I 0 II G + N 
L=T. + 1 
T:-'(L .LT. f1l 1; 0 1'0. ?.0 
C C!\LI . TNT'' C'L '1'0 OP.TI\PJ V.C:.O. VAT,TT"='S 1\T !.(' 11 1\L ~1\!'J(;f: HiT;~.-,V' LS; 
C "' 111\ NFI-! V .'\ Lfl"'') AR E H?Tfl fHJFD IN 1\f:R.I\Y "VC:n ". 
c 
c 
NS 'l' !I f."T= 1 
NPTJ1T=-1!'10 :) 
CAT..T. T•F~'POL ( i l,\'l" !\ (JY"f), lli\'I'A (IXY) ,~!PTSTN, Rn:r; E , VCn , ~; S'_l' f,P ':' , ~: P trY:" ) 
C SF 'T' rt' 0 7 f' ~ 0 V • C • () • V A V J P c; 'iz:l T C H H r, V E N 0'1' B '!? rnJ I w_r F' !' P n T. 1\,-: PI ~ • 
c 
c 
N .') T M 1 = ~J:, ':'ART- 1 
Tf' (N ''i'!'M 1 .L F: .n) (;O n-o Ril 
r, n 7 () T = 1 , N S T '•1 1 
vcn(n=r.n 
70 cnN'TTNU F 
R 0 N iJ L 'f n 1 = ~; P T. 0 '~' + 1 
1 F ( '\1 P I 'I' r 1 • G ' ~ • 1 () 0 0 ) Gd T rJ 1(H) 
DO ~l() T==NIJI.'fP1, 1n00 
VC O (T)= O.t) 
nn CONTTW!F 
100 NP~S=N PLOT-NST11 
C lJRTTP HRADSR Tf.l'PO H Mr~ rrroN h Nf) AR RAY "VCn". 
c 
DO 1 20 T=NSTAR'1', NPL() '!' 
VC O (I) = VCO fl)+11S. O 
120 CClNTTN lF 
WFI "" B (6,4 000 ) TYPR(1) ,? H;;: O(ITYPF(1}-S) ,NST APT,N~' T S , 
(V C0 (T) ,I=1,NP'T'S ) 
/.' " I T C: ( 3 ) .,. '{ P E ( 1 ) , ~.· ~~ ~ 0 ( I T Y P E ( 1 ) - r, ) , N S 'T' A fl 'T' , N P T ~: , 
c 
c 
(VC O (T) , T=-l,NP'TS) 
Apollo 17 ~i"'l ) - 1 . ~ 
C T l~ u ·,S'T' I ~> T '~TTP rrr~f~J l? ;.:!Hl A NFW SF.'T OF Rl\t!G!~ Vf.. J,11F:i; O"'Jp;·p,~ J:> !·: 
C' :~ f' A D V • r. n • D AT A F n i' 'T' l l ~ N EXT C 0 M F 0 N l~ NT { T fl F C U P ~\ F. N"' R l\ tl ' ; r n J\ '1' ~. 





I F ( I..l\ S"' ) r; n 'l' 0 1 0 
TOHC;=IYY 
L=O 
GO '10 70 






{~D TO Q(lC) 





· ~ R 0 il F I m F. (A , r; n n 0) 
\, () 'f I 9 n ') 





·~ :-)(, :~ '< T 'P~ ( () , () 0 1 ') ) T Y r: F 
q o q P~ n F I L F' 3 
RPTTTRN 
1 0 n 0 ;;on H ~11\"' (7 7 ( 1 Y , 11 A 4 /) ) 
2 () 0 0 v () )H'l A T ( • (' I , 2 1\ 8 , ' R F. c () 8 f) s ~ I p p ro: D I ) 
30(10 FOP1'11\1'( 1 f' 1 ,?A8, 1 RFCORD ~ETID 1 ) 
4 0 0 () F () R ~~ i\ '! ( ' 1!.l\ B ~~ L =" ' , A~ , f " ' I ' 0 p F. E 0. =- ' , F s. 1 , ' M I! z . I / 
1 0 F L! s rr r or NT= 1 , r ~~ 1 • o t c F . PoT NT s = 1 , 1 41 
• 0 I , 1 () F 1 () • 3; g g ( 1 X , 1 0 F 1 0. 3/) ) 
"\000 FO"R~I\T('0'10 F "1AL FND nF .10R') 
f-000 PO[~Mi'I.'T( 1 rP.N fl OF' FILE OCCURRF.O WHILE .~TTr.:MPTTNG 'T' O f<r :\D' 
7AR, • R.r:coRD') 
7000 FOPrA~('-*** TNSUFFICT~NT SPACE ON STACK ***') 
c 
c 

















rnn•:· TN P "'0 
PP-LI TTJf":K, 
~- 0 2Y 'T'HF' ~AN t-;P. At-JI' VCO P 1 1-JC 1WPF'C"'BD) 
FO tl !JS" ilY "'fiE fiN'!'ENN~ PATTET?N l'LO'T' 
r i\ T f\ F t-l !! " ' ;: r 
r [/ ()(: !: ti ... ( _c;) 
Tfl? ~;r.r:GE ll.~l!l VJ'J'. J)J,TA A"I: ACCTTMTTI.l\TF'l T~ AHFAY "f:ATr.". 
'! 0 ~ (~ I S '7' r' E PI D ? X n F T IF N E '{ 'T' F R E T~ I. 0 C A 'T' I 0 N I N 'I' (1 r,; n 1 C H D !'1.., r. 
•qy 81-' ~Til'-·:~:-,. IXX J~) T r~F' H'DEX OF THP FJq<:'! f.'i>~~ r ; p VALllf-' , 
1\ N D J '! V r..; ',''I S ;: '~ n F v 0 P 'P IH~ " I f1 S T V • C • n. V !I UP·;. 
C ~IX >..:f,J"l-; T,"[~ : T C:\f<D~: IIPE l'i-:()!IT!'F'D li.S Jll-:SCP !J1Efl ;1l~Lm; . 
c 













TT' '~FO - F :;: porrr.:NCY l'HHCATC'P. (Dfl.SF:?. LOG OP Fl·: ":(l"T·I:CY) 
WI i> r. "' A rT I. 'T' 
TC'0!'1P - .~ 0 '?.1\V OF C<P1PONE"l'T'S 70 PE CQPTf.P, (l!· ?!-:r-: ( •r-· : ; ·r·o [f.1f 
TW~ ld< ~~ AY O'~T 'T'Q ( EJ.FMFN"T'S, f\T·'FI\III.T r~ :n:~ · ll F; : ~ 
C•) 'l ;:s f () li 'T'rlF COMPONF~'T'S i\RE: 
nnr 







'l"YflE(?), P.r1N, ~iiTI~, DTHF:CT, FOF'PPV, TI.-.LT-:(11) :~ T:' A L * q 
REAL*f1 
t:~R l\L~'4 
H 1\ A J * 14 
r 1.: or~ r-J.., r 2 l / 'o or:; P. J c R ' , • r. ,._ r> • / 
I ~-' 'I' r (~ F H * 4 
T N'J' :_:· (a· R * 2 
l.OG'!!- T\1.* 4 
r ·~ 'T' r: r ~ :' P * 2 
T N ,., .. ' ;' '~ FT t' l 
~) /', T 1\ ( 1 7. 0 0 ()) , f) A N G f<: ( 1(' () 0) I v c 0 ( 1 (! 0 () ) 
FH 1·:n(h) 11.n, :?.1, Ll.O, 8.1, 16.0, -~/..1 1 
TfHtT."I (400) 
r 'T' Y , r~ ( ?. ) 
rTP S ')', LJI. S'l' 
Tf~ 0 ~~ p ( ,, ) 
Cil'1 P (h) I /17,2/.:?,7.12,211,?.71,7~1 I 
c 
J.Qr.;ICJ\L~'1 fHTTD~(6,F,) 116 t,c .'~'RtlE. I 
NAI':'.'LJST I c~1TL I If't:;:l~O, ICOt-'P 
F:OJJJVJ\LFNCF (Dl\.'!'1\ (1) I IDA'I'A (1)) 
~pollo 17 SF'l' - t,r. 
COMt"ClP ILTI~Jn~'fl TJ'J'T,":, !.F'N, SITF., DJRF:CT, F'Of\HEV, TYrF., 
J'rY 0 E, N, FIF S1', LAST 
C HRGTM PY ~ETTTNG DEFAULT VALUFS POR COMPONENT SELFCTTON 
C (NO COfi',PONl-~NTS), T?FADING CON'T'ROL CARDS, 1\ND SWl'TOJr~ 
c 
f'l(' 10c:·OP I=1,h 
nn 1C\1f~r :r=l ,h 
1 o 1 n n I c o r1 r ( ,J ) = n 
"? F tl D ( r, , C N 'T' L , ~ ~~ D = 1 0 h n P ) 
I D'X= T I TH'()+ 1 
DO 101:'.0 ,J=1,G 
T C -=- C Of•l P ( J ) 
no 1r1 11 r K = 1 , I) 





N= 1f) (, 
c 





I D A ·r A , F; 9 n 0 , f, g 9 C)) 
TDAT~, S~80, ~Q10) 








20 IF(InEG+N .C~T. 12()00) t';O TO 970 
C A L L I. n 1H ~; 2 ( D t1 ":' l\ ( T n 1'7 G) , T D l\ 'T' J\ , f, q H 0 , f. q 1 () ) 
IP(T"'YPF('2) .NT\, 5} 
CI\LI Lfl~.JJN ·~ CDl\.1'!1 crnaG), IDA'T'A, ~~<JfW, r.'l90) 
TF (JTYPF (1) •. ;J~, fi) CO TO 4(1 
GO ~·o ? (\ 
4 () C () N 'T' T !I rn• 
P' (T"'ynv P) • 1~(l, (,) c;1) '1'0 60 
c 
c 
~1 = M + 1 
Ir(.'{()'J'. U,r:T) GO ""'n 7.(1 
N P T S I N = N '~ '·1 
I'a=TYX 
IGY~ND=TYX 
!' p n J l o 1 7 :; F l' - •. f 
c rr~;r) rr'HF l'OT'JT~~ wrqc;1 LT 1·' n ! ~'T';..p.~r.i\' 4''~' 1\Mn r.;·F ; ['1f.' ·:··; l!·'~: : 
C '1' H P. <: i~ ':l T 1, L Cl ·~ c· 1J P T E r) 
c 
DO ~1 T=TYX,N~TSTN 
T F {Dr, ,.1\ ( J) • L E. 4 g 0.) rr; X= I G X+ 1 
J F' ( f' fl. 'T' A ( Tl • L ~: • c, ~" • ) L~ ~p~ N D = f r; X F ~.111 + 1 
'10 CONTINlf'? 
NC0"1 P =0 
(;() 'T'() 20 
fi 0 T P ( F IPS 'T) T )I' V "'T I) R G 
T 0 f) G = T 0 IU ~ + N 
L=T.+1 
T F' ( L • L T • M ) c; 0 T \l 2 0 
TF' (NCCI'H .GT'. ()) GO 7n 6') 
C ISOLATE rp!l-: PCJTiiTS 'T'() TP COPTF.D 
c 
(" 
IG Y= I Y Y +I ';x- T X X 
IGYE~D=IYY+IGXE~n-rvy 
~ P'J'S= I G yrn.l D- H~ '( 
h r:; CO N'T' I tJIT'P 
NCO"'!P=NCOi'1Pt 1 
T F {. N 0 T. n SC :!' D? (I "'Y r F { 1) - o; , Ncr' M P) ) G D 'T' 1) 1 S () 
VMI~=DA'T'A (IGY)+1l5. 
YMA.X=Y1HN 
IV= IG Y 
C ADJUST '1' jf E iH 1' A V fl I. l' 'S S T 0 lH~ I fl T IV,.. n n, A N D -r. 1 N D 
C M A X T ~1 'l M A ~ D f'1 I N I M n ~1 V A L n F. S 
c 
DO 7 ~) I= 1 , N D T S 
I)P,.Tll (TY) =OA'J'I\ (TY) +13':1. 
H ' (Pi\ T A ( T Y) • T. T • Y MIN) 
T F {I' i\ T A ( I V) • (; T • Y M A X ) 
IY=TY+l 
7 0 C Cl N '!' T N U i~ 
YMIN=f'A'1' A (1 Y) 
YMAX= Dl\TA fiY) 
c 
IF("'-:Cf'l'H .Cl'. 1) GO 1'1) 7S 
TGXF~D = TGX~~J - 1 
J(~YF~fl = Tl~Y;-lllil- 1 
7S CON'T'I 1\JilT.; 
C WT?JT~: 0'1T T:P:: !'CCT1M 11 L!\TFD Oi\'T'A 
c 
A p o 1 1 o 1 7 t~ F P - r: 7 
v! R 1 T -:c ( 1) F F 1.' t 1 (1 'T' Y P F ( 1 ) - "> ) , N C 0 M P , Y M I N , Y M 1\ X , ~ 1' "' S , 
(!'1 t~n(1), I=It,X,IGXFND), (DA'!'A{I), T=TCY,T 1 ~vF: N1l) 
c 
C IF rrrJJS \/!\~; Tfl 1 ~ SIX':'H C0~1PONFNT FOR 'T'HIS Fr.E(l!Tfl~CY, f ' Fi'\!l 
C '<AN<~r: fltT,\ :'1H TflF NP.XT F'REI)rYF.NCY~ OTHFHWTSr~ Pf<.:AC 
C VCO iH'T'1\ FOP ''HF: NPXT COMPONF'N'T' 
c 
1 5 0 H' ( L :n. S '1"' ) G (' T '1 1 0 
J!)l?G=TXY 
L=O 
Go rn 70 
c 
C srr,'\CK AP.F'\Y TOn ST"fiJL 
c 
970 WRITE': (fi, 70()f') 
GO r-n <ltlfl 
c 
C 1\LL PPOCES:,I'H~ C01"'PI.F.Ti':D NOflf'l!ll.LY 
c 
9HO r:HI'T'"' (fi, c:,n0!)) 
GO TO :::Jq 8 
c 






9 ; 0 IJ li T T E ( (, , il (' () ) ) T Y f. P 
qgg rNn ,....TJ.r 1 
P.F.'T'rTHN 
1000 F'OP.MAT(/7(1'!,11.71./J/)) 
2000 POPMA'T'( 1 0 1 ,2fl ~·l, 1 RFCORD SKIPPED') 
3000 FORMAT(' 0 1 ,?l\8, 1 RECORD RFAD') 
4000 FORM .71rr( 1 1l!IFI"EL="',II.R, 1111 / 1 0FRFO.= ',FS.1,' ~H1Z. 1 / 
1 0FIRST POTN'T'= 1 ,I4/ 1 01 rF POINTS=',l4/ 
I () t , 1 ~) F' 1 0 • 3 I Q 9 { 1 X , 1 0 F 1 0 • 3/) ) 
5000 FORMAT( 1 0NORMAL END np JOn') 
6000 F'OFMi\.'T('0gNn (F F'ILF OCC 1TRRED WHILE 1\TTEMP'T'H~G TO PF'!\D 1 
2i\H, I [~~CCSD') 


































n ;to ; f1 '\ :1 T (l [: X T '?II. C T T F' M P F P A 'J' rt i' T': , C A L J I' F T; •q 0 '! , 
T'~t'IJ·)WiTTpt:-OPP, r. ~') S"'LE\'T'R[l ':1!\NG F: l~~ t1F l'1,~"' TON ;.pnr1 
J.!P) 'I ;( ') ;;:f) F TT. ~~ it 2. 
'1, liE '' 1\ lil (; F n II rr i\ T\ S S 0 C f 1\ 'T' F I' \<.' I 'T! I T ll E 'l "r~ ,') P ; . : ' 1\ 'f 11 ; 'F l 1 II r r, r, lc 1 
,\ 'H :~ ~C'f' cr;py OF 'T'JF·~ 1 Mi!?. PAN(;'\ ArriT'IY. 
.~ (~ T•:: . D '.! ;1 [\ "? p fl. v c () N 'T' r, T ~: r.; p ~ 1'-i r; f·: v i\ I. T! ~ ;~ :: ''t '· rrr· ! j "' ~- ,, Tor i i T If F 
CltLT :1 PI\.TTnN ll.ND TXC1f•'!:'' Dl'"' l\ ny ~;~.'l,.. ( ''J'1"J!: ; : v~ ~ · v l l -•;q J r: y•· ·:· 
7 -l' T' . . . 
T~lF: .II. ' ~'UIY OF TP.'1E'I·~HI\.'r!!Rf' ':'il\'lf\ I'~ CO!' IFD 1J T::: · ~ ·~LY fiF~· '!'f ' 1• 
l'HH1 T ~It '-: . THE CllLTP:lAT T!l i; t\ N!J 'T'X'()Pf' [;.1\Trl r,r. ;: TN!\ 
'"lfL'l'TPV"XEf'l r. ' )fd1 ON '1'[1!~ TNPfl J' FTJ.r-~ (C. F. - i. l-':,':'i '~3 \n•rr:_r· 
- 1'~.!.7U). I' 'iF npnr;PAI"' n~: "lriJ . TTPl.'·~ XFS rr·r•J:~ ]'\Fi ; rd·; I\'" T• l: 
1\~:f\ .. ~.'!' ~ l ~: r.::; TT q; TWO 1\ :I{L'\ Y.S: 
C.~L rr, TF i? PO, J), !I ~lP 
T X 0 r. P (I , T F i~ F 0 , K ) , 
\.lflF:R ;,. I T~lDJC .~'T'R;, rro rlr' T-TH VAJ.lTr·: J N c: f(lfl ;;: ~CF r, N') TFf'ifl I:': 
THr.o (TNTP, (;HAI.) G,'\SE-2 I.OGARIT!I~i OF ":''~ !F' l ;n:.0 1li·'~CY. 
,J = 1, ?., l CO t~ P];:,po~'D TO C/\LTD? ATTnN FC1 11 f ;i~!IUN i! , 
~:nrs:~ DHl lJ 1;: t ?0 nu, fiND NOISE' DIOi'F sn" ·j c;.·~; r;r •.; p j'("; JV :: r Y. 
f; = 1 , 2 , 1 T \1 n I C A 'f ;;: T X C' P 'F' T N F r_F T'l .1\ •:• T 0 N 1· n fl 'l' ll E Y , Y • 
!'.'liD ~~ AWTF~J 'H:~ P~SPT·:C''T'TV'P.lV. 
:-1 ::: II L * 4 r: A i~ (; F ( ~ ;-~ r., ) , r.l\ .,... ,\ ( ", 0 1 ~ ) , f? A ~1 G F. 2 { 1 4 0 , (; ) 
T?Ef',l*4 C AL(1 ~(), F., 1), TY:OF F'(1lJ0, f>, 1) 
-::;: ~ 11 r .. * 4 s r ~~ F n ( 1 4 o , f1) 
INTF~FP*4 ~nD~(3~F) 
I N T r. ,-; ro P * 4 ~; C" 1\. L ( h , 3 ) I 1 ~ * 0 I 
I NT f' c:; f' r * t+ ~ rr X r l "' P ( r, , l ) / 1 R * () I 
T'l"' ?,;i·'fl·~u }J 'i ( 1) / ~ * n 1 






















T, 0\. I C 11 T. * 4 :·· J H S T, I A c; T 
\' = 1flf) 
TnHG = 1 
nn 1 5 K = 1, fi 
nn 10 ,, = 1, 14 0 
r Tt i'r G r' ( ,J , K) n. 
DO r:; L ::- 1, .1 
CIIL(J, 1<, L) = ('. 
T )( n T' F ( . I , F , J ) = () • 
r~ CC•N':'T ~~IF 
1 n C(l N '1' I N n F 
1 '· C n N 'T' I ~· fJ F 
? 0 (.A L L I 11 ?! J N). ( D 'IT !1. ( T n P r,) , '1 0 DE , & a f\ 0 , ~ q () ('I ) 
IT -· J'T'Yf\;;;(1} 
Apollo 17 ~~~rr - '•'' 
r; () T () (/ n , u .; , 1 () n, ). 0 0, 3 0 0 , 4 () 0 , 7. () , :? 0 I /. () , 2'1 , <;[)I) ) , 1 .., 
q n coW'"' T r n ; .~ 
TH) 6 n I :::: 1 , N 
l'lODf(T) = :1flfl:\(I) I 10 
ri n c n '·! '~' r N n F-~ 
r,o '!'() 7.0 
100 l>:':tiTF (3} 
;.;prrrP. (h., 1 nn t~ 1 
t-;O T t) / n 
(DTI'T'A(J), I= 1, N} 
(Dl\'"'1\(l), T = 1, N) 
n !0: M !I Vi'T P L F. X 'l' XO F' F D A. 'l' A IN T 0 A F R A Y rr X 0 F F : 
N T X 0 Fr.> ( T F Fl Y 0 , M ) C 0 NT A I N:> T H •; M A 'I J .N: 11 ro~ K F 0 F 
"'Xnl:'i;'(K, IF~P'), '1). 
200 TF'(V[FST) ~1 = 0 
M = M n D ( ~1 ~i , J ) +-
MM = ~1M + 1 



















TF'(M~l .::rr. 1) L-= 1 
Wl ;r,r I-= 1, N 
Tl''r.•r.o = ? t. (4 - ·~nf) ("lODE {J), 10)) - L 
N':' X 0 F? ( T F P t~ () , l'o1) = N"" X 0 F' F' ( T F P E'l , ~1) + 1 
TXOFF(N'T'XOFF(TF~r.'(', Ml, I;;"PEn, ~1) -.- 111\Tl•{J ) 
2''i0 COW!'TNTJ? 
F'()l.L •hl ':'!I F "ii\M"' /lHO (~J·'D!!PC.: 'i'() r ) T': "'rTL':'JPLr~v m:F 
CI\T.TIFl .fi.TION fll\'I'I\. 
3 ~~ r T ::- ( ;;- r r s 'T ) r<~ ... = n 
~1 -= ;·1 0 D (f'l M , q + 
r·1 '~ ::: M M + 1 
l. = n 
TF (MIV! .r:T. ~) L = 1 
no .1 c·, 0 T "::: 1 r ~~ 
JFPEO =?~~(II- :•!{)I)(MOn:P.{T), 10))- L 
NC.I\.L {fF 'L~() , "1) = '{r--:AI. (!F'!lf.Q, f'1) + 1 
Ci1l. ~CO. (T-;;-pF!J, M), T r;'PJ:OO, \1) = llf1Tl, (T) 
l 'in C 0 N"' T N U !"'' 
rr TE :11\ ·~H; E !•n P. ?1.Y F 0 R 1 M 117. • I S P !1. T !'1-~ 0 W T rr· lf ': · I T-' 
'T'~~P~11\'T'ryR~ ARP AY. 
t~{)O TF(-;ryr>t;(?) .'":). ri) <~0 TC1 20 
w R T ~· ~:: n) ( n 11. '1'7\ c n , T = 1 , ~) 
\\PJrr~: (f.,1 1 1 :?!i ) (DA'ff.{I), I= 1, N) 
GCl 'T'O 2n 
r,no TF (FTr ~l"' ) N"J = 0 
H N = N t! + !II 
I 0 n r: = T 0 'Jr. + "1 
IF(. Nn'J'. U'.S'i') GO r.n ).() 
n r~M''L 'l'lPLEX Tfl ": Jll'dH;P DATI\ TO "1fi'T'Cff 'l'flf\ C'!\T.J: •! "'T' 1 Crr 
A N ll 1' X n F !~ A !~ H A Y ~:; • 
DO f.r)O T = 7, NN, 13 
II = (I - 1) I 13 + 










Apollo 17 s~r - 71 
N'R (TFFF()) = ~~n ( rr.f!EQ) + 1 
PII.NGF.2(NP(IPfl"'O), 2 * IFRF.~C' ) = DA'!'fi{T) 
RANr,E2(NPfiF!{E()),? * TFFlEO- 1) = D.Tl.TA(J) 
SPSF:T)(NH(TFHEO), 2 * TF'RFO) = 
1.2141:)611 * (') ,r,._'f!l(l + 1)- DAT'fo.(I- 1)) 
S P E E D ( N R (I F !:' r.:o ) , :?. * T 'P R F. 0 - 1 ) = 
SP:.'F.J) (!JR (I?iiEO), 2 * TFRF'O) 
HJ 0 CO~T T N!l i? 
wRITF 0) 
\oi~I'T'F (3) 
i<R IT P. Cn 
WRITE (3) 
WHl'l"'f f,'l'D LIST THP. CJlLIBRATTO'J, 'l'XO);'J;>, ;\rD 
ASSOCIATED lHiN !;!~ INF0PM;\TTON. 
CAL, NCJ\.J. 
TXO;;'F, N'fX()fF' 
R r-, N :-; F: 2 , N l~ 
c; P l~ fo: D 
DO 700 JfqF0 = 1, h 
IF'R = 2 ** (TPiiF() - 1) 
N N :: }; F ( (T F il FO - 1) I 2 + 1 ) 
WR1'IF.((J ,1nr;o) TFP., ( PANGE2(L, IFRE()), 
(C.l\L {L, TFRFO, K), K = 1, 1) 
(,.,XOFF(L, IFPFO, ,J), ,J= 1, l), L -· 1, !'.".:) 
H'O CONTINHE 
000 ~PTflP.N 
1000 F'O RJ"'AT(' 'T'PM fJ~ q)\Tfll' " ' // ~ (, {1X, 1SFR.1 I)} 
c 
1 CPO F<YRT.UIT( 1 0 !? !1"H;F'S For~ TP. .'IP~RATHRF. AHR/\Y 1 1/ 2fi (1X, 1"il·8 .1 I)) 
c 
c 
1 .:y) r ,... o n !"! ll. T r • 1 1 , r 3 , ' ~1 H 7 • ' , 2 g x , • c A r. r 8 r A T r n N 1 , 3 7 x , 
PN D 
'TPANSMT'I'TF P -()FF' I 11X, 'RANr,P,t, 14Y, 'G l!C Ur-.J D', r-.v., 
'~OJ ::;E +?n•, lOY, 'NOISF', 1ox, 'X', 14X, 'Y', lliX, 1 7' 
// 10(1X, F1S.1, ?(SY., 3f1S.1) I)) 
!\pn] lo 1' ·;r.·p - 7~~ 





********************************************************** ~******** ***** 
c 








IN'T'RGF, H*2 ITYSAV 1 ~ 1 1 LI~CNT I 0 I 
r or-- ~1 oN 1 L IJ N nAT 1 rr IT L s, H 'J N, s I.,.. :r.: I 
TYPF, rmypF 1 N 
C PLnGS FOR 'T'BM PORA~Y ~nft , 
c 
L OC~I CIIL*1 1'Ri\D I .fiiVj !•; . / 1 SKIP I .FA L~iP . I 
c 








'' r . -· 
~? (I C A L L l.IJ N I ~J 
2 1 CONTINilF 
(Di\'T'A, TI'!\1'A 1 &400, ::'100) 
IF (.NO'!'. SKTP) 
'';0 TO 10 
F'LSE 
lF(I'T'Yf'E(1) .NF.. 1) 
(~ 0 'I'() 2 () 
ELSF: 
TF'(LI"lOST .I.F. 44) 
GO TO 27 
WRITF((, , 3S) rynp 
LINCNT = 0 
GO TO 28 
22 WHTTE(6 1 2'1) TYPE 
25 FORMI\T('O<<< ', 21\R, '>>>' I 2Y) 
78 LINCNT = LINCNT + 16 
GO 1'0 RO 
30 TF(ITYPf.(1) .i..E. 3 .0~. TTYPF.(2) .NE. I'i'YSAV) 
w?ITP. (6, 1_ti) TYPF. 

































'\ L' () 1 l 0 1 7 s ',' p - 7 · ~ 
LI W::: N'T' = ] 
TTYSAV = I~YP~(1) 
TP(TTYPF'r1) - 2) 1i10, 20f', 30r. 
WPJTr.:(r1, li)S) PIJN, ~~T'T"-~, DIPECT, F'0l'I'~·: V, 'T'T~'J. : ,., ~r 
rnFMAT ('ORnN •, ;\A 1 '0ST"'P ', Af-, 1 1 1'r>IJd:CTT'l t-; •, r\ 1· 1 
• f) 1 , A A, • r rAN~ M r T"' E r 1 1 ' n ' 1 o A P, !It• 1 
1 () 1 , Tf.., I PllTNT5 1 ) 
CHTCK F!lP ~RRAY !lV~lFLOV 
T F ( N • :; 'i'. ~~ .? ~) 
N = R)') 
N T. -= M A '{ 0 ( N I 1 '1 , ~~;F,+ 1) +2 
IF' (Tf~l'~'"") 
SKI :J = • T iW r;. 
'rRI\.~ = .TI'"l!tE. 





;;o TO 20 
wfiTT:o;(t>, 1() i)0) 
~~FITP. (h, 22'>) (TDA'T'l\ (T), 
F'O ~ M l\ T ( r; 4 ( 1 X , 1 ') T 7 I ) , 
c:;o 'T'O ?.O 






















C (l W"' T ~Jll r.; 
TF (SKTP) 
r~n Tn ? t) 
1 f ( T.I 1'J !.' '.J T *- ~~ L o L '·; o I) 0 ) 
r;n ·rn L~ n 
'.JPf'T'F(h, lS) '~'YT")E 
T.P:lCNT = -~ 
i\RT'T~(G, 1000) 
\\ n T <r ., ( h , ~ r; 0) ( D /\ T 1\. ( I) , T-:- 1 , 1\) 
!\ t~ o l l q 1 7 ' ; F i• - 711 
f 0 F M A':' { r.:; IJ ( 1 X , 1 r; "'7 o 1 I ) , 1 X, 1 r, F 7 • 1 ) 
LJNC~'T' = LINCNT + ~L 
r;o TO 2 n 
W R I'!' F ( f , , '• 1 ') ) 
FORMAT('-NGRMAL FND OF PILE DE'T'ECTED') 
c;n 'I'n qnl) 
WBJ'l'F'(F, , S1 :1) 
pon ~ AT{'-AANOP~~L ENn o~ FJIE nETEC:TRD') 
RFTflfN 









C PH(H-;H.r- Tn LIS'! LTlNAR DATA 
c 
c 
Pr~ At*8 TITLE(11), Rrr N, S TTF., DJfH~C'!', F0 f1~ P.V, TYPF(2) 
RE!IT.*ll DA'l'A(H2S) 
I ~TE~fR*U JD\T~(R2S) 
!NTRG F~*? TTY PF(2) 
TNT ~ GF'F * ? ITYS~V I 0 I, LTrCN T I 0 I 
S T'i F, f) p ; FIT , F CJ P f/ ;;: V , 
~pollo 17 ;;r.r - 7' · 
T'YPf·~, 
c 
C ri.Ar;s -::-or' 'TF'1Pf"lHn.FY Tf-.'AD 
c 
r.oc-;rcAL*l 'T'?AP 1 .F!\LSF. 1, sKrn 1 .Fli. Ls r·; . 1 
c 
C Pl~GTN EXP.C''Tl\'\T.E CC;);;; 
(' 














?. n c ·A 1 r. LIT N r N 2 c n A · ~' .II , r r: ,, 'i' ~ ~ r~ u n 0 , f. 'i r 0 l 
21 CONTINIIF, 
I P (. N 0"' . '3 K T !) ) 
\, 0 T i) · ~f) 
TF'(TTYn E (1) . !~F. 1) 
r; n ""') ?0 
Tf.' (T. TNCNT • I P. 44) 
r.n Tn 7.2 
W P I '1' r: { 6 , V", ) '1' Y :)'!;' 
I.INC"N'I' = 0 
GO TO 28 
:.n 'WRJ'T'r.:{f'i, 25) . TYPr.: 
:2r:, F0f/M AT (' l)<<< • I 21\il I ' >>>I I />") 
/8 LlNCN'T' = LT!'JC:NT + l li 
GO '1'0 80 
30 TF(T7YPE(1) .L r'. 1 .n~. ITYPP(2) .~:r:. r··vr.: r. v) 
w T( I T ::: ( r, II 3 !) ) T y p r.: 
l c, p 0 p ,~ ,rt, T { f 1 < < < ' I 2" B , f > > > ' I ) Y.) 




TTY S'V = TTY"S(l) 
T T.' ( 1 T v r E ( 1 ) - 2 ) 100, 200, 1(10 
WPI T F (f1, 105) (ID!\"'A (J), 1=1, 207 ) 
f(l ? M A., ( :;n ( 1 X I 1 1!', 4 /) , 2 X ) 
CHECK fn.R ARP.TIY nvr~FLO\o.' 
IF (N .G'T'. "l2'i) 

























l {) 1.~ 
370 
350 
.~po l io 17 r· :.·p - 71 
l\'l. = f., l\ \' t) PI I 1 S , N /F> +1) +2 
Si<J il:: .'!' f< llR. 
rr·r•r,l' = . "'PrJ;.:. 
c~n 'T n 7 1~ 
MO l:t: 
I~"(SKT P ) 
r,n '1' !) 2 n 
V.r?TTi~((,, 1n()O) 
v::rr:-:u,, 2?'1) (fDh T !I. (I), 
T"OPMA'!'('i4 (1X, 1SI7/), 
(;() T n :? ,) 
C 0 ti '1' I!'FI 1;; 
TF(SKIP) 
r,n "'n 20 
Tf(I.lNCN~ + NJ. .LF.. f'i(') 
r; o ro no 
F.LS F 
WRITF (6, 35) TYP"' 




HP.ITF:(F., 1)0) (0!\'T'A.(I), I=l,N) 
PPFMA'T'("i4 (1Y., 15F7.1 I), 1X, 15F7.1) 
LTNCNT = LINCNT + NL 
GO TO 20 
C t1ETTlRN PCJIN'l'S "'OR F'Nr 0"' FILE CONDITIONS 
c 




FOFf"!l\T( 1 -WiP.M~.L FND OI' FII."' QT'':'l<'C"f' l-:D 1 } 
r.;o "'o qoo 
wRJT"'{(i, '110) 
.~ rol1 0 17 ~-;"' !1 - 77 




1 1) 00 f'()P ."'JIT('!) 1 ) 
c 
FND 
*********~*********************************************** *~4** ~**~•••t** 
* 
l. 11 ~~ A T, S T .':I 
********************************************************••~•************ 
c 
C " R r (~ l\ t\ M 1' 0 L f S '7' r. lJ N fl H D l\ T .1\ 
flDf·. L*R TT'J'L~' (11), :C!J:-.J, ST'rE, TlT P."T 'J', FO!Ji tr•: V, 'TY l':: (2) 
(' 
EEAT.*4 DH.\(8/.r:· ) 
TNTF(.;PR*4 Tn~TA (R/.S) 
1~lTrt;FR':<2 ITYPr. ( 2) 
TNT~(.;RR*) J~YSAV In I, LT~CN'r In I 
Cl) ,.,t1()N IT.T1N'BT/ TITLE, f!"N, <;JTJ-:, 
~VPF, ITYPR, N 
c FT. i\ c; ~' F'0 P i' '~ "1 Pn H !IllY 'T' : '~ ,\1' 
(' 
DTPJ·.C'r, FOfi ;<F V, 
L \)(; T ('~. I.* 1 'l' ! ~ fl. p I . F ~ T. s '·: . /I s !< I p I . T·' -~ T .·~ p • I 
(' 
c rn:c;n· T-Y.F.C'!J'"I\BLr.; cnr.r. 
c 
C r~F 'T (N!7XT) INP!JT F~CGRD 
(' 
c 
~'= 3 ~H) 
2(' CALL L" N l~2(!1~'fi\, TJ: !\.Tll, f,4Q( 1 , f; r," O) 
IF(ITYP E (7l .N F . 5} 
C 1\ i.. I LfPJI ~r 1 ( D l\ ~ !\, I r. AT A , 0 1J 0 0 , >. 5 f\ ') ) 
2. 1 COW?I~!l!F 
TFf.Norr.srO"~) 






























1 () cl 
J F ( T ': v ~~ F ( 1 ) '-1 0::: • 1 ) 
(~() '1'! 20 
TF(LINCNT .LP.. 1~4) 
(~() 'f() 22 
SL"F. 
1\ r o J 1 o 1 7 s '·: P - 7 q 
W P T 'f f ( t, , 3 S ) T Y !' c.' 
LI.NC'N'T' = r 
GO 'fl) /.'1 
l•: •n'J' r: ( h, 2 r)) 'T' ypr. 
FOP...,.I\T( 1 0<<< ', 2A", I )))1 I )Y ) 
LPICt-J ~ = LTNCN'l' + 1 1· 
(~ n r n ~w 
I P ( T '!' Y P F ( 1 ) • L r.; • .i • r) 'L T T Y P ~: ( 2) • N 1~ • T '~' Y S II V ) 
WRTT"'(fl, 3r, ) TYPE 
FO H'1 Al' (' 1<<< ', /.~R. I >>>• I 2'\) 
LPWN'~' - l 
TTV SAV = JTVPE(1) 
CHOC1SE f,PPfUWRTJ\TE OJI'T'PU'T' F0PM!I'l' 
1 F ( T T Y ;> ~ ( 1 ) - -~ ) 1!'0, ?0(), ]()() 
\-iTIITE( 6 , 10c:>) (JDI\TA (I), T=1, 297) 
F0 1'"1AT (/.7(1X, 111\4 /),?X) 
CJ!F'CK PO:~ A!'PAV LWP.HF'L0\1' 
T F ( ~1 • (; T • >~ ? r,.) 
" ::; q)r; 
NL = ~1 .'\.XO(\J I 1S, 
IF ( 07' FAP) 
s K ! l) = • T R IT ;.~ • 
TRAP= .T'WJF. 
GCl TO 21 
~10 PF 
N/Pi+1) +7 




) ) c. 
















GO 1'0 ~n 
1\!H'T'!:' (6, 1000) 
W R rr ~: ( f; , ~~ 2 5 ) ( r D A !:' l\ ( I ) , 
FOliM/\I'(Sll (1Y, 1r)I7 / ), 
GO 1'0 :2!) 
[> L1, O'T'H Sf? i) 1\ T A 
COWi'TN" ·; 
TF (Sf(JD) 
(;n rn :2 n 
I F ( L T N C 'J 1' + N t . L '-: • (, 0 ) 
(~() ~o -nn 
'..J'HT"'((;, lS) 'T'yp·~ 




WRT'T'l\(f>, F10) (DI\.'T'A (T), f::: 1, N) 
FOP"1l\'~( 1cl~ (1'{, 1r.)-r.7,1 / ), 1Y, 1r•F7,1) 
I.I'-'CNT ~ T.PH" 1~T t NJ. 
r,n TO /.I! 





40J WPITF(h, 410) 
410 FOFMTIT ( 1 -"·HD,'l\L FNf: n[" PTLF fll-:'T'PCTF'D') 
(;() '1'0 fl(l(l 
1)0(1 WPTTE ((, ''i 1 !)) 
C) 1 0 F' 0 H i1 AT ( 1 - 1\ [l "l: J!l 1" !\ L F ~; D 0 F !<' II F n F' 'T' E C T f~~ U ' ) 
1ono For~~'T'('n 'l 
c 
F.ND 
fl.JlO}lo 17 · ~ f .. !' - >lO 
***•******************~**************************************~*** Of t ~ *** 
* 
* 
LIT 1\' 11. r Ir l ':' * 
* 
* 
*************************************************************•* ** ******* 
c 
C PO!J'i' I~S TO i?LO"' LTJ!\r.R ~) !\ !''\ 







s ;;;v r · :J 
BEL() ·.~, 
N l\ /': :cLr ~; ;• CA r> T)c; ,~ r.·:.~ 11!-~.,) f!!P.FD f, S P.l PW'' , ::TY ,\~; 
~-N t1 n ~1 \: P L r r D c T\ C!!') A ; rYEs c R r r: .,.~ n r N !' ! 1 N T 'J • 











T " !<1' () - F i~'T' f)!IT.;N\V T.'\ llTCA"'r1 r< ( iii'I :-~F ). l.(h: O F '-I ' r: ' l t "CV) 
Ill r ) n ··: r~ A n L '!' 
- ~IT\lT~JITM 't.ili.V f·~ L E~JGTfl .... (~ p ~ PLO'T'T F IJ , 11r, r.·fi i1 LT (~ . I I 
XMA.X - r•1 T\ X T ~1 rr M WA.\fr.:T. ENG.,..P 'T'() K ·~ PT.C} !" ':' ? !I, n F r.·r\n l T 1 ')"' • (' 
YH r~ Y ~i\XTr.J 11 ~1 ( P :•: T, ~ T IV ~'\) f"\F V AI wp TO n r.· P TJ)'~'1 ~~ u, [) 7,' ):<' l\ IT ~/f 
TCOMP - A :-1 11\Y (f C0 '1PilN~~'fS TO Br PI.orrrr;p , or Zl;'f'(\ "'S '1'< :' t.fl 
F'IL~ 
'<' r 1 ~ ·\ P R A Y n U 'I' '1' 0 f. ~ L EM EN 'I' S , JH' P f· n L 'T' r-, '.~>-' ~ -: ()": '·) 
C () D r. ') r 0 ~ 'T' ll :-~ C 0 -"1 P 0 N P. "i T S ~ R r : 
f< P() 
? :H 
































'1'0 100 EI. R '-P~N'l'S (COEf'I:'ICI J::N 'l'S Sf!0 TJLD ri !·~ U'F':' -,J T 1 ~:TT!'l~: 
I \1 T f!To: A R P AY , F'O 1 D F. F l\. ll L T ') S E P 0 PC L A h !~ 1' I C N 0 !-' c n F T- F 
\JCO F'FF - N 1 ' i~ I3'P. R OF PILTER C"OEF .... TCH~NTS, DFfli.T1L 'f 11 
P P F - P '·' L A T T V F: n B V A L n "' II. T W H T C I! 1\ P F F F P F. N C F r~ A ! · r T ~ T ~ ~ p · 












TLfT,!C()) I 2*' I I 
v c n ( 1 0 0 n ) , r1 A N (~ E ( 1 0 0 0 ) , I' n J' r ( 1!' (H' ) 
~'r).,..E·> ( H) I P * ' ' I 
"< J. P1 (F. , :> ) I r; * I) • 0 , H) • (' , 3 ;~ • C• , ( n • f1 , ~ * H ' ~ • n I 
Y M A X :; (1, l I r · ~~ 1 0 :J • 0 I 
S'EAL*4 P.FF 
nrAL*4 Y~T~, v~~x, v~'x 
'? ~; A I.. * 4 I 0 :: f !,. ( l () I ) I - • 0 \l .? 1 , • ll 0 l~ 1 , • 11 4 I~ ') , • 1 7. 3 :< , • ? !) i l l , 
• . ~IJ.I~!), • /07s.J, .1:J.Jil, .f'IL14r,, • t.r. 1L 1, -. ()")3, 
ql*n.n 1 
T :..; rr J-~ G E P * I~ C J ': i' ( •. ) I 2 1 2 , 2 7 / , 2 3 2 , n 1 , ) 2 1 , 2 l 1 / 
I K T .r: r; f ;< * 4 T F ~F'I • T (" n M P ( ti ) , C P F' r r, 
T N ~· t~ G f IH 4 >.J C 0 ~: F vI 1 1 I 
LCI G 1 C' f. T. * 1 D i': C I P !;: ( t) , (~ ) I 1 A * . T., rn.; • I , r T ~. T R E ( b ) I f. * . "' \ .L <:; r: • I 
r.ncrcr.r,..:<1 rnrH, :nrr 
~~i\~1r.1.TST /f11 E <~/ TFPE'n, Y~!:~~. X"lfiX, Y'1'AY, TC:0"iP, "' JL"', cr , r-:i· r, 
N C:O F '-' F', ~ "'::' i-1 ( l 'P·: r; , 1\ f1 S!? r.o f·' 
C TNI7Tfi~T7~ R~~~~ fi"PAY 
c 
c 
nn r, T :-: 1 , 1 0 () 0 
? AN c; "' ( T) = n. 1 * F Lil f\ T ( T- 1) 
r, CONTIN!J"~ 
C SKIP 'I'IiF U1n >-J. i\ F'Co:·"-, 
(' 
Pt·;fl[l(3) 
nn ~,ro r=1,r. 
c 







A !I S H i·~ F = I~ ') • 0 
f1(1 10 !1 .!=l,r; 
1nn rcrp,:-•(,J)=O 




]I() 120 ,J=1,r. 
TC=COMP Pl 
no 110 K=1, r, 
IF ( I C • F.(). I\. 0 io1 P ( V ) ) r;o 'T' 0 1 2 0 
11(' C:ON~INTTF 
D~CIOF(JOX,J)=.FAlS~. 
120 CONTI Nfll~ 
r. po}lo 17 Sl:'P- H2 
T F ( Y. '1 I N • G ':!' • X r. T ~ ( I flY , 1 ) ) X T. T M ( T n X , 1 ) = X M H! 
IF'(Xi'iA.Y .LT. XLTM(IDX,2)) XLHl(TOX,/)=XMfi.X 
IF (Y~~X • L'!". Y'-11\ XS (IDX)) YM1\.XS (IflX) =VMA'! 
FIL'J'DF.(TDX)=FTLT 
') ()(' co:~ ' ?INUV 
r.;20 nx=r:. 
C TNITTr.T.J7.P. PLCTTl~F 
C A t ! P L T N l T ( 1 0 • W n • ,J C H • Lfll-J 'A R 1 ) 
c 
c 
n n Cl 1.1 n I = 1 , f) 
r 





'X M n: = Y L I M (J , 1 ) 
XMI\Y=XI.J~ (I, /. ) 
DO r:; S {' ,J = 1 , ·3 





I F ( N ,\ + N R • G T • J) G () 'T'O S n 0 
B () T I~ = • ·T r U'S • 
C PI:~ f.: c;=CP ERG+~ n 
S\) 0 COliiTINlF 
!"'S1' = IFTX('fMI~*10.0+1."'>) 
M ?'T'= T F I Y ( Y M 1\ '( * 1 n • 0 + 0. 5) 
C L OOT1 TH lWTIGH C0:1 P() N PIT'> 
c 
no SPO J=1,6 
IF(D~CIPF(I,J)) GO TO S01 
P F.A 0 ( 3 , F.ND=9qq) 
c 
~n 'i'n c:.nn 
s 6 J ; .. r 11 r ( ~ , -r. ' n = 1 -n ) rr T 'T' T'"' ( 1 ) , F , r ;; 7 1 N r 'T' I ( v CJ) ( n I ~:-= 1 I N 2 : ) 
; l() c-,r,r., K=1 1 NF''1' 
T F ( V C 0 ( K) • r-; '!. Y !1 .~. X~ ( I) ) ~~;; T = K + 1 
')~·'· cnr-.:rrrr..;n-r. 
C COVPTJ1"P. FT!''~'' P()P!'I 1\Nfl 'll!Ml)"'H r;p POINT~; 'i' O :1E r> f.(;''~'7i•'T• 
(' 
(' 
~·1~5T= ;1!1 XO (N s ·r, '''S1') 
NP'l'=-rnNr· (N!"'rr, MPT) -N .~~T+1 
C F I L 'T' F' P t ~,, R F: '.I II z;; S T P D 
c 
H ' (PtT'fT>F.(T)) CI\.LT_ PII.T'-:H(VCO(NST) ,NP'J',COEF' V,NC(1'< FF, ~W i.i ~') 
c- f"ll.O'I' 'T'HF CTTRVF 
c 
CALL Dl\TPLT(TTTtE,NnTES 1 CPE'RG,6.1R, 1S.n,cnn'(J) ,vrn( I S'l'), 
i'l A N (~ ::: ( N S 'l' ) , N n 'I' , 1 , 1 7 • 0 , 1 • 1 , ~, , f' ~~ F , .~. n ~ P P F ) 




C "' r P r..q N i\ T F 'T' H !;' 2 I. 0 'T' W II P: N P. 0 F I S fl P. 1' E C T g n 0 Kl '1' .'1 P F 
c 












C D0 11TINE '1'0 PLOT L11NAR f'lA'~'A 
C FF0 i'! FTLP. #2 
C AFTfR INTERPOLATT<;N BY THF. COPY PROGRli.M 
c 
C SFVF''l' N.I\MELTST CARnS A'1F: RFQHJPF.D AS TNfHTrr, SIX AS D E~:> C'i lbJ-' D 
C H'PI.OW, 1\IIID O~F' PL'l'ID CARD A ~.) OESCRIBt.~n H 1 PJ.INTrr. 
(' 
c 





































Apollo 17 S?f>- •w 
T F ~ F 0 - "' H E () rt E N C Y J N D I C 1\ T 0 R (R .ll. :, J·: 2. I. 0 G n ? F P. E 0 1 TT~ ! ! C Y) 
~W OEf'AUT.T 
Yf>\TN - 'HNI:'ltJM !r-JAVEL":Nr.TP ';'() '1F' PT .OT'T'PD, nr:?r,ur.T 0. (' 
X i1 A X - :'-11\XTMIJ:W: W !\ V E T, F: N f~ T P '1'0 Pf. PLO'.i''T' En, pr, F r~ n I.'~' 10C.f'i 
- !'1 i\ X I M rt 1'i (T??L!'~TTVP) DR Vl\l.!J~ 1'0 )lf. PLO'r,.-:-n, "~· i·' ;, Tl L., 
ICOMr - t~. i'?R1\Y CF Cn ~1P0NF:NTS TO BF. PLOT'l'FD, on 7Ft~<'FS ·-:-~ ; !',~:' 
F'JL T 
T!!f~ ARRAY Of!'f TO F F.LE!"EN'T'S, DF.FfiTTL'T' f, 7. 1;-'~<0ES 
conES FOT~ 'T'HP. cn'1PONF.NTS JI.RF.: 
R :l n 
p rf r 





2 1 1 
221 
2 ~ 1 
- (I. 0 ''; I (' A T, ) "' T L'f' E P HH~ R F: () 0 T H f D , n E: F' A U I. T • F 1\ I S P • 
Cut·~Jo' F' - FTT.'~"RB C<'BfPTC:H~NT~·;, nR 7.EPOES ';:'n PAD Tff.l. APf' .l\ Y 
(. 7. r., 
T1 100 ~. LE"'P.NTS (COEPFJCl ;;:t-~TS SWV1T.D HE tPFT-.JHSTIFIFT 
TN 7Hi:: r. nRH, FOR DF.l<"JI.fJI.'T.'S Sf'P n"'CLARJI'T'JON or.· r.nFF? 
NCnEFF - ~FH1BF:R np ?TI.'!'ER CO~F~'ICIP.NTS, !"f'f'I\PT.'r 11 
- R!-;;LTITTV;.: 'l ;l VALUE .1\T WHJClf A HF:Fl<HF:NCP. '1.1\~'K TS rrn H~ 
t'T.OTT~D 0~ 'l'!fl~ V ~Y.IS, Dl:~'~ATJI.T l~r:,.f) 
flf-~Fl:F - A:\~}()LrtTr. Oil VALT'E C0RRF.SPm!OJNf~ •ro RF.F, Dl::ff>. riT.']' 4c .• r. 
NOTES - ~~~~ 1'0 1?. CfHRACTEPS or AN~lCTATION, NO o::-:FrdH.<r 
WEiiT.*F1 TITLE (2) I 2*' ' I 
REAI.*4 VC0(1000), f/7\NGI-:(1000), WORf((10'1":) 
RFAT.*4 ~-~!l TSS (R) I i~ * ' I I 
n E A L * 1• Y r. r M c r, , 7 ) 1 f· * o . o , 1 6 • o , l 2 • o , f1 c • n , 3 * 1 o n • n 1 
H F. !I u~ L! Y "' A Y s ( 6 ) I f, * 1 f) 0 • () I 
F 1~AL*4 p~; p 
RE:'\1..*4 XMJN, XI'JfiY, Y!11\Y 
r.t'F:t\L*lJ CO":FF(100l ;-.0(1~2], .0041, .(lUI~'), .1/31, .2G71J, 
• 2 0 4 0 , • 2 0 7 P. , • 1 2 J q 1 • 0 I~ 4 S 1 • (1 () 4 1 1 - • 0 0 ) l 1 
91*0.0 I 
Pl'rft;T\R*'~ C0'1P(I)) I 2.P, 222, 2~2, 211, ??1, 2~1 I 
INT"f\r~FP*4 rr.·:,;-.;r), rcn~JP(~•), CP.EPG 
INTFG~G*U NC0SFFI 11 I 
L 0 G T C l< V-' 1 D F C T D :~ ( () , !, ) I v, * . 1' P !J F • I , F I L T ll F ((, ) I r, * . F !d .. r; F • I 
LOGICfl.L*1 PCl'T'fl, !"If'!' 
:-JI'dH'LIST /fiH':)I TFfH'O, X"!IN, XMf,X, YrHX, rcnrp, "'TT':, (i)I·'Fl-', 
N C 0 E F P , :; E F' , N 0 <r i~ .S , ,\ D ~ P r.: F 





H.l\.NGF (T) ::-:0.1 *FL()I\1' (T-1) 
'• C n N T I ~· " P 
D 0 r, n n T = 1 , (, 
C: PJITIJII,J7,].:; PLO'T'TIN(-; Pr\~1\MZ'f'~PS TO DEFA"LT VAL 11 FS, TF 1HH 
c 
c 
X '•1 TN= 0. 
J.M/\X=100. 
FIT 7= .FAL~>:;:. 
Yr'u\X=f·7. r, 
HP, f = ~~ S. C 
1\ ;Is p ~: F' = u C). 0 
nn 100 .J= 1, r. 
1 1~0 ICOMP (.T) =0 
C PfAD PLOTTIN~ PA1JI.~~TRBS 
c 
c 
R PAD ( S, f R RO, END= S 2 0) 
IPX= T FTiF(H 1 
n () 1 2 (' cl' o.: 1 , f) 
TC=COMP(J) 
on 110 f<'=1,f> 
If (J C • E 0. T C 0 M P ( K) ) (~n 'J' 0 1 ? !) 
110 CON'TINnr 
lH:C] !"' P (I D X, ,J) =. T•' !\ l SF. 
120 C'lt>J'f'H:UE 
IF(XMIN .l~rr. Xl.JM(IDX,1)) XtTM(TnX,1)=XMIN 
IF(XM'fo.V .L'T'. >'LIII'!(TflX,2)) XLII"(ID'!,2)=XMI\Y 




C TNTTI~LT7F PLOTm~R 
c 
C:.ltLL !'t!NI'l'f'OQr.P .. 1CH.LfiNAR 1 ) 
c 
J\po)]r) 17 '; 1 · ~·· - ~ ', 1 
c 
DO f1 '10 J::::1,G 
c 





Xt"!T N=XLlM (T, 1) 
X:-ii\X -=X J.IM (J, 7.) 
PO ')SO ,1= 1 r 3 
TF(DC:CTDE(I,,J )) 






I F' ( N r, + N P • (~ T • 3) C~ 0 TO S 6 :1 
ROT!T= .TPrtE. 




C T,OOP 'fllPOrTGH COf'tPONFNTS 
c 
f)() ') 8 0 ,J = 1 , () 
TP(DEC"'JDr.~(I,J)) GO '1'0 S6~ 
R :~ A o c 3 , n : n == ~ :n 1 
G() "'0 S HO 
; 6 3 R P A 0 ( 3 , r: N D = ~ 9 1 ) T IT I. F. ( 1 ) , F r ~' S 'T' , N P 'I' , ( V C"' 0 ( K) , i< = 1 , N r> T) 
DO 5f'S K=1,NPT 
H'(VCO(T<') . c;T. VMAXS(T)) NS'T'=K+1 
S () S CO N'l' I NTJF' 




NP 'T="fiNO (NPT I "!PT) -NST+1 
C FIL'Tf~H IF' RFOTJESTFC 
c 
II"(PILT!'E(r)) C:Atl FTLTER(VCC'(NS'T') ,~nT,CO'Pf.F,NCO~FF, .. I11 <l'· l 
c 
C PLOT 'fHF CITRVE 
c 
C A I. L 0 A 'f P L T ( T I T L F , N C T E ~ , C P R ~ G , f. • 1 R , 1 S • n , C 0 M n (a ) , V C 0 P ' ~; T) , 
\~fi.NGE (NST) ,NPT, 1,17 .0, 1. 1, F', FEF , l\fi SDf-'F) 
IF (POTH .OP •• 1 • NE. U) 1-;0 1'0 'iRO 
("PPf:, ;=:oN f\ 
'1 f,(' ('(l "l"'T l\:f! I•' 
CJ () r· CC' NT T N TT F 
f. p n 1 l 0 1 7 <;I' P - :q 
C ':' fP ~ T r l\ "' '~ ~, fl F l'J ()'!' ~;!1i·::J '~OF T S fl:\ ':' :~C'l' r; !l n N '" .\ P F 
r 
* ~· '~ * tf t,: "'* * * '~ * * * * )~ * * * * J;. #,< * * * ~' ~ * * t,< * ~( * * * * * * * * * 1.' >:< * * * \~ * * * '~ * >!< >:-. f.< * ~' * * ,~ ~' ·~ :; * * ~- ~· t, : * ,,  * * 
* 
* 
LrtP API.T~ * 
* *********************~************************** *********~**** ** ***** *** 
c 
c 
C FOrlJ'Tfi!P. TO ~LOT LrlJ.l\1< ::;~D D!\1'!, fpn~:; FTLJ:: li/; 
C NO T N"'l\FPCIL/','I'JI)~: 
C \T A T,T1 F ~'i PIT T1 'i 1 0. f"! • < = r· !\ N C S <' = S 2 0 • M • 
\.' r,p1---; LlFT.f.'T'FD '~FPOR8 l"'LO'~''T'TNG. 
\.. 'I' 11!·' Jl r.. N G F' A N l V. C • n • D AT !\ A H !·' l\ C C rr M U T. A '!' F D TN A >; ! . i\Y " f: !\ 'r 1\ '' • 
C TOl\G TS THE TNDE'f 0F "' !F; NF.X'r F'~F'F LOCI\TTnr-: IN'~'r; 'wi 1 JCP Jl :'.'l'/; 
C ~~.\Y ~n:- C:TOHF:l. IXX T~; TI!"': INDPX OF 'T'!ll~ FT F~ 'l' RTI'H~ :' V .I\T. 1fl·, 
C .1\t-: [) TXY IS '~'!If INDFX OF THE f'IHS,. I!.C.O. V!\tr1 :c. 
( 
C ::EVPJJ Nfl"'"~LIST C11.f?liS l1~E RFQ''JHFD 1\~ .PEHtrr, STY r,~~ 1" 1;-<:c• . :~· }'l' 
C q F L () ti , ~~ N D f) N F P L 'T H; C ~ P n fl S D E ~> C R I r. ED I !~ P T. J N 1 't' • 
c 
c 
C NAMF~TST I CNTL I 
c 











XIHN - i'1 I NP~ U '1 WI\ VF:'!'~ENGTP ']' 0 RF: PUY~~' E j) I DF Fl\ IJ LT r. n 
X ~1 fl X - f'! A X' Hl TJ "1 Wli.VBLSNG'T'fl TO PE PT. OTT ::n I f) F !-' i\ !II. 'T' 1 0. '-'·,( ) 
- t1 :\X HI 1!:1 (R~<:L .l\o;'TVB) Dn VALP'P 7n r. ~: <:> Lr1~"r F r I !J'" n n r 'i 
TCnr~P - .~.HR~Y Cf co:.,PONfN'7'S 'J'() PE PLOT"'Fl), Of! '/FFflF '> "'(' ~ · !·" 
Tf! P. l\i1F~l\Y !JTIT 'T'O f:. ELF ,~PNTS, 1":-Ff;' 'LT r, 7.F';r-;r.;·; 
COT1RS F'nn I'IJTo; COMPONENTS fiRE: 
rj 7. r:, 
c 
(' 



























PLOT'r'f'l) nN 'T'HF: Y fiXTS, DEF'AHLT l.J.".O 
NO~FS - llfl TO 32 CHARACTF.PS OF ANNOTATION, NO LH:Fr1nl.T 
H.RI\I.*R TYr>T·:(2), RliN, SITE, DIRECT, FOPPEV, '1'J'l'LF(11) 
:'F'AI *4 01\TI\(12000), RANGF:(1000), VC0(100f'>) 
PBAL*4 FR"!O(I1) 11.0, 2.1, 4.0, R.1, 1n.O, 32.1 I 
{NTFGFF*4 IDAT!\(400) 
TNTEGFR*2 TTYPE(2) 
I.OGTC I\I.*4 FI H~1T, LAST 
E()T11Vfi.J.FNCE (D/\TI\(1), TDATA(1)) 
f\!~AL*H NOTF.S(4) /4*' 'I 
-r. E A L * I~ X L I M ( G , 2 ) I 6 * 0 • 0 , 1 6 • 0 , "l 2 • 0 , 6 0 • 0 , 1 * 1 !'• (' • 0 I 
HEAl.*4 YMI\XS (o)/()*100.01 
IN 'I' F G E R * 4 I C 0 '1 r ( tl) , N 1\ ( fi) , 'Hl ( f ) , C P F R G ( o , 6 ) 
JNTRGPH*4 COMP(f') ;/1?,?22,212,211,221, 211/ 
LO\.ICAL*1 DFCIIH~ (6,6) /16*.'I'P!TT':.;,l10TH (o) 
NAMFLIS"'/CNTL/TPREO,XMIN,XMAX,Y~I\X,TCOMP,PFF,NO'T'RS,AUSRFF 
CC1...,!'10N ILfTND1\1'/ TITL~, flPN, SITF', DIRECT, FC1HT?EV, TYPE, 
I'T'YPr~, N, FIRST, I.AS1' 
I'O 10t)Q(' T=1,6 







f\0 1010("1 ,J=1,h 
10100 TCO~P (,J) =0 
Pf~AD I-LOTTING PI\PI\ME'T'EHS 
READ(S,CNTL,~~n=10600) 
11 r~ .J 
...... ' 
IDY=TI'H>'(l+1 
n n 1 ;' 1 /. 0 J = 1 , '' 
IC= COM P (,1) 
DO 10110 K=1,G 
JF' (JC. TW. rcnr·;r· (K)) (~() T () H: 170 
1 (\ 1 1 () C () 1\' '!' T ~.: U r.~ 
Jlr: crn~(lDX,.T) =."'!I.ISE. 
c 
!1. p o 1 l o 1 7 : ; ., I' - s~ ~ 
r SWl' '1!N Af.iD ., ,X HI\NC~ 1 · , !\!\IT) l'4JIX VCrJ pq~ '"' : iT~; C0~1Pf1tH'~"1 
c 
JF (X"11N.I.'l'. XLP! (TDX, 1) l XLIM (IDX, 1) =X I-1I N 
T F ( Y M A X • LT. X L T '1 (T :1 v , 7 ) ) X L I M (T ~l X, 2) =:< "1 A 'I 
I P { V Y•J /\X. t '1'. Y '1 !1 X~~ (f D X) ) Y MAY<) (T D X) = Y ~ /1. X 




n r) 1 0 ;; (' I" ,J =- 1 , ~ 
I f.' ( D 1" C IDE ( T J '< , • T ) ) "'I\ ( T P •:} = ~· !\ (T n X) + 1 
IF (l)l·: C I !""\ P {T f) "X , , Tt q l N !1 ( T D Y.) -= N n {I D X) + 1 
1 (' ; () () C 0 N T Pl TT F: 
JlO'T'fl (JDY) =. i' ii!Jr.. 
I F' ( N i\ (I flY) + !-! l ( T:1 X ) • I.T • 3 l RO 'T' l' (1 D X) = • F f. L "; r.; • 
fll) 1 C: -~ 0 n .T =-- 1 , ~ 
p;· ( P ( l TIT (I ll X ) l ( ~ ~l TC 1 1 0 <? :., () 
C f"l i~ :1 · ~ (I n X , ,T ) = N 1\ { T l1 Y} 
t~ ; 'r.r.r; (TPX ,.J+ l) -=lHl (T ;W) 
(~() 'J'() 1 (~ ~()() 
1C•)r,() CPi\:-'(; (IPX ,,T ) = NA {TfH) +1<.!'1 (TDX) 
CPfr:>c; (iDX,J~ 31 o:: CPT-:!d~(TDX,,'T) 
H' ~ () 0 C 0 NT T N rr .··: 
1 r; r:i 0 () C 0 N'! f N ll f. ' 
1 () h () 0 C () N'!I ~.JTT F 
c 
C JNJrrL'\tT7. 1·: T i l l~ PU~'TT>:R 
c 
ChLT t>LINT<r(' ~10r.P.,TCILV'!HR ') 
N= :p r; 
c 
r p,;;.~p 'T'!U LAr<FL REl.OHD 
c 
Clli.J I.UNP.J2 (r1ATA, TDATJ!, f.C)R0, f, 990) 
\'iRT'fl\(F., ~!)()()) l'Vf-r.' 
l".'f;T'T'F.(o, 1(10n) (IDTITTI.(I), I=1, 2g7) 
c 





2 0 IF (T IH c~ + N • C 'T'. 1 2 0 0 n) i; 0 T 0 9 7 0 
1\ 0 0 1 l 0 1 7 c; c· ] ' - ') (' 
\A L L TTJ N I ~ 2 ( D t\'" l\ {T 0 I\ G) , J D A 'T' ~ , f, q n 0 , ~~ 11 q () ) 




I "' ( I"' Y P F ( 2 ) • :-; 0 • •1) r:; n 1' 0 6 0 
C ACCU~iULArr'~ RANG~~ BtOCKS 
c 
c 
I P ( F T PST ) I X X = I') !H-:; 
IOI\G=TOPG+N 
M=M+ 1 





C FTNP RANGE VAL~3S TO RR OMITTED 
c 
DO 4 ~ I= 1 , N P T ';I~ 
IF' ( n 1\. 'T' 1\ (I) • G S. "i 1 0. 0) GO T 0 S 0 
N X BG A P= N X BG ll. P + 1 




C DELF'T'P VALHf'S flY COMPRESSING THE ARPAY 
(' 
c 
00 ~S I=ISTART,NPTSIN 
IF(DA'J'A(I).T.8.520.0) GO "'0 'i" 
DA'J'l\ (HrRX'1') =f."''TOWL* (D/\Tli(I) +3.0) 
NXA(;AP=NX~G/I.Pt1 
IN EXT= IN F. XT + 1 
'>:1 C<lNTI~1!Jr. 






GO TO 20 




( ..! ) J f ( r. T F:, 'i' ) n: v ::: J 0 P G 
T 0 f/ c~ = T n P r~ + '~ 
r . =- L+ 1 
I?(l .J..'T'. M) r;o 1'0 2 11 
I D x~ T'r V P r.; ( 1 ) - r) 
NC0!" P=NC'0'1 D+ 1 
A r> o ll o 1 7 S r: I' - 'l 1 
C ?INJ> 7fl" LJI.ST V~1LIJF ::pPO;?! 'I'~!E r;AP, .!\\![) Afl.-TTT'.:: ':' j.;( V~, :..IJ : : '~ 
C 1'0 !1 fEIII"'IV'~ Sr:'AT. 1~ 
r 
c 
I Y -= T X Y + 'l X 9 G A n - 1 
f):J 70 T=TXY,IV 
7 C' C()l,J T I iJ IT;:' 
PJ f.' Y T = T X Y + N X 13, ; A P 
!STAq'T'=JORG-~~AGAP 
I!':Nn.=TOPG-1 
C C 0 i"1 rn~ 'P:, S '1' H F. V CO D A T /\ , !I n ,lfJ S 'T' I N G 
C TO PI·~ I !\ 'f I V !=' SCALE IN T IH' P F' 0 C F'S S 
c 
c 
no ~n I=ISTART,TENO 
nAT f. ( TNf.XT) = 0\1'1\ (I)+ 11'S. 0 
H'EX T =IN "SXT+ 1 
8() CON1'J~IJF 
NSTX=IXX 
NX=T X X 
NPL0T=IXX+NX8Gl\P+NXAGA?-1 
IY=JYY 
C OMIT VATTl ~ S OfJ'l.''lir.f 'T' HE Oll'J';;:p BCl!!NDS 
c 
nn QQ JX=NX,NPLOT 
I F ( D i\ T fl (T X ) • IT • X L I M (I D X , 1 ) • 0 P • D l, T A ( I Y) • 1; T • H1 ri X '; ( f n X ) ) 






nn 1nG J=NS'T'X,~X 




flpol10 17 :;r.'p - 'l) 
c 
C !'LOT 'T'HE Cl!PVF: 
( 
C l\ L T. [11\ r~· P L '1' ( TV fl TC 1 Ill 0 •r f. S 1 C P To; R C: ( J lJ X 1 N C (I M P) 1 6 • 1 P , 1 S • 0 1 C C'l M P p! C 0"' P) 1 
c 
c 
DATA (NSTY), DATA (NS'TX') , NPTS, 1,17., 1. 1, FIFO (I DX) 1 
R r~r, Tl BSP 'SF) 
C TF "'HIS WAS TJ!!~ STX'T'Il COMPONENT, (':;f''J' A NEw PANG 1·: l\FH!1Y 1 (i'f'Jll'Tld::F 





1 ')(< JF (L ,\ S'T') r;n 'l't) 1 0 
Tn!H~= TXY 
L=0 
(;(! 'T'() 70 
170 WRJT~(6,7000) 
G() T() qqq 
C N n r !~ .~ l \ D M !' L F' T I 'Pl 
c 
:l'i0 w·<ITF (6, S000) 
(;n :on gqC) 




q o l J \o1 r< r,., P. ( 6 , fin r '1) ·r v F ~<: 
~Fl1 Cl\ LL PI.O'T'!JT) 
lll~':'ll r.> N 
1 i) 0 n FO H [•1 A 'J' (7 7 ( 1 Y. , 11 A 4;) ) 
? o ,, n p o R M AT c 1 o 1 , 7 " s , ' :~ ~co rm c; K r r p En • l 
l 0 () 0 F 0 R f"' !\ T ( 1 () 1 , 2 .'\ 8 , 1 il'f'" C 0 n i) R F. A D 1 ) 
u o n n r o !I r·~ .\ 'l' ( • 1 LA n s L = " 1 , A t\ 1 1 " 1 1 ' oF R F o. = 1 , "' r;. 1 1 ' ''~ f! 7 • • 1 
1 0FIH'~T POfNrr= 1 ,T4/ 'Oft OF POINT:;-:- 1 1 ]1~/ 
I (\ I I 1 \) F' 1'l. 1111 ( 1 X , 1 0 F 1 0 • 31) ) 
t;()()0 F'ORMA'T ( 1 0NOf,"'AL FND OF' .JOB') 
f0!)() F0R1·1l\'f( 1 0"~ND !)F' r.orl.F OCC 1JR'Pl'~[' WHILE ~TTF'1PTT~Tr; rrrl PF.I\j) 1 
2AH 1 I R1:~COHD I) 
7(1 00 FOH!I'A'T('-*** T'JSTTf'FTCIENT SPACF nN S'T'7\CF 
c 
PNO 

















,.H ~~ l<JINi"::P ~1\D V.C.C. Dl\1"1\ A~F' ACCUM!If.i~'T'Ff1 T\J ARPf\Y "[ lA'l' ~\ 11 , 
TO!)(; TS THE PP)r.:X OF 'T!P~ NEXT FP'"!f; T.OCATIO~J TNTCl WffTCI I f;,~rr.·r· 
;1 A v p r '~ 1' 0 fl :.: n • T X X T ~:; 'T' fl ~ I N D F' X 0 'P 'J' fl f. lC T P ~' 'J' ! r !.' ( ; r. 1Tfd, rr ::' , 
1\ N f) I Y Y T ·-; •r ii f' T t.l DR X 0 l" T fl E F IP ST V • C. 0. V l\ i. TT F. 
C s :: Vfo':.J ru,M r.oLrs ·r CT\HDS Ai1"~ RP.QPJRED 1\S TNPf'T, ~:Jx 1\~) l.!F'~ Cr'T!\ .~· ::1 
C TH'T.0W, AND ONF' PLTTD C.~T?;) AS DESCliiP·:D T~! rT.'TTT, 
c 

















TFHFO - r'nr~O"F.NCY TN:JICA'T0R (F\SF ? Lnr; f1F F'F:O(/ TTF~JCY) 
N:1 DI'FA!JL1" 
TCr1JV;P - Af?RI\Y C:F CC)MPONEN'i"S 't'O RP f"LOT""PD, Ol' 7F'I(W:; 'T'() P!.i' 
THE 1\.PnAY OTTT TO 6 fl.P.MEN'fS, Dl:F~''l"" ( ZFPCl 1·~~) 
COfH'') FOF 'T'HE \.OI'IPON gwl':, ,~R P: 










FEI\l*P TYPR(2), F 1TN, SITr~, DTRF.CT, FOF!1EV, "'I'T'1.f'(11) 
Rf,\L*q rror;~M (2) I 'OQC;P.JCR', 1 GI\P 1 / 
RPAT.*4 n .~TA (12000), HANGE{1000), VC0(1000) 
PF'!IL*4 PR;;: o (rl) 11.0, 2.1, 4.0, A.1, 1r . • n, 37..1 / 
IN~~~fR*4 ID~TA(400) 
INTR~PF*2 ITY?~(2) 
Lm;T.C:AT.*4 EIHST, L!IS 'r 
TNTEG~~*2 ICOMP(6) 
INTEGFP*7 COMD(~) I 212,222,232,211,221,711 / 
LC1GIC!IT.*1 DECT!JE(6,6) I 31) * .TPHJ:'~. I 
NT\Mf'T.JS'T' I C'l'fl. I TFR~Q, ICOH1P 
P() fl J 1J T1 tl? N C P (f) A'!' A ( 1 ) , T!) .1\ 'I' A ( 1 ) ) 
COMM(J~ ,/L'~NPI\ T,/ TITLE, rnN, ~ITE, DJf~EC'r, ft)flHEV, TYIV, 




nn 101.)00 I=1,G 
C Nn OH'lPON'PN'T'S PLrlT'TFD TT~!!.P.SS rnu)rtES7ED 
c 
on 10100 ,T=1,n 
10100 Tr'O~' P (J) =0 
c 
:P::J\D (C:.,C~'T'L, E~n= 10(Jt)0) 
TUX= J FR"'O+ 1 
nn 1;)1;>0 .J=1,r, 
r c = c oM r r ,r, 
DO 10110 K=1,f} 
IF(TC.EO.TCnf1IJ(?:)) GO Tf1 1012A 
1('110 CONTTNflf 
DRCinF(IDX,J)=.P~ISE. 
1 0 1 ,~ () C f1 N m HJTl F 
1f S00 CONTT NT'T~ 
1 r FJ!i C' en ~7 -c Nl! F 
c 
C PlirrTr, LT7. :~ ':';I[ '"'T~n":'T"Sfl 
c 
c 
Cl1T.L rtTNT'T'(:->r\n -~NM) 
N=-3qA 
C SKIP 'T'HD LA BE L n LOCK 
c 
c 
C l\ I.I . T.TJYPl2 ( n f\'1' l\, 
CALL Lt1NJ~3(DA~I\, 





IDATA, f~qr, ~~1C) 
TDATA, ~qRO, ~q~O) 
20 IF(TOnG+N .<;T. 12000) r;o '1'0 970 
c 
CALL LUNIN1(01\TA(IORr.), IDl\T~, r,qBO, f,CJ~'W) 
TF (T'T'YP F (/.) • 'til"!. c;) 
C r. L 1 T.ll N I N 1 ( n 1\ T A ( I 0 ~ G ) , T D 11 T A , ~; :) P I) , r. Q '< ti ) 
IF' (J 1' YPf (1) • GR. 6) GO 1'0 40 
GO 'TO 20 
C /\ C (' r 1 ~j Tl L ;\ 1' · ~ 1( .~ '! r; !·: P IJl\. i<" ~ 
(" 
c 
1.1 n c: n N 'J' T rrn; 
P' (I'T'YP8 (7) • 1~0. f) ,;r) 'P() 6() 
TF(FIPST) TXX=T ·DG 
T U ~ ~~ = I() PC + "'! 
"'=f-:+1 
p· (. N 01'. !. A > 7) r. :) T n 20 
"Jf''fSfi'!=N*"'! 
n-;X=IXX 
T c; Y" ~ T' = T X X 
C FIND 'T'H~ ~nn 
c 
nn sn I=T~Y,NnTSTN 
T F ( D 1\ T l\ (I) • r,:.;. l! '1 0 • ) J •'; X= I G X+ 1 
\ P () l l 0 1 7 <; !·' ! ' - ' : ' · 
I ? ( n i1 T A ( I ) • L ~-~ • "i 1 S • ) I G X F-~ ~ D = I!-; X F: N n + 1 
r 
so <.'I)~J"' I f\ITF 
~1"()f1 :J=I) 
r;o T0 20 
C il.CCTlf"!t'T.A'T'E v :~n f'ILOC:KS 
c 
r: 
6 n Tl:' ( r. IF S '1 ' ) T X '{ = Ul R c; 
I 0 P (: = I 0 P G + ~~ 
L=L+ 1 
IF'(L .J.'J'. M) <;n TO 20 
IGY=-IYY+Tr.Y- TO" 
TGYFND=TXY+TGVE~D-IXX 
N P T S =I G Yr. 'l D- I r. X 
N C 0 ~1 P = N C 0 "~ P + 1 
IF(.NOT.DECIDR(T~YPF(1)-5,NCOMP)) GO T0 1Sn 
VMI"l=n.TA (IC;Y) + 1 ~'). 
YMJI.Y==YMTN 
TY=Ic;y 
C A Tl J H S T D [\ VA L ll ?S T 0 R F.L 1\ T IV P. SCALE, A 1\f D F TN P ~H ~~I M TT ""~ r-tm 
C Mi\Xl.MU~ V\0 T'd'?nUGH 'T'IE TIIFN 
c 
c 
DO 70 1=1,NPTS 
D I\ ·n (I Y) = D T1. T 1\ (I Y) + 1 iS. 
P'(Di\'J'A(IV) .LT. YI11N) 
IF (DATA (IV) .G'T'. nil\ X) 
IY=TY+1 
70 CONTI NIJF 









CALL Gl\PLO'T'(f·'fF'J (T'!'YPP.(1) -S) ,DA'T'A. (IGX) ,D!\'!f, (T C;'{), 
NPTS, Y'1IN, YMAX, NCO"'Pl 
T"' TillS ~n.s 'l'tP·~ <;JX'l"ll Cf)~D()NFN'J', c;F.T NF'I-1 PI\!·H:F lii\TII; 
1;~'1' NF:W VCn iiA'Pl\ 
1'>0 TP(LAS'!') ,-;n 'l'tJ 1:l 
Tfi!H;-=JYY 
L=l) 
Gil "'0 7.0 
C ~~~·A C K A n !~ A Y 'T 110 s M A T I. 
c 
c 
·~7[1 ;..1RT'fr.: (fi, 7(1 00) 
1: n .,. n 9 n 'l 





t,l 13.) /i i-t T '<' F ( 6 , '> 0 () c)) 
GO TO 91g 
P :~ ;;: 11 A T n fc B f ~1 D c 1 P C !I T A. F' [ L P. 
'nO ;.if/ITr.;((,, (,00!1) TYfP 
c.)" q CALL P L GT N n 
;~ o-.. 'l" IT ;~ N 
1 n U 0 "~ !1? M 1\ ·r ( 2 7 ( 1 '{ , 11 ~. 4 I l l 
2 non r r'1 r~ r. " rr ( qH , ? i\ q , ' n :-~co R n s K r r n F D •) 
3001 FO R~ AT( 1 0 1 ,~~A,• rFCOn~ RF.AD 1 ) 
tL'CV) F n H ~1 ,\ '1" < • 1 L 1\ n 1·: L "" '" , !I ;l, "" 1 tr) F r~ Po. = ' , r 5. 1 , • ~: w~ . ' 1 
' (0 F r H ,) T n () T:J T= t , I 1-l I ' 0 tt (; ;;" r n TNT (~ = I , T I~ I 
• 0 • , 1 r) ·~ 1 0 • 1 1 q Cl ( 1 V. , 1 0 r' 1 0 • -~I ) ) 
r0')0 F'O P ~' i\T( 1 0"JnR i·1.\L EN!: OF ,H1B 1 ) 
(t.()() F fJ:<f•J :'\.'T' ( 1 0FliJ~J •.Jr FIT." Of:CfTJ'lRRD ~ill J~ .F ,\'J''l'fMJlTP~ 1~ '"IJ :1 :' i;!l' 
7AH, :< '·~ C C ~ D 1 ) 
7 ' )(\!') F'O THO: AT (I-'~*)~ I1!c;IJJH'TC'T PN1:' ~) Pf..Cr.' ON S'J'~CV ***') 
c 
c 














liO!l'~'INT' TO PLOT LTJNAR SPr [)1\TA FR0JY; FTLE #2; 
N0 INTFRPOLATIO~; 
VALDES WITH S10. M. <= Rl\NP~ <= S20. M. 
fd~E DF:I.'RTED RP.POPE PLOI''?ING. 
C TRANSfH"''rER-O?F OATA A;{?. P!J)'f'TF.D AS A BASE!_.INI~ FOH 1:' 1\ CH U •t'IPOrJ:n rr. 
c 
C ':'HP. RI\NGF. AND V.C:.O. DATA ARF' ACC!IMTlLATBD TN i\F F AY "DII'P1". 
,~ IOPG I.S THr.: TN[)r-:1( OF' 'Pif~ 'H'X'~' FJ?EF: LOCATTON T"J"' f' WHT C I! P/1~ ,~ 
C MAY :IF. STOREr>. IXX IS TIH~ I~DEX OF THE FIRST !1A'H~ ~:;; V!IT.nl · , 
C ,\~[) IXY IS 'I'HF' INDRX m~ 'l'HP. PIRST V.C.O. V/I.Ltlfo:. 
c: 
C SEVEK ~AMF.LTST CARDS ARP REOUIRED AS INPTI'l', ')TX AS D '·: ~;CH F~'D 
C BELOW, AND O~E PL~TD CARD AS DESCRIBED IN DtJNJT. 
c 
c 





















TFR EO - r'RE()TJENCY TNDICI\:'CR (11ASE 2 LOG OF r Rr.:CrJF ;: cY) 





NO DFP A1IL T 
MINIJI'!'JM AND MAXIMHM RAN\.F. VA.LTTP.S TO tq.• P TJ) 'f 'F i,, T' 
WAVEI.BNGTHS IP VSWL = .'l'PUE., O'rflfRWTSP p ; 11~; ·; r rc:; 
DEFA 11 LT~: 0.0, 100.0 
- MAY.HPP1 (RELATIVE) 08 Vft.LHF. TO pv PI.OTTEfl, J)VF I\ 1'1S >. 7 .'; 
Ar"I~AY OF COMPONENTS TO BF PLOTTED, OP. 7.EHOE~~ T( • f'f. P 
THE .1\Rl?AY orrr TO~- FLEMF.NTS, f>'RT-'A!JL'T' r, '?,!~fi()~'~ 









2 1 1 
2 21 
211 
- (LOGICAL) IP TRrp;; (DEFATTL'l'), DR VALT'r-:S 1\ :·P PTJ)TTFT 













F ·~ L 1\ · [' I V F !HI if!\ L IT P t\ 'J' W H T r H 1\. P E r.r. q · N C '·' f' ~. ~ ~ T :: r:-• n '. I·' 
PTJ~"~'T 1·~i) ('\J TH:·~ Y rXJS, DEF'I\Ill.'T ~r. . • o 
~)()'l'fS - r:n ""0 3:2 Cf-Ll\PAC'TF'P~1 qp ANNOTA'T'TON, ~· o r: r~ T·l· 11 L '" 
'{1:'/\J*=f~ TY~ P (?), ~!J~, STTJ.', f!r;:'T"("'J', !-O RP'-q!, 'l'l'T'T. '-' (11) 
l(;;'f\I.*=Ll D.".~ t\ (L)000), !?ANGF(1000), VC0(1()f'l''· ) 
Y "'fl. T. * 4 I! 1\ N (; P. ·~ ( 1 Ill) , ;., ) , T X() F' F ( 14 !') , (. , -~) 
r F [I L * 4 F P 7 • l ( r; ) I 1 • ') , ~~ • 1 , 4 • 0 , 8 • 1 , 1 f; • r1 , 1 -~ • 1 I 
TMT'r.GFP*4 T~AfA(400) 
T ;.; "!' ;:- c ~ r. F * U ~~ T 'UJ "''P ( G , 3 ) , ~: P ( 1) 
TNT E c~ FI' * 7 T Tv P '·' ( :>) 
u:r~rc.n. L~'4 >'T ii '>r , r, , s ·r 
~·· (' '~ T V ll L "'\' C !~ ( n ?\ '1' ,~ ( 1 ) , T 1 L'\ 'T' A (1 ) ) 
F !-' ,, I. * ~1 "to/ () ,., p s ( ll) I l.l * ' I / 
T?f.' n. * IJ X I. T "1 ( (, , ;') 
pr,o~. I.*II VM.\'(c; (ti ) 
I ·~ <T' P (; P.l'* 4 I ,. n . ., P ( f) ) , ~~ ;\ (f. ) , :~ P ( f> ) , CP r.•;. G ( n , f, ) 
JN"'F \:?f<*4 COMP (f1) /? 12, :!22, 2 :~2, 211, /.21, 2111 
I N'l t .G FP*IL N1J ( (i) 
L n c; T r A L * 1 rn C I D r~ ( f1 , r- ) I 1 r; * . T P ll F • I , H () 'T' !I ( f) ) 
T.OGTC"V~1 VS>if. I .T "' fJ~. / 
~l ll ~1 F r. r s T 1 (~ H rr- L 1 : r.o F F o , x rn r-~ , x M ,~ Y , Y 111 A Y , J cor~ r , n : ·: F , 1\ 1, ~:; ~ · :~ !· , ' ' r , ·r . : ·~ , v ~ : ~. · 1 
co"1f"il~ ILI"Flll '"/ TT'T L~:, 1nN, STT?, nrp~c·r, Pn •. f,!··v , Ty• ·:. , 
TTYPR, ~, FIPST, I.AS7 
pn 1or;on T=1,6 
C TNI'T' TTd.T7.F T)T, () 'l"T'[Nr; PI\ 'U,(~ t~Tr•'PS 'T'() !)}·:r'i\rlJ.'l' V1Lf l"' ~ i , 1' i\ '· 'f 
XTHN=O.() 
:{r11\X= 1nr.. f) 
Hl!l X=67. r., 
,\ F ~.; P "~ F = 4 :, • 0 
nn 10100 ,1=l, rl 
10 1:10 I ("0111 n (,1) = 0 
c 
c H 1;:nn rLn~rrrJ\~ r>.~':flf"E"i'EP:-
c 
R E 1\ f' { c; , C w: T., r:: 'in -: 1 ') r; M1 ) 
TDX = IFR1:'0+1 
no 1 0 1 2 o J= 1 , r; 
TC=- CCMP (,J) 
n~) 1n 110 K=1,f, 
H' ( L-: • E () • I C 0 '1 f' ( K ) ) C 0 !' 0 1 () 1 2 !) 
1 0 1 1 0 ('! Pl T T !~ TJ ~~ 
c 
c 
VLJr-:(JI:'X,1) = XMTN 
XT. T :1 (1T)X,7) -.: XMfiY 
yr~AY:, (Jf\X) = Y"'f; X 
\1A (TDX) :::0 
1\P (TDX)=O 
C DBCIDF 0N Tfi"S N!J'1RF.~ OP CURVFS PEP r,l·~ APH 
r. 
n0 1 () 2 0 0 .1 = 1 , 1 
TF (f' ? CTI:'F: (IDX ,,1 ) ) "' A (TDX) =N A (IDX) + 1 
IF ( D FC In P ( J D X, .J+ 1) ) N B (T D X) = ~1 B ( T D X) + 1 
10200 CONT TNTJF 
flf)'T' ~! (T 0 X) =. 1' ~ TJ E . 
1\ pollo 17 SF!' - ' Jq 
TF(NA (IDX)+NR([llX) .r.'1'.1) 140TP(IDX)=.FALSF'. 
Jl() 10.300 ,1= 1, ~ 
I? ( P 0 'T' lf (I D X) ) ~ ~ 0 'T 0 1 0 2 C, 0 
CP?RG (TDY ,,J ) -= NI\ (TDX) 
C0 F.l-!~ (TDX ,,J+ i) =N'3 (JDX') 
GO "'0 10300 
1 (\ 2 S (': C P 1-~ TH~ ( I D X , ,J ) -= }J a. ( I D X ) + N il ( T D X ) 
C P EH <~ (J OX, .H 3) =C PER(; (TD X, J) 
1CJ0(' CON'f'IN'1 :-' 
10500 CONTINUE 




>.'SC AL E = 10. 
IP (VSWJ. ) XSCI\L~ = F..1 8 
'RF.AD (3) 
RF.AD(.3) 
Pf. Afl (1) 
R EAD(.3) 'T'XOFF , NTYOFP 
i< r~ A D ( 3 ) n !\ N r; f' ;> , N R 
C RFMOVF DI\ TA g~R S10 M. <= PANGE <= S20 ~. 
no 2osoo IF1 -= 1, r> 
2C 1011 
? ()! j !'.'1 
20 s no 
c 
T'F'YT = 1 
r = \r c (JPr;: - 1} 1 2 + 1) 
Y. wrn i·J L oc P r t·: c c r 'P ~) 1 ~ n . 7 g? r::-
I"'(. ''H' l'. VSII.'T.) XMTO'i.' l. -:: 1. 
110 ?I) 4(1 (1 I =- 1, N 
'A p 0 1 1 0 1 7 ~; -.;· p - 1 () [' 
rr(li\ N(~ F') (T,I?R ) .L T . n.T!1(TFP,1) I XM1'0 1:.'T- l,) 1; 1) ':'(\ !O U('· () 
T F ( P A ~· (: F :) (I , T F' P,) • i."' • X 1. I M ( IF !I , 7) I X M TO \d - -l • ) ~~ ( 1 ..,. ( ! / !' ' d : n 
TI"(!)/\t:Gte2(T, IF!?) .GE, r, 10.) GO 'fO /0/.()(1 
!?TIN<;;;· 2(1N ;·;X'!',I!:'"?) = (Rt\lll (;t.:?(J,lFr') + 1.) * )( •~ro:n 
PO :' f' 1C'(I .T = 1, _l 
'Y' X Cl I·'f ( T N t; '( T , T F' H , , J) = !' Y n l.'f·' ( I , H' P , .1) + H ') . 
cnwrr~: 11 F 
c;n 'T'() 20 ~so 
IF' ( H l\ ?>' (; f' ~ (I , IF R) • I P . S? 0 • ) G 0 '1'0 2 0 4 0 0 
~ i\ ~l 1: F / ( T N 1·: Y.!' , T P l? ) "'- ( H A N r; P 7 ( I , I F' R ) + J • ) * X M T 0 ~; ~. 
f\() ?. () '{!'\ (' • J -:: 1 , 3 
J'Y\)1-'!;' (T:\:!XT , tfn~, ,1) "''!'YOFP(T, TFP, J) t 1 3~ •• 
C n N 'i T ~' TT r' 
~; )J (T "' rq = T N ~ X '" 
n.p:-• y •r -= T "J F X'" + 1 
CON"!" I li'IF: 
c T'\T'"T fl.T ~ 7~-~ l'fl:·~ PT_()T'f l-: R 
( 
cr. u . rr r ~ TT ( 1 ·)or.; P.,TcR. vrN AP 1 ) 
\! = ~ ~:. ;; 
c 












C'i\l.J L!ININ2(D7\'T'A, TnATA, F,tj fW , F',Q Q0) 
\~!-' f'f E ( A , 1()!) 0) T Y [f. 
~'(TTf:' (f., 1~"il0) (IDI\'I'TI (I), I=1, ?<)7) 




Tr' (IO RG +N . (~T. 1 200 0) r;o TO g70 
Cl\LI. LlfNIN/. (!"Jl\'l'A (J()RI.), TDA'l'A, F;Cll10, f..9g O) 
T F (l'i'YP P (1) .l"!. S) GO '1'0 20 




~~ = :0'1+ 1 
TF' (. NO'l'. LAST) GO TO 20 
XMTOWL=FP80(TTVP~(1)-S)/2gq.792S 
P' (. N C'T. V S W L) Y. ~ T 0 IH. = 1. 
tpvr S T N = i1 * :~ 
NX RG.I\P=O 
NXAGAP=-C 
C F'I ND P JI. Nt-:;!·~ VI\LllFS '[rJ PC: nMITTEO 
c 
c 
flO l.1 r, T = 1 , liJ,.., T c:; T ~ 
TJ·'(flll~f.(T) . l~E.I)lO.O) G!1 TO S0 
N X i:3 C A P -:-. lJ X r~ (~ A n + 1 
nA'J'l\ {J) =YM'~'0WL* ( D .l\Tfl (T) +LO) 
50 TNFYT=fX~G~P+1 
!START=TNEXT 
C 'll\LF'rE VJ\LIT~;s fW CO"'P!1P.SSING TI-P:' 71P P t; Y 
c 
c 
DO 5S I=IST~RT,NPTSJN 
JP(THITT\(T).LE.S2{).C) GO TO S~ 
DATA (JNr.:Y'~') =XM'J'OWL* (Dl'I T A (I) +3 .0) 
NXAC:/I.P=NXI\Gi\?+1 
INFX'l'=P'EXT+ 1 
r,c; CON'T'l NlJT·~ 
,\p'>Jlo 17 '> J:: P - 101 




T 0 i? G = ~X !l(; A P + N X A(; A P + 1 
NCOMP=O 
r,o 'rO 7.0 




nO IF (FTEST) IXY=IOfiG 
JORG= lORl-;+N 
L=T.+1 
TF (L .LT. M) GO TO 20 
IDX=I'J'YPR (1) -5 
NCOMP=NCOMP+1 
IF(.NO'T.l1FCID8(IDX,N\.Of1P)) Gn TO 1'10 
C FTN!1 T!P:' LAST VI\.I.UF flT<:?n R r. 1'EF. GAP, i\ND AO,Jll ST D !l Vt\I..I< P~~ 
.~ Pt"" 1 1 o 17 '; r. r - 1 r :; 
C TO A Ff:J.(I'T'~VT·: c;CAT.F 
c 
c 
IY=J YY+!O'!'lr;/1 n-1 
nn 70 T=L(Y, TY 
n 1\ 'T l1 ( T ) = D T\,.,.. l\. ( r) + 1 ·3 r, , r) 
70 ~0N'T' INTTF 
T N F. X T = T Y Y + ~P' !11 ; 1\ n 
TSTART=J0P~-~X~~Ar 
H!ND=T0P\;-1 
C C0:1P;p·sc; 'T!!•·: VCr/ T'!\"':\ 1 1\!!JPST!l'JG 
C 'T'O !\F:LA"'IVr '>C!\f.F E' T!l~ PiltlC'F'SS 
c 
r 
DO H0 T=JS~A~T,'ENn 
M,'T'r., (HlFXf) =1) .1\Ti\ (I) +11').0 
INEXT=INi~X'T'+1 
8 0 C 0 ~ 'T' T PIT~ 
NSTX=JV'( 
!11 X=T X Y 
:'l rT. n 1' =I Y X+ 'l Y P <;A P + 11J Y 1\ G 1\ P- 1 
T Y =T '( Y 
C 0MI.~· VII.J.IPS ()TTl'S TIH' TF!<: OT1'n~P 'ROll NOS 
c 
c 
n n 1 n r x = ~ x , ;-.~ r r,r1 T 
T F ( n A'!" 1\ ( T X) • I"'. vI. H1 (I 0 X , 1 ) • n P • D ll T ft. (I Y) • f; ':' , H' ~. X:; ( r D Y) ) 
N:.TX "' IX + 1 
IY=TY+1 




i)O 100 T=N::TX,'JX 
n· ( D 1\ 'f' l\ (T X ) , r; T • X L T M (T 1') X , 7. ) ) ~J P J, 0 T = N PT. n 'T'- 1 
IX=T'f-1 
100 CO~l""' !HIP 
NP'TS=NPlO'T-~~TX+1 
c Ptn'J' THP crnvF 
c 
c 
C' A L I. D !> T PI. T ( ,., Y n ~ ·! , N 0 T !~ S , r. P E R c; ( I T: X , N C 0 M o ) , X S C l\ I. F , 1 r, • , C r: c·1 f ( t~ C (J 1H') , 
fn T A ( N s 'T' y) , JH T A ( N s '1' x) , N PT s , 1 , 1 7 • , 1 • 1 , '"' •n.· () ( I n n , 
C PLOT TPF 131'\S F. I. IN F. 
c 
CATI. Fi\SEL('iXOF"' (1, TDY., MOD(NC0i'1P- 1, )) + 1), 
T?~Nr, !\ 7(1, In'{), NN(IDX) 
( 
c 
llro11o 17 c~ ;:- n- 11.1 
C IF 'l'~iiS h'/1.;, 'T'!f E ')JXT'l C0 1 PONPN'J', GET 1\ NF.~· l ' l\Nr~ v 1\!< l<fl, V, OT I!f· HIT :- r· 




1 ':iO IF (LAST) r.n '"0 1 () 
IORG= fXY 
L=O 
CO TO 2(' 








(~() 'T'f") qCJQ 
'-H3 0 \~ R T T F: (f) , c; 0 0 0) 
r,o TO onq 




9QO WRITF: (6, 6000) TYPf 
qgq CI\LL rLnTNn 
iU~TTT R N 
1000 FO~~MI\T{?7(1X,11i\4/)) 
200('1 F'OPMI\ 'T ( 1 0 1 ,21\P~' RECO~D SKIPPEO') 
1000 FO~tMA'I'('0',211.R, 1 RPCORD REA0 1 ) 
4 0 () 0 p () R M 1\ '!' ! I 1 LA 3 E L = II I , A A , ' 11 f I • 0 F R r: 0. = I , F' '). 1 , ' ~, 117. • I I 
1 0FIRST POTN'T'= 1 ,I4/ '0it OF P0IN'T5= 1 ,T4/ 
I () I , 1 0 p 1 0 • 3 I q C) ( 1 X I 1 0 F, 0 0 3/) ) 
~ 0 0C' FO fHl 1\ T ( 1 () N 0 R "1 A 1. ~ N D 0 F J 0 8 1 ) 
E.OOO FOHMII.'f( 1 0BND OF' FILF OCCURRET' WfliLF. ATTF:I"'P'T'I N(i 'Tn :<:·:Hi ' 1 
?1\H, ' PFCO'P0 1 ) 
7000 FORMAm('-*** INSOPFTCIFNT SPACF ON S~J\~K ***') 
c 
c 









C F'~<'A[) L"NI\!=' !11\T.\ 'T'f', PP. 
c 
C ,..f\P ? [)'f.,~ .1\ ~f~/\VS 
r: 
T\'f'fiT . *U DP. 'T'I\(1) 
TNTFt;pr; *4 TDA''"A ( 1) 
C' CHA5'i\C'TT:? f\1\'T'A 
c 
t' F II I * R TYPF.1 ( 1 1 ) 
r 




1 T.A :3 EI. 
l'frl!\JlSMT'T'' 
I 2 M H 7,. 
' 
1 (. "liE. 
I 
' -r: () '·! 
, ll"'O n r~ 
' 
• '!' 1·: f'l p 1 ·: ft f\ · ~ t , 




f ' r~ w·. , 
I 1? MHZ. , 
, lflp;;> ' ,.,.. t;~ ~I ;J F.,. 
• 
'RA.~Jr.r.: , IV • (' . (' .. I 
PEr>L*R ElJN, ~;r7E, fHREC'l', PORRF.V, 'l'TTLP(11), 'T'YPF (2) 
c 





HJ'l' "'G'~-~F* ;~ 
I.n(~~c Jl. l.*t~ 
TI'1X(.1,17) 
fiRS'T', f./\:,T 
C TYP '·~ COn~ R ~~ 'l'nrp.tFD 
c 
IN'T'RGE R*2 ITYP~(2) 
c 
I 1 , 1 , 
6, u, 
f), 6, 
2, R ' 
24, (l , 
1 3 , 1 , , 
C CllM~0N BT.nCK F0P l!ETIIH~r:D 0111'1\. 
c 
1 , , , 2, 1 , , , 
3, (,. c.,, IJ I , , 
(,, , , 7, r ' , b, 
s, 1 2, P, (, , 4, 
(i, 8, 1 () , s, U H, 




( , I 
7, 
Cl , 
1 n , 
C0."11'10N IL''~4DATI 'T'T'l'LE, l''N, SIT F., 
FIPS'l', 
D I r.t E C'f , F n P F E V , 'i' Y rn: , 









C R r::co R D COIJ\l'TTRS 
c 
INTFGEP*~ TPLK /17;, T~RC /78/ 
c 
C PPGIN ~XPCU~AALE CODE 
c 











rrn;; c = 1 R R c + 
IF(IREC .J~r.:. TIDX(1,IBLK)) 
l;n ro 1 n 
rT.<~F 
T ~ :~ C -= 1 
PT i~ s 7 = • '::' n n r • 
InLK = IRLK + 
TF(THLK .GT. 17) 
TDLK = 1 
T'r Y :n.~ ( 1 ) = T T n r (?. , I B I K) 
ITYPF. (7.) = TIDX (.1, rnLK) 
TYP .~(1) = TYP~1(ITYPE{1)) 
TYPE (2) = TYPE2 (ITYPE(2)) 
S~LECT APPRnPRTATF RECO RD TYPE 
IF(IRLK - 2) 100, 7.00, 300 
HF.ADER nr:cnnr 
Apollo 17 ')?P - 1(~ 1 • 
100 PEJID(4, 1()1)0, END=1l()) pnN, SI'fl~,. DIRECT, FOP il r:V, TI'TLf,. , I~ 
















FIP.AD(4, 2()0(1, F.NO=<Jll)) 
GO TO 9 q ') 
ALI.. OT II f·: R 1' Y P F S 
FEAD(4, 1000, l\1-lli=-:'J~S) 
GO TO qqq 
END OF FfLf CON DITIO"'S 
PPF.DICT!>.SLE 
{ lAfEL ?FCORD fXDECTF.D ) ( => BEGINNING OF A NEW ~UN ) 
(J[)l\'!'1\(I) I T=1, "J) 
(DA'~'A(I), T = 1, l\ ) 










.'j 0 c; 
1\E 'l'fTPN 1 
llNFXPEC"'T'FO 
( !-J(l!,·-ur:fl, rr;cnHD i~XPEC'fl''D) 
( = > ~~ T n D I. r.: 0 "' "{I T?l.l N ) 
•-: 1"'1 T T r.: ( (i , 4 n I' n) 'f Y P P , I R E C 
r..• P'frT f'N ? 
C ;Jt;Trt i; N P!l.T!1 
c 
c 
1n~ LAST=.FA 1 S~. 
TF(TPPC .fil. 'T'IOX(1,1fll.K)) LT\Sr:-o-= .'rf<UE. 
]> "f·~'l' II p N 
F 0 r. ~~ l\ 'T' ( 1.! i\ L , 1 n A f\ , 71 q , I h ) 
P () )' !·1 "· T ( r) () (l ()1 (, ) 
FCIPMT\r.o{c., (20 fH 'r) .1) 
1(~(';1\ 
7 ~\ () n 
3 :; rn 
u () ')('. F'(H<''--~·. 'l'('n*** '·'Nf; ( I f FIL P FOIJND WI!TLP, A'T'T'P, ;" p'fiN•: 'T() r>ft-.f\ "' 
c 
c 
?.1\A, '" PF'CC'J-<D •,J3) 
**************************************************************¥**~**bb** 
* * 
* LUNTN? * 
* 
***********************************************************6************ 
SIJB'!~nlJ'T'JNr.' Lrl"'TN? (nAT!\, IUA'H, *• *) 
c 
C PEI\'1 I.!lN:\R DI\T.'I 'i' I\PE 
c 




INTFGER*IJ IiHTA ( 1) 
C CHIIP ACTER DI\TJI. 
c 
RF.liL*Fl 'fYPf.1(11) I 'I.A R 'RL ' , I MOOE , 
' 1' RAN S MIT' , 1 CAL I I3R A 'l' ' , 
' 2 Mf-lZ. , ' 4 ~HZ. , 
''fF"''PF'Pft. 'J'' I 
1 MH'l.. 
~~ r·~ rp • 
l\pollo 1"7 :lFP - 1(17 
'16 MHZ. ', '32 '1H7.. I 
(' 
I ' , try R P. 
'I 0 N r 'Rl!NGF 
'TP!' OFF ', 
'V. c. 0.' I 
REfd,*R FUN, ST"'f', THTP·;C'T', F'ORREV, TI'!'LE(11), 'T'YPF(/.) 






r. 0 r;r c i"IL * 4 
TTTW(3,17) 
F I H S':', I.AST 




I 1, 1 r 
6, 4, 
f, , fi, 
2 , R, 
?.4, 9, 
13, 11 , 
C COMMON BLOCK F'np FfTIJflNF:D D~_Tl\ 
c 
C 0 !~ ~1 0 N I L P N D Tl 7 I T I '1' L E , R IJ N , 
ITYPP., N, 
c 
C RECORD COUNTRRS 
c 
INTBGFP*4 IPLK 1171, TREC 17AI 
c 
C RF:GTN EXECUTARLP COO~ 
c 
C RP.SE'T Ff.CORC CO!JN,..F!\ 
c 
c 
fIR~ 'T' =. FA T.S E. 
IRP\. = TRRC + 
IF(IREC .L~. 'I'TDX(1,tni.K)) 
GO T0 1 (' 
ELSP. 
TPFC = 1 
F I :? S 'J'= • '1' R U P' • 
IRL!< = TBLK + 1 
TF'(IGLK .GT. 17) 
IBLK = 1 
T'T'Yf'f'(1) = TIDX(2, TIJIK) 









1 , 2, 1 , 1 , ") 
-· , 
F. , r,' ~~, 1 , f, , 
1 , 7, '> , f,, 7 • 
1 2, R, (, /j, 1'3 , 
fl, 1 (l , c ) , I~ H, 1 0 , 
7H, 1 1 , (, 











































'~ ~l () 
qgc; 
t)(jQ 
.~ I 1 0 J ] 0 1 7 '~ T' P - 1 (' P 
'T'YPE(1) = TYPS1(ITYPF:(1)) 
'I'YPFq2) ~ 1YPE7.(T'T'VPE(/.)) 
SELPCT ~PPRCDRIATE 1FCORD rrypp 
H' (I F Ll<' - 7 ) 1 () 0 , ~ 0 0 , VH' 
P E AD (I~ , 1 r;. )() , END= q 'D) ( T !H. T ,\ (I) , I= 1 , 2 n 7 l 
Go rn !)'}:< 
PEAD(U, 1n00, ~ND=Q~S) 
GO TO "f1') 
lll.L OT f! F i' 7 Y r"' S 
f1 F' AD ( Ll , H){) 0, "'N D= :HP)) 
GO TO ':lqq 
FNn 0F F'JIY CONDT'T'IONS 
P '7"' D I C rr 1\ PL 1::: 
( T.;\DFL HfC<lf'D EX'PEC'T''P.D ( = > fi EC~ HPH N (; 0 F A NEw R n N 
"NFXPFC'I'SD 
( NON-LAP~t nFCORD ~XPECTFD 
( => MIDnL~ OF A R"N 




(IP/1'1'1\(T), T-1, :J) 
{Di"ITA(T), T = 1, '') 
IF(IRRC .EO. TTDX(1,TBLK)) TAST = .TRryF. 
R P.'T !I P N 
1 0 0 0 r,O R M AT (2 7 ( 1 1 A 4) ) 
2000 FORMATCC', (:?00Ih) 
3 \) 0 0 P 0 1\' M A 'J' ( S ( 2 0 Of' F> • 1 ) 
4 0 0 0 F 0 R 11 /\ T ( 1 n * * * E N D 0 F j;' I I. r;: P 0 U N D W H I L E /1 'J"J' F I'll P r;• I W; '1' n r f!• !) 11 1 
c 
c 








STJBP.OUTJNB LfJNTN .~ (DATA, IDAT~, *, *) 
(' 
C R":~.!) LliNliR D.I\TA "~'APF: 
c 
C ~APE DATA A~RAYS 
c 
(' 
REAL*4 DATI\ ( 1) 
INT~3FP*4 IDATA(1) 
C Cf!f,lll\C'~ET? DAT!\ 
r: 
RT!:AL*H ·T'Y?P,1(11) I 'LAREL , '~ODE , 
'TRANSMIT', 
1 2 MRZ. 
' cAT. I RR l\ T I , 
' 4 MHZ. 














1 TF.F oFr' I 
•v. r. o. 1 
Rf'AT.*P !\!IN, SI'i'P, IHR":C'T', PORRFV, '7'ITJ.P (11), 'T'Yl ' P (2) 
c 





I NT r•: (-; E R * ? 
LOGIC AL*I~ 
·rr n x c 3 , 17 ) 
PI fiST, lliST 
C TYPE CODE BfTTTRNPD 
c 





1 3, 1 1 , 
1 , 1 , '2, 1 , 1 , 
3, ( ) , ">, I~ , 1 , 
6, 1 , 7, r: ' , ( , , 
s, 1 7, il, ,:, , !.! , 
n, R, 1 n, s, U H ' 
5, 7H, 1 1 ' (, 
I 
I 
~ , ') 
' , 
( · , s , 
7 , t'. , 
' l , r· ' , 
1 0 , ( , 
I 
A p () 1 1 0 1 7 ~I ':. - 1 1 C· 
INTEGFR*/. T~YP~(2) 
c 
C C 0 "'! '1 0 N R L 0 C K F 0 f? [l -c"' TJ H N iW D Jl T A 
c 
C'OMMClN /LfJ~lDA'T/ TT'!'L;:;, IUPJ, 5 r '''I', n I r PC-:· , F n 1 ·? i : v, ""Y l' i , 
TTYP~, ~~, PTP::T, T A:-T 
c 
c 
INTEGEn*4 I GLK ;17;, JRRC /7R/ 
c 
C rESET R~COHr COTTN'Tf'FI 
c 
F 1 P S T = • F T1 L S b: • 
TR EC = IRT<:C + 
IF(TFf~C .LF. TJDX(1,I'~LK)) 

















T R BC = 1 
F I [1 S T = • T F T) F~ • 
I R L K = T R1. K + 1 
Ir'{TTDX(i,IBLK) .F.O. S) 
IRLK = T11LK + 1 
IF (I fH.K • GT. 17) 
IIlLK =- 1 
T'fVPf(1) = '!'IOX(2, Tf:llK) 
ITYPE(2) = TIDX(3, Il31K) 
TYPF.(1) = TYPP.1(ITY!'F.(1)) 
TYPE P) = TYPE2 (ITYPE(2)) 
SBLRC'f APPROPTIIhTE RFCORD TYPE 
IF(tDtr - }} 100, 200, 300 
HF.ADFR liFCORD 
REAfl(2,1000,PND=gqO) CIDATA(T), !=1, 297) 
r,o Tn q 'n 
MODF PF:CnRD 
R .E A D ( 2 , ?. 0 0 0 , E N D = 9 g S ) ( I D AT A ( I ) , I = 1 , ~; ) 
GO TO gqg 

















r p o 1 J o 1 1 :; ? ~, - 1 1 1 
P E ,..., D c /. , 1 n o" , F N n = ·~ ~ s ) ( r AT ·" ( T ) , T = 1 , ~:) 
GO "'0 oqq 
f~~JD tlF FIT.? CO\Jlii'TIOHS 
P PEDIC'T'I\lll.F 
( LAPEL PFCORT' EXPFCT~D 
( => HPGINNING np A N~W RUN 
U Nl\X PF.C'1' P.ll 
( NOn-LABBL RF.CORD S XPEC~Pr 
( => ~1TDl)LE OF !I RTIN 
\-JRI'Tf(r,, 40()0) TYP!~ , TJI-~C 
R ETTl H N 2 
C :;' J\'TTifHi DATA 
c 
c 
~n " r,r,~~rr=.FALSE. 




P' ( T ~HT • F.() • 'T' T n Y ( 1 , T n L K ) } L I\ S 'T' = • 'T' H !Jl~ • 
l~l':'i' !IF N 
F'OI?M 1\T (27 ( 11 fl.4)) 
FOF"1AT(S (2C'OTfi) ) 
F'OR~AT(S (200F6.1) 
F 0 F M AT ( 1 () * * * E N D () F' P' T U~ F 0f1 N r. W fl II. "' 
2fiH., 1 " HFC0RD 1 ,I1) 
!\ ':" T ": M p 'f J N !; '!' t l ;1 ;;• ", : I I! ' 
*********************************************************************~** 
* * 
* ODCINT * 





T.Or.Tc .II. I.* 1 FT P S"' I • T? rJE. I 
REAL*4 'T'Il'1F. (SOO) I ODC ('100) 
TF'(.NOT. FTPST) r;o TO 1')0 
~: = () 
20 gr;~D{c., , 1000, END= 30) 'TT, OR 1', OTP 
N = N + 1 
""It-'!F(N) =- "'~ 
one o:) = 0. '1 * (O RF + OLT\) 











3 e N N = !J I S 
TF'n1 0D(N, S) .NE. 0) N~ = NN + 1 
i'O Sf') 1 = 1 , N "l 
Tr(MOfl(T- 1, S0) .r.:o. 0) W!HTF.(f>, 200 l) ) 
,l,J = 4 * ~J l\l + I 
IF (J.l .GT. N) ,1,1 = .J,J - N"l 
~; F I T F. ( 6 , 1 0 0 0 ) ( 'T H1 P, (!' I) , r_, DC (I T ) , T T - T , • J.1 , ?0 ! ) 
SO CONTfN1lF 
wRIT~{6, 4000) 
100 TF('T' .L'P. 'l'IM!·~(1)) GO 'l'O {00 
IP (T • (;R. TI MP (N)) r,o T0 4(1') 
nn 2 n o r = ?. , N 
IF ("' • C~ P.. T Tf1 S (I) ) GO T 0 20 I) 
OOCIN~- = onC(I- 1) + (ODC(I)- ODC(T- 1)) 
* ( 'I' - T I M :~ ( I - 1 ) ) 
I (TJMF (T) - TTME (T - 1)) 
GO TO '100 
200 CONTPirTP 
300 ODCINT = ODC{1) 
GO TO 500 
400 ODCJNT = ODC(N) 
500 RPTIIRN 
1000 FO R M 1\ T ( .1 F 1 0 • 0 } 
2000 P 0 R ~ AT ( ' 1 N A V I GAT I 0 N D A 1' A ' I 1 0 1 , F. X , ' T I M !-' 0 f1 • C NT • ' , 
4(14X, 'TIME no. CNT~') I '0 ') 
1000 PO R M AT ( 1 X, 2 F 1 (). 1 , 4 {AX, 2"P 1 () • 1 ) ) 
4000 FORMA'T('- ') 
F.N n 









511!\f<Of:'T'TNr~ l?LTNTT (N'IMF) 
C PT_, ()'f1' F: R TNTTTIILIZA'T'JON A.~D SF.TrTP 
:l r .rd. * 4 N AM F. ( 4 ) , I NT T 1 1 • ,1 c] 1 1 
LOGICAL 7 T PI. 'T ruJ e' ·I 
Rr.:l\T.*P COD 1~1' r.'(~S 11!10' I, <)J.''T'fJP (S) ;r,., I I, nr.JI.~.:r:l' 'I 
D A 'T A I. I ~II T , P L 'f L"' N , I' II G ii I D I g 0 , 2 0 • , 1 1 • I 
NAMPI.JS'T' IPL""IDI n:r!.',COJ)E,''>P'T'rJP,LI~11T,PLTTYN,PAr~·nn,7I.I ' 
N A M F' 1. T S "' I P L I·: C H 0 I T. 1 M I T , P L 'I' L F N , P ll G W I D , 7. T P 
C0MMON /PLTCOMIT1',I.,TT,IL 
IT=12 
LS ET = 0 
r:c:.AD (C:', PLTF>) 
N A M F. ( 4 ) = PH T 
2"f (Sf'frTP (1). NE. ni,J\f'~K} LS'~T=4~' 
I7IP=-1R2/. 
IF' (ZTP) IZIP=-IZIP 
C.l\LL f'L'T'S~1'(LI!'1I'T',SF'1'UP,LSET) 
CALL PLOTST (NAME,16,Cr>n 1~,I~TP) 
;H: I":'c ·(F-,PLFCHO) 




SllflP0flTTNr.: 'FYMBnL (X,Y,Z,IHCf',I\NGLF:,N} 
c •• ***** N()'J'f: ***** .. 11~'1·: THIS '\llPf?0!J'l'TNT-: ONLY TN l'lHJP IIC'fi(n: : [·'T·~ :"'!011r.· r.'( ' !< 










***** * ***********************************************************•q***~* 
c 
S!Jfl f ')!J'J'TNS R1'!?Li'1rr 
Rf ,\I.*4 SR (J08H), S'T' (10 f1R}, VR (256S), VT (2c:, r;r:,) 
cnr~MnN I RLOCK I !::P, :J'T', V~, VT, SCI\L~ 
"'p 0 1 l () 1 7 :; F. p - 1 11.1 
c 
C JNJ'l'IAI.I?; ~ 'fi!F 11LCTT"'R SOf'T'Wli. RF AND LOCi\1. VII.PTAP.LI·; ;;. 
C (T S IS P r\HIT rnm L l\ 'I' E ~, PO n n PAW IN r. T H P '!' fT''I "' A lCT ~.;. ) 
(' 
c 
CALI. PLTti'I1'( 1 0QGP.RJ\N(;-;;s. 1 ) 
SC=1. / SCALE 
TOR \";= /'. TNT(.l\MI\X1(S'1?(1 0 AA), VT(2S65)) * SC) + 1. 
T-= /\JN'T'(r, MT"l1(ST(1), VT(1)) * SC) 
'T'S = rr 
C DPAW 'T'Hf RA~~E AXIS. 
c 
c 
Clii.t. rr.cmco., TnRr.- T, 1) 
P = II IN T ( ll. fHI. X 1 ( S I\ (1 0 R Fl) , V R ( 2 56 5) ) * S C) + 1 • 
C l\ L L S Y r~ 13 0 L ( H , 11' Cl Hr. - T , • 0 7 , 6 , - q 0 • , - 2 ) 
:.J = Tf'IY(R)- 1 
'f = n 
C f\ N D T. P 'H': I. I'!' • 
c 
c 
DO 2 0 T = 1 , ~J 
X = X - 1. 
C1iLI . .S Yr-!f.I ClT.(X, TOHG - 'f, .(17, 13, 0., -1) 
CALL NHMR1\"R(X- .14, TORG- T + .07, .07, X* SCI\.U: , n ., -1) 
20 CON'i'INTJF 
CT\LL SYMBOL(H * .h, TORG- T + .2, .14, 1 !?AN(~8 (METr?"'.S)', 0 ., 111) 
C 'IDENTIFY THF. TWO PLOTS: SEP IS A SOLID I.T N F.~ VT. Pl J~; SOJ.T !l 
C J\ND M~PK E O RY 1\ SYMBOL AT BVFRY 1001TH POIN~ 
c 
CAI.T. PLO'T' (R - 2., TORG - T - 2. 4, .~) 
CALL PL0T(R- :?.. , TOHG- T- 3.4, 2) 
C ALI. S Y "' B D L ( H - ?. • 0 7 , J'O H G - '1' - ~ • 6 , • 1 4 , 1 SF P 1 , - J 0 • , ~) 
C A T. L S Y 1"1 13 0 L ( R - 2 • 2 , TOR G - T - 2. 4 , • 01 , () , () • , - 1 ) 
C A..L L S Y M B 0 L ( R - 2 • 7 , 'f() R G - 'l' - 7. 9 , • 0 l , (), 0. , -?.) 
C A L I. S Y f'l H 0 L ( R - 2 • 2 , TO TI G - 'J' - 3 • 4 , • 0 3 , 0 , 0 • , - '?) 
CALL SYMROL(R- 2.27, 'f()RG- T- 3.fi, .14, 1 VLT1I 1 , -Qf)., 4) 
C LABF.L TTlF TIME /\XIS. 
c 
c 
C A L L S Y M B 0 L ( - • 3 4 , ( 'f 0 R c; - T ) * . S , • 1 4 , 1 rr I M P. ( ~~ rT 0 N [') S ) ' , - ~H: • , 1 4 ) 
N = IF I X (T 0 R G - T) - 1 
no u o T = 1 , N 
T = T + 1. 
CALL SYM130L(O., TORG- T, .07, 13, go., -1) 
Cl\LL NPMRER (-. 14, TORG - T + .1q, .07, '1' * SCALE, -go., -1) 
40 CONTINUE 
il P n J 1 o 1 7 .SF r , - 11 r, 
C l\ N D 7 f! F N D F A H I 'I' • 
c 
c 
C/\LL ~VMBOt(O., TOPr~- T'- 1.,. .07, A, 1HO., -1) 
C:AI.L PLOT(O., 'fORG - 'fS, 2) 
C "1 0 V F T 0 'I' FH: F T R S 1' S E P P 0 t NT , 1\. N t ';' H P.J D F P. W T H :~ T, I N F • 
c 
c 
CALL PT.C\'1' (SR {1) * SC, TO!!G - ST (1) * SC, l) 
DO f-!1 T = 2, 10RB 
CALI. PtOT(SR(I) * SC, TORt.- ST(T) * :.c, /) 
60 CON'T'INUF 
C PLOT 'lifE Vl.BT D.a. TA WT'l'K A SY!'!ROL AT F:VE f! Y 1f'(H,..,!J I'OTN'T'. 
c 
CI\L!. SYMTWL(VR(1) * c;c, ':'oRr;- VT(1) * ')C, .01, 0, r)., -1) 
no R 0 I = 7, 2 Sfi 4 
IF(MOD(l, 100) .FQ. 1) \.0 '1'0 70 
CI'ILL PLOT (VR (I) * SC, TOR\, - VT (T) * Sl, /) 
r,o TO ~lO 
70 CAT.L ~Y'lBnL(VR(I) * SC, TORG- V'l'(I) * s r, .03, (), () ., -7) 
80 CONTINUE 
CI\Ll, SY~~FOT.(I!R(256S) * SC, 'l'QRG- VT(25A'1) * SC, .(' 1, f', 0., -!) 
Ci\Ll PLO'T'Nf"l 






















~ P B fl (lf1 T TN F: S i~ P U> T ( T J 'T T. '8 , NOT~ S , C P-: R G , Y S CA J. F, Y S C A ll·. , C CH-1 P , II , T1 , 10 N , 










RITHEB ~HFORETJCAL OP FXPERIMEN'T'AL ~E P UATn. 
RY .LJ.PROC'TOR, SPRfN\, 1'H3. fJNTVf f! SITY CF 'T'()f1 11WTO. 
PLOT TITLE (16 DIGITS) 
II.DDITTONAL NO'fl<~S (32 DIGITS) 
CrH~ V ES PER GRAPH (<"" 6) 
= NnMRFR OF INCB~S PF.P 20.0 WL (n.1Q IS STi\NlJ1\ff)) 
= ~liJ"lRER nF TNCHP.S PEP CURVE FOR T.TNF.l\R PT.C'TS (< r.), 
= JP P'SR INCH F'OR DR PLOTS (=> 5.) 
C:OMPClNEN'r LAPP.L- l\ J-DTGI'!' UJ'rE~FH: 
~. n n 1 ln 17 'i vi' - 1 1 r 
C F T F S ,.. fH r; J T 1 = F' , 2 = !l ; 
C r; F C CJ ' ' :1 iH r; T 'I' 1 = R H 0 , 2 = r H I , 1-=- 7. r D ; 
C TI-lT r: D r)l G IT 1 = B r. (' ADS T DE, 2 = EN Il FT ;.: F 
r '! = fJET.Tl-S':r.' nf. l\Jr:;'T'f-1 1\PHli.Y 
c l i = :l ll. N (; E 1\ p I{ l\ y ( I N w L) 
C: NTN = r'!MENSION OF HAND R 




r-F I\1*4 r1,K7,LT1,LT2 
1NT~r;F R *4 'IT'!'l.F(Iq ,NOTES(8) 
r N 'T' I·: c; E ;{ * 4 c n ""! T A Ll (7) 1 ' E 1 , 1 H ' , 7 3 n , "2 u , z F, 1, ' f' l7 T! ' , 1 P N r: ' 1 
INTRGER*4 CT~/OI,GCTR/0/,CP~PG,rOMP 
LOGICI\1*4 DATOLO,CATNBW 
DJMl~~SJON ll (NTN), R (NT'") 
TNTBr.FH*4 LA IJfL:; (1) 
T N T E (~ F. P * 4 r x 1\ c .1 ) 1 ' R H o 1 , ' P !I r 1 , ' 7. E n ' 1 
R P,'i' H f{ N 
C. E~'l PY POINT POT? 'T'fJi·'OTn CIIRVES 
(" 
c 
E N'f i? Y T J! E PI. 'T' ( 'T' IT L F, NO'T' E S , C P r~? G , X S C A I. F, Y c; C /1 I.T' , 0 ' :1 P , !! , :< , ~n ~ .. ! , T rn; v:-; , 
* D,t\1,I.'f1,F<"?,LT2) 
DI\TNEW=. F!\LS ? . 
GO 'iiJ 2 




F: NT F Y D A 'T' P L T ( T I 'T' L R, N 0 TBS , C P .P. ? G , X S C /\ L E , Y S C A L E, C 0 M P , Tl , 1~ , ~ l ii , T N f; 1~ Y , 
* SITE~RIJl'J,PRfQ,RBF,ADSRFF) 
D A 'I N f W = • T R TH' • 
7 C'I'R=CTR+1 
C •• TF THIS IS THF. F'IHST cnRV F ON TlfE GRAPH, PLO'T' r;PI\T'li OTlTLnF' 
IF(C'JR.F:0.1) C~O TO 10 
c 
C •• 'fTST F'OR 71 f'T!LL GRAPH 
IF'(C1'F.JE.G1 F:l?G) r,o '1'0 70 
c 
C •• F IJLL-GRAPH LO\.IC 
CTR=1 
CALL PLO'T' (X X X+4. 20,0. ,-3) 
c 
C •• GRAPH OUTLIN E 
1 0 GC'J'P = f,C'T'!H 1 
c 
C •• SET RANr.P AND PTJ<:LD S'l'RBNG'i't liR!? AY OTMPNSION ON P 1rJ E X f ~ ()ITND A ~ Y 
c 
'J = ( Pl IN- 1 ) I I 1~ D !\ v ) * T ~lD i~ X + 1 
Nfir<ST=~ 
~po1lo 17 ~ )J-'1 > - 117 
C •• c_·o'JVEPT X-l\XIS ·-::c!d.f 70 INrHES-PfP-~HVEt;;;NG'I'Tl 
C rJ ;; INC fl '": S - P F. B - M ~~ T R 1 : 
YSCALD = YS~~L~ I 20. 
P'(XSCAU; .•;--;:. lO.)XSC~Ln = vscflrr 1 1non. 
C •• DI ~ TA~C? RFTW~B~ U ~L S~~MRNTS 
XSP~CP=4.*X~CALD 
T P t '( "i C l\ I. '": • (; "'\ • 1 0 • ) X S P A C "' - 2 0 0 • * X S C A L f1 
c 
C,, ;c()•tND :l(H~N 'PIRST '?.h.N<;E POTNT TO DP.TP.R.MINT~ GPJ1;1 p o r r·~n: 
TRIS'T'=() 
c 
r .. l-1 ';~~:q;: ! ~ OF l~ WL ')'~'~f~T~N'l'S Hi "'HB FJ\Nr.E VI\LrJ'P:, 
I P (X S C' ALE • L ·;. 1 ') • ) N 'L1 Y"-= (I P T X ( R ( N) ) - PIT~; T) fiH 1 
I F ( X S C J\ T. "P. • (; • ~ • 1 0 • ) ~1 U "1 rc= ( I F T X ( R ( N ) ) - T P T '~ T ) I ? f' n t 1 
c 
C •• T.~ST SF~MENT N1~r~~ + O~F 
ri ,\ ;~ T = N rr M 1? + l 
c 
C .. H /IL?WI\Y ;'OTNT I"l ;' 11£ N'lMRRR Of' :-r:ra1~NTS 
T H l\ L "'-=IT. J\ S'l' I? 
c 
C •• l:O-ORTHN!I'I'E 1)f X-•\XlS T.AHF:!. 
Y T, AL:L·: L =?. * N IF-~ "~'X<;\!\ T. r,-. ') 
T F ( X '~ C A L P • r; '·: • 1 0 ) X L fl J !;: L -- 1 0 0 * N U ~ P * Y r~ c l\ L : 1 - • r ) 
c 
C • • C n - 0 li D J 'I I\ T 'f:' rJ P (~ IH. P ll T T T L ~ 
Y T T T L ? = A 1'1 A X 1 ( • S , X I. II. P r: L - 1 • l ) 
c 
C •• flRA'II Y-AXJS 
l. A Lt. $ Y M B 0 1. ( 0 • , 1 0 • , • 1 , t) , 0 • , - 2 ) 
c •• 'T'lTl.F (;!~~PIJ r\ND PLOT /\NY N'17ES (EXPLANATION, ?'T'C) 
cALL NTT r Dr: r ( Y T r rr t F, 1 o. I • 1 c:,, FP EO, o • , 1) 
C' ALL S Y M B n T. c:p q. , q q g. , • F' , ') Tl M!! 'l. , 0 • , ')) 
CALL SYMI{0L(9'lq.,gqq•••1S,14!' A!'OI.T.O 17,n. 1 11J) 
C A L J. .S Y t" DOT, ( X '1' IT L E.' , q • R , • 0 7 , N C' 'f E S, 0 • , l?.) 
c 
C.. SET *XXX* Vl\1111\BLS WHICH IS FIGP'n>~o:>T PnSI"!"'10N OF X-!\XT ~~ ~3)-'(;~' ~: N "S 
YXV=~II11P.*XSP IICF. 
c 
C. • J R A. ~.J X - .1\ X T S n t'i C K . ...,, l\ Ti D '-i) 
YAX=XXX+XSPIIC;;; 
c l\ u. r y M nn L c x ,,._ x I 1 • , • 1 , r. , 2 7 o. , - 1 ) 
!)() l'", T"='1,Tt. .\~)'f 
X .~ Y.=- X AX-XSPACF 
1S CALL $Yi"!BOT.(X'l\X,O.,.Or,,1l,0.,-2) 
C. • ~JTW R F H n R S T ll A L F 0 ? X - i'\ X I S 
DNilf'-1-=IRIST-3. q 
IF(XSCl\LE .r, 7~. 10.) DN!IM. = -19q.g 
XNilM=-XSPACE-.05 
DO 36 I=1,IHALF 
T F (X SCALE • L T • 1 0 • ) '1 N IJ M = D N IT M + 4 • 
1 F (X ~-) CAL F. • <; ~. 1 0 • ) n N U M = D N U M + 2 0 0. 
X N n .~-= X N" ~+-X S P 1\C f~ 
)h C'ALL NTJ~l !it~P(XNU"1,-.1">,.~)7,DNr_1M,D.,-1) 
C •• LA t1 r;t X- i\ Y IS 
CALL SYMROL(XLAD~I,-.1,.1,6!!PAN<-:E ,O.,A) 
f':po1Jo 17 ~; :.•n- 11P 
Jlo' (Y'lCAI.F .r.E. 10.) CALL SVMPOI. (qqq•, f!rJfl., .1, 2!!f••., 0., )} 
IF(XSCI\LF: .I.T. 111.) CAT.l. J;yr.p>OL(19:.J.,1!11.,.1t~,41,n.,-1) 
(' 
('..'JrT ,·• ~r-.? 'lT'CC'ND !li\LP OF X-1\XTS 
DO ·q J==THALF,Ni.l"lP 
r 
I F ( X :-) C A I. E • L T • 1 0 • ) n N !J M -= 0 ~' fl M + 4 • 
JF(XSC/I.T.E .r.P. 10.) DNUM- DNU!"l + 200. 
'( Nlll': = XN"M+ XS PACE 
1 7 C l\ T. 1 NU ~ B F. R ( X N TJ M , - • 1 I) , • 0 7 , D N" M , ()., - 1 ) 
C •• t!IRF'L Y-.hXIS 
c 
TF(YSCALE.GT.S.) GO 'T'O 1R 
C A L T. S Y M R 0 L ( - • 1':) , 4 • 5 , • 1 , 6 H L H' F./\ P 1 9 0 • , fi ) 
f~O TO 3q 
W CAI.T. N!JMDF.:Iq-.1S,4.'),.1,YSCAIP.,90.,-1} 
CALL SYMROLC~:n. ,g:n. ,. 1,3H I"I3,q0., 3) 
CALI. SYMBOL(-. 1, 4. ?S, .06, 1 ~,90. ,-1} 
CI\LL SYMROI.(-.1,4.27,.04,6,180.,-1) 
CAI.L SYMROL(-.1, '1.23, .04,6,0. ,-2) 
C~LJ. SYMBOL(-.1,S.7.5,.0n, 13,90.,-1) 
C J\ 1.1. S Y ro1 8 0 L ( -. 1 •, , 6 • 0, • 1 , 7 H R P. F • AT , q 0 • , 7) 
CALI. N"MRER(-.1">,6.8, .l,ABSRFP,qO., 1) 
Cl\l.T. SYMROL(999.,9C)q.,.1,4U PBM,o0.,4} 







GO 'T'O 71 
C •• ENTSY POINT FOR PLOTTING A CURVE 
c 
7 ( i N = ( ( ~ T N - 1 ) I I 'lD EX ) * T N D E X + 1 
N"'JR~;T=~~ 





L A r r L s c 1 ) = c o rlT ,, D (I c 1) 
U . l\ P L S (?) = '?X A (I C 2 - /.) 
LAi<PJ.S(l) = (\)"'''l'AP(TC3) 
:-: p IT F ( (i I q 0 0 r; t)) .F HE 0 I L Jl. B El s 
q c · FJ' "!;' n il :-; 1\ T ( ' n P 1 n -:- T I N G ' , F fi • 1 , 1 Y , A 2 , 2 !I 4 ) 
('.. F: 11 il '1r,YJr-<!l"l ll.'lT1 MTNPWM F'T"SLD ~TRENGTI! VJ\LTJP~ 
Y"1TIY.=H(1) 
YMT'l=H'Il.X 
nn n7 T=1,N,PlDFX 
Y 1'1 H! = A 1'-1 T N 1 ( ll (I) , Y ~ T 'l) 
:)7 Y'11\X-=A!I!AX1 (!I (l) I YMAY) 
c 
r •• TFS7 FnR LTNSAR PLOTS 
IF'(YSCALE.L'T'.r:,.) G'l 'T'O 7i10 
c 
C •• r'ONVi'':T DP VfltfJF.S TO TNCIIES .1\ND 7F.PO LOW Vl\J . ll'-':i 
non~ T=1,,,TNn~X 
·lH >: (T) = ll (I) / YSCAt.F 
r 
C •• cm~VFP.T T.INE.I\R 1/JI.T.IIFS TO T~CHE') 
700 flf)FL'T'fi-=YSCALFIYMI\X 
~n 701 T=1,N,INOP 
701 !1(T)=H(I)~HDEL1"~ 
c 
c •• PLCl':" TPr:: CllRV"' 
c 
:H C.II.LI PLOT(-.0'1, HEF I YSCALF' + OHTGJN, ]) 
CALL PLOT( .OS, HFF I YSCALR +ORIGIN, 2) 
Cl1LI. PLCT ( (r (1) -rrn~;T) *XSCALl', ~(1) +ORIGIN, ~) 
NS'1'=1+J~DEX 
no pno I=NST,N,fNDfX 
HOO CALI. PLC'!' ((ll(T) -TRIST) *XSCALP, H(I) +OFTGTN, 2) 
C •• IF FIRST cnRVE 0~ (;RAPH, PLOT *C'O"'P* ~ND *!"1.l\Y* HEJ\f:IN C: r; 
YYN0=1l(N) +ORIGT'l 
YYPD=YYNO+. 1 ') 
T F ( C T R • F 0 • 1 ) C ~ L L S Y M il () L ( X X X+ • 0 3 c; , Y Y H 0 1 • rq n , IJfH' ( J h P , n • , II) 
C •• PI.OT C\l ."'PC'NSNT l\~!J ~!AY.J~IIM 
1\ p o 1 1 o 1 1 ;, u· - 1 ?. f" 
r. 
c 
C.~ I. L S Y r r OL ( X X" X+ • 0 .~ c;, Y V N 0, • 0 7 0, CO"! T 1\ n (I C 1) , n • , 1 ) 
C i\ L L $ H1 ~ 0 T. ( q q g • , ') o q • , • f) 7 0 , rn , 0 • , - 1 ) 
c-,Lt $Y~111lL(Vn.,qgg,,,070,COM'fAB(JC2) ,0.,-1) 
C fl. U. $ Y M [1 0 t ( q q g. 1 9 q g. , • 0 7 0, 4 6 r 0 • , - 1) 
C'I\LI.SYMBOL(1:q,, ggq., .070,CO~'rA£5(IC3) ,0., 1) 
C •• Clli' VP I.ARELLI~r; T'SS'J'S FOLLOw 
IF (DA'fNEW) CO TO 40 
r. 
C •• rr[I:\ORY C 1lP.VF: 
IF (. NOT. OA'l'OLD) r;o ~n 4 1 
c 
C •• '!'!F'flRY f!Er,DT~GS 
c: 
C 1\ LT. S Y M B 0 L ( X V: X+ 1 • () p; , Y Y H D , • 0 7 , .3? H DE P'f H 
~~,0.,32) 
C •• TH~nRY VAPII\BLRS 
c 
41 CALL WP.~REP(XXX+1.01'i,YYN0,.07(l,D ,0.,3) 
CALl. NDM8~R(XXX+1.S05,YYN0,.070,K1 ,0.,2) 
CALI. NPMRfo;R (XXX+ 1.g2S,YYN0,.070,l.'T'1,0. ,4) 
CI\U. ~;rrMRER(XXX+2.5SS,YYN0,.070,K7 ,0.,7) 




F.NTFY Hi'ISF.L(P, P, NT'l) 
DO g t) 1 0 C I = 1 , ~IN 
1.11 














LOGJCT\L FTtNCTION STOPT*1 (I, IFP) 
RETHRNS .TF~'E. IF 'f[P'' LRV WAS STOPP:<:D f)rTPTNC~ THt:: I:P-4 
'l'IJHN, • j:;'ALSE. O'!'HEJHHSE. (THIS T>F.C'TSION TS H~Sj:;'D 0~' 'T'Pf 
V 1\ L n r.' S P L A C F D IN T H E ll R F A Y 11 B" IJ Y T !I r: C !I L I. I r-; G H n " "' I N r. ) 
I ' 
' · 
T WrT' t·~ f.' f.'"" 2 H ( ;:, ) 
T '! T? (~ f ~ * 2 C ( r,) I 3 1 1 -~ 1 1 ?. 0 1 '? 0, 7 1 7 I 
,1 = 1 3 * T + C ( f P P) 
ST(H-,'T = ( ,J .r;"'. 
p1_~'T'II? N 
FN n 
.A'JT). ,1 .I.';:'. 
,1 .r.'T'. 
• \ N D • .J • I. 1' • 
B ( 2) 
f~ ( 1) 
(l ( 4) 
r { c;) 
r.T,nllo 17 ~ ; J:·r - 121 




'T' X 0 S'T' 1\ 1' 
* 
















r>Rn;;~A'A '"~'0 CO:·H'li.I?E '~'F/\NSiH'J''J'i~F-nr-1" n[\ TJ' 
WTT'! APt>ROXJr1li'I'F: I.RV SPF.ED. 
()NF T\\'PrlT C'.II.RO !S R FO f!I~F:D, CON'T'~JNP!G ~) TX' T~ 'T' f :';··n V'\LIP.''~ H ' 
'fOFMt\T ?; J'); TH E:IE VAT.'J:~c; SHOHLD P.F 'T'Hl? S.I\MF liS TllF "f'CI!If·-if'~- 11 F'l . 
'I.'f!E .~2.1 "1H7.. T' .'JPUT 'I'O A."i'!'FT~'AO. 
R E .1\. I. * 4 S S T ( J) , ~ :; M 0 ( 3) , S S 'T' 5 0 ( 1 ) , S M 0 S 0 (1 ) 
P r.'AL"~4 T? :\NG F (14 ~), 6), SPF.ED(140, 6), 'J'XOFF(11~0, 1> 1 J ) 
RFI\1*4 'fY.OFS(1401 G, Jl1 SMOfS(3), SSTFS(:J) 
RF:i\L*IJ ss•;;;or, . ) (l) I SMO"'SO (3) 
TI\TF!.FH*'• N'I'XO r.'P(h, 1), NR{1), INDEX(1UO) 
TNTF'\;F.q* ? f1()THIQ(h) 
I.() G T C fl I. * 1 S"' '1? T 
T. () G I C 1\ L * 1 S :·: T T C I! 




r ~~~ r. D ( 1) 
R~~!IO(~) 
:~ 7 A P ( 1) '1' X 0 F' '!;' , N T X 0 1~ F 
HP A D ( 3 ) R HI r. ;~ , "l ~ 
T;' Pli.D(~) SPEF.D 
p F: AD ( 5 I ~ 0 0 ()) B() TJ N D 
no 10e TF'"l = 1, 6 
1 F ~~ FO = 2 * * (IF R - 1) 
I = () 
N = 0 
SWI'T'Cll = • FI\LSE. 
NS'I' = 0 
~1110 = 0 
DO 5 J = 1 , 3 
SST(,J) = '). 
SMO (J) = (). 
SMOFS (,J) = 0. 
SSTFS (J) = 0 
'>S'l'SO (.l) = (). 
SMOSQ(,J) = O. 
~S'l'f'SO (J) = 0. 
s ["! 0 f s Q ( .1) = () • 
S C'ONTIN!J'S 
10 WFTTE(6 1 1000) IF PBC 
LTN = 0 
7.0 I = I + 1 
J F ( r; AN G E (I 1 P' R) • G T. 1 n 6 "1. ) GO T() S 0 
N = N + 1 
'f. Tl n 1 1 o 1 7 s ;:• P - 1 7 / 
IF(RAl>lGE(T, P'H) . :~Q. '113. 0 .AND •• NOT. S'T'OPT(T, l :; F )) c~n TO 70 
DO 2 3 .1 = 1 , 1 
TXOFS(I, IF~ , ,J) = 1(). ** (.0~ * TXOFF(I, IF'R, .T)) 
2J CON'J'INU-.:: 
LJN = LIN + 1 
WPI'J'E(6, 2000l FANG~(I, IFH), Sr'Ff.D(T, TFP) 1 
(TXOfF'(I, TPR, ,J), lJ::: 1, 1), 
('T'XOI"S(I, It;'R, J), J = 1, 3) 
IF ( SPEED {I , T P:? ) • E 0. n • ) \. 0 TO VI 
NMO = N~O + 1 
00 25 J = 1, 3 
SMO(J) = SMO(,J) + '1'XOFF(I 1 IFP 1 ,1) 
SMOFS{J) = S'iOFS(,J) + 'T'X'O'PS(I, IFR, .1) 
2S CONTIN!Ff;; 
GO 'J'O 40 
30 NST = NST + 1 














!~ S'T' ( ,1) :-: ~ ;.;'T' ( .J) t ~'1( ; )pp (I, JFS', ,1) 
'~:;'T' 17 S(J) =- ~STF'S(.T) + TX0~S(J, IfR, ,1) 
CON'i'IN !P 
IF(I.H! .LT. SS) G0 'T•) 20 
GO rro 1 0 
Dn .r1. snwr C"J 'f'!P;o APPROPRTA'!'F SPG!-lF~-1.,. nr 'I'f'"' :,r1~::·, Ar·:1r, v. 
SIJfHH)'TT:;NE rml3litr~ R 17'T'TJRNS TilE VECTOH TNur.-x CC:~lT .HNPU; 
T:-IDTCFS '!'0 'T'Pf:: DI\TI\ IIRRAYS SllC'!l 'J'Tih"" TF T < ,J, ·-;' ii P: 
S P E F f) (I "1 D E X ( I ) , I P P ) < S P r.; E D ( I N f) E X ( ,J ) , l ! . :, ) 
Clii.L l-PTPR LE(SPF'ED(1, P'R), INJ'IEX, N) 
T,TC:'r "'E i~ srn~r:r V1\Jf1 f.S iN i;~CFt~niN C; OPD"'P ~!TTH <rH r: cr~r; - :.; :-;p r; t: i) :;!: c 
T '<O.,..,!•' VAT.OE'~ ~"OR f:fl('ll AN'T'~NNI\. 
LT~ = r 
T)() (-,() ,1 = 1, .1 
'.~ t·'O (,J) -= SMO ( ,J) I W'\r) 
<:;~~'l'(,J) = SST(,J) I NST 
c.~i-10F.S (J} = sr.,OFS {tl) I Nt-1C~ 
') s 'T' F s (c1) = ssT F' ~ ( J) I N s 'T' 
nn 8 0 T = 1 , ~~ 
TF(ITN .E (,) . 0) wJ:?I'T'E(fi, 1010) TF PF() 
IX= TNDEX(I) 
TF(IIA~GE(JX, IFf/) .Nr.:. S13.Q .OP. STOP'!'(IX, IF ?) ) !~ ( ) ""0 70 
SFF'P.D(TX, TFR) = -1. 
GO TO P.O 
7 0 T Y.' ( S W T 1' C II • n P • c; P B ;.; D ( I X , I F' R ) • F 0 • 0 • ) r~ n T n 7 S 
D 0 7 2 ,1 = 1 , 3 
SSTSO(.J) = '10PT(SSTSQ(J) I (NS1'- 1)) 
S S 'J' F S 0 ( • T ) =- S 0 P 'I ( S S T F S C' ( ,J ) I ( N S '1' - 1 ) I 
7 2 c o N T T ~ tn: 
W f/ I 'T' P. ( 6 , 4 0 () 0 ) N S 'r , ~~ S T , S S 'T' f' S , S S T S () , ~; '~ T f' ~~ c) 
LTN = LTN + S 
Sr'J'i'C!l = • T!"~F. 
7C.. C ON'l' TN!I~ 
1) 0 7 q ,J = 1 , l 
T f {Sid:'CH) GO •ro 77 
A= TXOF'F(TX, TFP, .J) - SS'J'(J) 
P. = 'T'XOFS (IX, TFH, ,T) - SSo;oFS (,J) 
SSTSQ (,T) = SS'J:'S()f,i) + ~- * A 
SS'T'FS(l (.J) = ssrr'sn (.J) + P * f-! 
GO T0 71 
77 .~ = TXOFF(IX, T~R, ,J) - SMO(J) 
B = 'T'XOFS(IX, IF'li, J) - SMOFS(,J) 




s M o F s r) ( ,J) = s M n F' s 0 ( .J ) + n * !3 
71 CON'T'PFIS 
'iirT'l'~(h, 2010) SP":?D(TX, TFP), 
('l' X,)"(;"' P ( T X , IF q, J) , ,T = 1 , '3) , 
( ·r X H' S ( I X , I F' il , J) , J =- 1 , 1 ) 
LIN = MnD{Lf~ + 1, ~0) 
~H) CONTINHJ<~ 
on R s ,J = 1, 1 
;;ros<) (J) = sor-T (SMnsn (._1) 1 (NMO - 1)) 
SMOFS()( . .T} = SOP"!(S'1()FSO(J) I (NMO- 1)) 
P. S C n N T I NT' E 
WfT'~'F.(6, 4010} NMO, S~W, s·~oF'S, Si'iOS(), s:v.rHS0 
PLOT TXOFF VS. SPF.En 
C 1\ L T rr X P L 0 'T ( S P F; F n ( 1 , T F R ) , T X 0 "' F ( 1 , H' I< , 1 ) , "' X 0 F ? ( 1 , T F r: , ) ) , 








10n0 PORMJIT(' 1',I~,' MHZ. -- T.HV SPF.EI) AND 'T'X:OFF 01\'T'l\ nnnEFEO BY fl',NC~'' 
I qsx, 1 TYOFF DB', 25X, 1 TXOFF FIELD S'T'RFNC;TH' I 
6X, 1 R1\.NGP.', lOX, 1 SPFED 1 , 12X, 2( 'Y', 11X, 'Y', 
'Z', 14X) I 2X) 
1010 FOF~1 r.,rr (' 1 1 , I4, 1 MHZ. -- TXOH' DI\Tl\ OlHlF'flFD IW I.PV SPEFD' I 
tt7X, 'TXOfF nn•, 25X, 'TXOFF FIELD S'l'HPNr.'T'H' I 
11X, 
24x, •sPRF.D', nx, 2('X', 11x, 'Y', 11x, ·'Z', 14Y) 1 ?X l 




f'OH"1 AT(1<JX, F10.4, 3X, .3(2X, F10.1), 1X, .1(2X, 1PF.10.':1)) 
FOP.Ml\'1' (6IS) 









I4, ' RF.COHDS WI'T'H LRV STOPPED' I 
1 ~1:::A~ Vl\.Lrt1~S 1 , 1~X, 3(2X, F'10. 2), ~X, J (2X, 
1 STANDAPD DBVTATTONS', 7X, l (2X, 0PP10.')), 
1 (2X, 1PE10.1) I 2X ) 
T4, ' RECORDS WTTH LHV I"!OVINI. 1 I 
·~r.:AN Vl\L!J~S', l~·X, 1(2X, F1r1.2), 1X, -~{2Y, 
'STANDARD '1EVTJ\TTONS 1 , 7X, )(/X, 0PF'1f).tj), 
·~ ( 2X , 1 P!? 10 • 3) ) 




















STTHROU'riliJE 1'XrLO'I' {S, TXX, 'T'XY, 'T'YZ, N, IFf' ) 
F! ·t::I\I.*4 S (N), TY.:X (N), TXY 0i), rroxz (N) 
:n::AL~"4 TXOPG{q I 0., 1., n. I 
HP.l\!.*4 SC.\Lr:: 
SCAT . r.~ (1\PG) = • 1 * (ARG + 11'1.) 
X = 6. 
no c; T = 1, ~ 
C A L L r L 01' ( 0 • , 'T X 0 H G (T ) , 1) 
Cf'ILL SY..,BOL(X, TXORG(T), .n1, n, _qO., -?) 
5 CON'T'INl!!': 
J\ND LI\B~L "T'HP.:-1 
DO 1 0 J = 1, S 
X"=X-1. 
no n J = 1, 1 
(f•T.L SYMlJOL (X, 'T'XOI'G (J), .07, 1.3, O., -1) 
R CO"'l'i'TNrJF: 
C!\LL NTTI"'f\E!l(X- .101), -.2, .07, X, 0., 1) 
10 CON'T'INU!;' 
C .'\ L I. S Y M P. n L ( 1 • 5 , - • 5 , • 1 4 , 2 2 H L R V S r 1-: r; D ( M • I S P C • ) , 0 • , 2 2 ) 
nRII~ THE GR AXES 
no 1 o J = 1 , .3 
CALL PI.O'l'(O., TXOR(;(.J), 1) 
CALT. SYMROL(O., 'l'XORt~(J) + 2.5, .07, (;, 0., -2) 
l\ND LARF.L THE'/I.l 
no 20 I = 1, 3 
Cl\LL SYMROT. (0., TX ,lRG { ... 1) + 




1 - I, .07, 
+ 2.7-;} - I, 
1 _3 1 C) I) • t - 1 ) 










Apo)lo 17 S"'P- 1:J.f, 
CALL SYMBOL(-.36, 3., .14, 2/HTPANSMITTED-OFF (DBM.), .:H.:., 72) 
LJ\BEL THE GHAPH 
C ll L L N n M R r; R ( 3 • , ~l • 1(, , • 11~ , FT. 0 /\ 'T' (I F R ) , 0 • , - 1 ) 
C A L L ~ Y M R 0 T. ( fJ g 9 • , q (jq • , • 1 4 , 1 R [I M H Z • A P 0 1, L n 1 7 , 0 • , H)) 
PLOT 'I'HR DATTi rOIN'I'S 
no u n r = 1, N 
P' ( S ( T) • LT. 0 • ) GO 
Cl\I.L SY!'-1ROL(S(I), 
CALI SYMBOL (S (T), 
CALL SYMROL(S(I}, 
4 n C 0 1-1 'T' I N !J F 
TO 40 
SCI\. LF: (T XX (I)) 
SCI\ LF. (TXY (I)) 
SCALE (T X Z ( T) ) 
.. n. , • () 7, 
... 3. , . n 7, 
, • (17, 
MOVF ON TO RBGTN A POSSIBLE NEW PLn'T' 
C A L l rt OT ( B • 5 , 0 • , - 3) 
4, (I • , - 1) 
q, () . , 
-1) 











C ? R 0 t, H fd"' T 0 C m1 P A ~ I V LrlT n AT A W I 'f H S E P N A V J r, T1 1' I 0 N D A'!' /\ • V Ull D r, rr f. 
C MAY Lll~ EITH~H fTIGH- OR LOW-SPEED: SEP Dll'T'l\ ~.r:; O.fl'T'J\INFD PFOI'1 ~'fl!' 
C 16 r~;-tz. EA~GE t\RRAY ON F'TLF ~CI?, AND COHP"'SPONDH'G TTM":S ldlr· 
C G~NFRn~ED TNTPRNALLV. 
c 






- TIMr;: (GM) OF FTR'~T 1E MHZ. RANGF. POIN'l'. 
- DISTl\.NCE OF FIRST 111 MH7. RANGE PnTN'r FFOM 
C SfP THANSMTT~ER. 
C STA'l' - (I300LF.AN) QTTTP 1'T COMP~RISON STI\TIS'l'ICS. 
C PLO'T' - (DOOLF.AN) PLOT IP.NGF.S F(lR VLRI AND S!-~P VS. TUJF:. 
C SCALF:- INDICI\Tr~S NTT~~ER OF ~FTRF.S AND 10(!-\~·i\VFT.ENl.TH T':Trl•VfTS 
C PP.P INCH ON Tf-Tr~ PLOT; NO"' RFOUIPFD TF' PLO'T' = FI\T.SF. 
c 
Apollo 17 sFn - 1? 7 
C /\I.SO /\ PJ.TTD NM1FI.Isrr CA~D T:- REQTTIPfD !1Y PLINT'T' (Tf !>T.(l';' ·· "' fHT F). 
c 
Pl?E (~EF*4 fl, i"t, S 
PE AL*4 X (S), Y (5) 
P r-: 1\L*4 SR (3;198), ST (30Rq), VP (2Cifi')), VT (:?SAc,} 
rEAL*4 ~o I 14S2. 1, RO I 0. I 
IOGICAT.*1 S'T' i\'f / .'fFTJF:. I, PLOT I .FAT,SE. I 
CC1:1J'lON I 1\I.OCK I SR, ST, VP, V'!', SCALP, 
~AMFLIST I C~TL I 'T'O , RO, ST/\T, PLOT, SCALF: 








SCiiL? = S00. 
R :·~ 7\f, ( S , C N'T' L ) 
f)() 1 0 T = 1, 71 
H':Afl(l, 1:100) 
C 0 N 'f I P P ·~ 
,,P.J\D 1(, Mf!7.. '"lANG I: !"111. T,\, 
r< = 1 
L - · 1PF. 
nn 20 I = , , R 
PT.'.'\0(1, 2 ()I) 0) (SR (J) , 
T<' = K + 1ns 
L = L + 3!Hi 
CnN'l'TN""P 
J = I<, I.) 
c ,'\DJTTST SEP ~1\NGF: 1\ND D:3 f)A'T'A 1JSTNG SrTPPLIED PA~A ~ETEf?S 
r 
DO :w I = 1, 10qR 
STCI) = .H1 * (I 1) +TO 
SR(I) = ~n(T) + R~ 
10 CONTINUE 
c 
C RF.AD VT.'IJT Dl\ '1'11. IN GP,OfJPS OF 0NF TIM E t\ND FTVF X-Y PI\IrlS, CONVT\fl'l' 
C 'T'JMF. TO SP.CONDS AND X-Y l'ATRS TO !?1\N(;Es, AND STOPE. 
c 
DC) ~0 I = 1, 2Sfi5, r; 
n E 1\ D ( 4 , 1 0 0 ) H , M , S , ( X ( J ) , Y ( ,J) , J = 1 ~ ') ) 
T = S + 60 * (M + 60 * H) 
DO 4 0 ,1 = 1, S 
IT = ,J - 1 
J~l = I + fi 
V T ( ,1 J ) = 'J' ~ I I 
V R ( J J} = S 0 R'r (X ( J) * X p) + Y ( ,J) * Y ( ,T) ) 
40 CONTINUE 
50 CO N'T'J N WP, 
;!pollo 17 SJ.'P - 12n 
r. 
1P(PLOT) C!'ILJ. HTPLO'T' 
TF(.Nr'T. ST,\'P) ~";0 <r>(l (}C) 
.FiT = 1 
c 
C SKTT' ALt VLHT TTMES lolf!TCH A!?F' LF.SS 'T'l"fAN 'T'fif' PTFi')'! :;;::r 1'J '~ 1:. 
I 
c 
o o F. n .1 = 1 , 7.r:; f, r; 
TT' ( V T ( ,J ) • r. L S T ( 1 ) ) r, ll T () n I) 
,J ST = J .S T + 1 
f> {) CO!'o'T'TKrlf. 
6') LJ N = 0 
;.: = 0 . 
s = () . 
.i 
""' 












P T N fl ~ H E fl ,~ I R 0 F S "' P 'T' T M P. S W H J C H B P A C K F:'I' T [ l P V L f' T T I M ·'' • 
DO 70 K = I, ':l 0 8R 
I F ( V 'f ( ,J ) • L T • ~ 'f ( K) ) G 0 1' 0 8 0 
CC1 NT INTJE 
GO ':0 :}') 
l = K 
II = T -
COt'lFfiTE AN IN'T'P.RPOU\TFD SEP RANGF, AND 'T'[lr; DIFFF RUJCF fH:Tii: F f·:'< 
IT AND THE VLT.H RANGS, !\.NO INCrFMF.N'T' ~HF '>liM Of' DJFFf:r;f'NCE~ ;'t·:T; 
THE SfiM OF 5(111fiRF.S CF' DIFFFRFNCES. 
fi = Sfi (IT) + (SR (T) 
D = VT?(J)- II 
F = s + n 
s = s + n * n 
') R ( I T ) ) * ( V rr ( ,J) S 1' ( T I ) ) 
I (ST(J) - ST(IT)) 
IF(MOD(LTN, SO) .F<.). 0) WHT'T'F(n, 700) 
IHiT'IE(6, ':lOO) V'I(J), VR (J) I H, D 
LJN = T.IN + 1 
'10 CONTI NfTP. 
C COMPrTT? THF ~1F'I\N li!'J1J STANDAP.l' DEVIATION. 
c 
~lS F = E I LIN 




1\ n n 1 l o 1 7 '~ F P - 1 ,.' 0 
1!!() FCll?"'f-.T(3(T.2,1X), 1X, 10Pr.,.O) 
? (i C. :< 0 H f']l'," ( 1 1 1 I 1 - 1 11 X , 1 T NT E P POL AT~ D 1 , S '1. , ' D T F J:' r r, UJ Cf·~ 1 I 
7X, 1 VT'1T 'fU1F 1 , SX, 1 VLBI FA~GF 1 , 
()X, 'SF'P 1<.1\.NGE', 7X, 'IN RANG.P.' I 1X ) 
300 FO!H~l\Tf10X, F'h.O, CJX, 1"( .• 0, PX, F7.2, AY, F7.2) 
400 FOl~~'t\'f(I-STl:'>'! (DIFP.) I N = 'I F7.~ I 
1 llS()E\T(Sll11(rTF~. ** 7.) / (N- 1)) = 1 , F7.1) 
10110 FOfiMA.'T(2(\()JI.fi, 1qnA6) 
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nist.ribution 
"'PCM: ;r. C'. !?ylaarsdam 
SUBJEC~:Modifications to data on t~p~ S~PD09 
~s ~escribe~ in ~atts' memor~n~um of July 2, 
1q74, ~ proc~ssing error during ganer~ti~n ~f data 
tap~s ~EPD07 through SEPD10 resulted i~ th~ loss of 
small amounts of dR ~ata for 4, 8.1, 16, and 32.1 
mPq~hcrtz. These losses l~~d to erroneous 
correlation of the dB data with the range 
information, which was process2d correctly. This 
mnmoran~um describes a procedure for proJucinJ a set 
of data which is correctly matched, by re~ovinq range 
data corresponding the the dR data which wer~ lost. 
In the context of my report (~pollo 17 S P. P Data 
rrocnssinq - ,July 11)74) the processin!J i3 ~erformed 
hy proaram LUNACPYfi, using file SCI2 as inout. The 
modifieJ data are dPsignated as file SCI2~; this file 
is of exactly the same format as file SCI2, and 
contains all the same dat.a, except for the changes 
dPscrihed. File SCI2~ is intended as 1 replacement 
for file SCI2 in any of the processin] functions 
described in thP report. (However, since some of the 
missing jata occurred during the turn at P.P-4, no 
processi nq by L UNAPLT 4, LU NACPY 4, or !'\. NTEN NAO was 
attemptPd, and non~ is r~ccomm ended using the 
morlifiPn oat a.) 
The following is a recapitulation 
description of the error, including one 





For each frequency, M * 400 data woLds were 
assem~led in memory for each component, ~here M = 1, 
1, 2, 11, 8, and 13 for frequencies ::>f 1, 2.1, 4, 8.1, 
1fi, and 32.1 mPgahPrtz respectively. Thau M blocks 
of l~f'!Jth 387 words weLe defined, with or-igins of 1, 
- 2 -
401, ••• , (M- 1) * 400 + 1; the origins should have 
b ~~ e n 1 , 3 8 8 , • • • , ( M - 1 ) * 3 8 7 + 1 • W h a t i s n o t 
made clear hy Watts• memorandum is that the first M 
words of the first block did not contain data, and 
were discarded; hence M blocks, each Qf ~~glt~ 1~2 
!~£1§, were written on the output tape. Then output 
block i would contain 
(a) th8 last. 387 - (1'1 - i + 1) words of block i, 
followed by 
(b) thf' first M - i words of block i + 1. 
N • 1=1. 
(1) part (b) above does not apply to output block 
(2) 
:1 (M- i = 0, and block i + 1 does not 
PXist) • 
if the above-mentioned origins 
defined correctly, then the above 





(1) In the cases where M = 1, the data on the 
output file are correct. 
(4) The last (!'1 1) * 1) words of the last 
output block do not contain data. 
The words which should have be~n used to assemble 
the output blocks are given in table 1; tho3e which 
were use~ are given in table 2. 
In the light of the above dis=ussion the 
following procedure can te derived for m1tching the 
ranqe data correctly to the erroneous iB data. 
Having assemble1 the M blocks of length 386 in 
mP rnory, define a set of "incorrect" block origins 
cor res ponr1 ing to those used in Watts • pro= essing: 
since the ~ words are no longer present at the 
b0qinninq of the data, this series is now 1 - M, 401 
- 1", ••• , 400 * (M - ,) + 1 - M. '!'"lk:inq the length 
of th~s~ blocks as 387, a new set of ~ blocks, each 
of length 386, may be generated by sel~cting and 
- ) -
reassembling portions of the blocks as Jescrihe~ in 
(a) ahove, and adding 13 * (M - 1) worls of padding 
tn •he end of the last hlock. 
ThP words used to assemble the block~ of modifi~d 
range ~ata are indicated in table 3 • 
• "A. 1 is t ing of pro1 ram LU NACPY fi he] ins on page 
seven. Following the listing is an updiit•.')d set of 
plots, ~esiqtated SCT7BM, produc~~ hy LUNnPLT5 from 
file Sf'I21i!. 
- 4 -
Block 4 MHz. 8.1 MHZ. 16 MRz. 32. 1 MHz. 
1 3- 38R 5- 390 9- 394 14- 399 













777-1162 781-1166 786-1171 










Locations which should have baen used to 
assemble blocks of dB 1ata f~r file scr2. 
Block '+ MHZ. 
1 3- 3A7 
40 1 
























3 2. 1 M Hz. 
1 4- 387 
4) 1- 412 
413- 787 
80 1- 811 
803-1187 807-1187 81 2-118 7 






















(503 2- 5187) 
Table '2 - Locations which were used to assemble 
blocks of dB data for file s:r2. 
(Locations in parentheses contain 
meaningless information.) 
- 6 -
Block 4 MHz. 8. 1 MHZ. 16 MHz. 
1 1- 385 1- 383 1- 379 
39C} 397- 399 393- 399 
2 4C 0- 772 400- 783 400- 779 
(77 3- 785) 797- 798 793- 798 
3 799-1183 799-1179 
1197 119.3-1197 















32. 1 MHz. 
1- 374 

























Table 3 - Locations used to assemble bl~cks of 
range data for file SCI2M. (Locations 









C PHOr.kA~l 'rO GENERATE A MODIFIED VERSION OF FILE :11 :2 1 IN ;..Jl!ICJ! 
\~ T :l!:: ~ ANGE Dii.TA COP.:->FSPONDING TO MISSDH; DB INFCHU .. h'flON ll/\VF: 
~ . J EFN DELE'i'ED. 
c 
TNT E GER*I~ M1 (4) I 2, 4, n, 13 I 
~ ~AL*4 DATA(6000) 
C l"C) P Y ALI. T H E D AT h W H l C H P. E Q rn R E N 0 M 0 D J f I CAT I 0 N - J • f: • T!! E 
C Llll' E L R F. CORD ·r Il R 0 !l G H T H 1\ 2 M H 'Z • DATA • 
c 
nn 1 o r = 1, 2 g 
!) !:AD (1, 1000) 
wRITE(2, 1000) 
1 ~\ CONTINTJF. 
(DATA(J), J = 1, 579) 
( D AT A ( J) , ,1 = 1 , ') 7 9) 

















DO Fd) T = 1 , 4 
M = J1:-'!(I) 
lORG = 1 
TEND = 1R6 
READ THE M BLOCKS OF RANGE DA7A INTO MEMOPY. 
f) 0 2 0 ,J = 1 , 1:1 
READ (1, 2000) (DATA(K), K = IORG, IEND) 
IOPG = IORG + 386 
IFND = lEND + 386 
CON'riNUE 
10 IS INI?IALIZED AS THE FIRST WORD OF 'T'H'I\ FIRST GROIJP 
OF 13 WORDS TO EF DEL P:'T'ED. 
I D = 1H ·':3 - M 
MI~1 IS TH g NflMBF.R OF GRO!TPS OF 13 WOHDS 'T'O f:F DFL E'l!:.:C . 
M i11 = ~·1 - 1 
N lS THE NllM~Ell OF WOHDS 'T'O EE MOVED f'J:OM THE AFGI?~NT!l!; OF 













D n 1.! !• K = 1 , N 
,1 fJ = T fl + K -
, r ·; =-- :n: + 1 ~ 
'l ,\ T ;; ( ,J ~~ ) - I; ii '1 .~ ( ,J S ) 
CUN'l'J :wv 
:"i = N -
- A -
!'!IE ! 1 ~:{~TN~L·l!; UF r;Hf)lJP J + 1 TS 400 '.;()'? 11: ; ! / '( J;~ ") !; 
:;rr. in!n\1 1; r)? r;r, r:np ,J. 
1. i . ·- i n + 4 n n 
.1; :;F,.. ,T~; "'0 ;r.:nEX TiU l';,T ~JOJ:;J, /\!~~1 "'f'~:'J l·i·:J'l:' 'i:: 
; l N T! u () Wf'l 'II 'T' }· 1 L F. 
~\i l . l f. !;' ( "~ , 
v!fJ"'!'(~, 
/ !)(i (i) 
·~ r. ,, r! ) (D/1';: ,\ (K) ( !HI 1 Tl ( K ) 
f': - ,J;., ,JD) 
K =- J S , ,IJ !) 
h 0 C 0 N '~ I ~; fl ;,; 
C<HP1.F 11 ''~ OUTl'tl~ ' !'UJC:r\ !'i f:Y PLl1CUJ!; 7! 1r: l r1•:; c; C:LH:·r:, :•,\''f:) 
VU,llf (t'GN~.\T'll:l' 1 ~ ~~·lFD !•!) 
N t\ = 1 3 * ~1 ·'1 1 
no Pr ,1 ==- 1, ~.:;! 
J !1 ::: , j + ,] 
r) [\''' l\ ( cl j) ) = j) 1\ ':' fl. ( '.f) 
HO COt>.i'J:. Nn,~ 
itii ~ PT:·:->T WOL1> IJF T!!i'; Ol!'r'~fl'J' PLOCY. I~ .: CCU·il wr• ;;, 11:': r .. J',tl'..i ' ' 













~.1~~;: Ji)- ~~~() 
.I j. 1 ' ! I' ( .: • :) () . ) ()) ( D II'!' A ( K) , 
' .. i · L ~ :, ( (, , 3 ( l •I n ) ( f ,'\ T A ( i\ ) , 
- 9 -
!< -= J <' .) 
r: = JS 
, 
I 
' j : ) ) 
.J >) 
i·l~fllf'JlH. N \:>Til!,. LT\~;'1' Vf\LTD \o/Orl'f.> (w J';'J i f F 'i' ;! 1· J. l\ ~; ' ~ 
!) r ;; f1 J1 T1 T 1\ 
~' c 1 1 4 ,- I r: "' 1 , 
i)~"l 1).() J::::: 11 i'l 
i< .·. ~, il ( 1 , :> G 0 0 ) ( D r1 T T\ ( K) , t\ - 1 1 1 rl{. ) 
'!'fl?.d fJG H M 
J ·~· ( ,J • (; .~ • it ) (~ () 'I' ( ) 1 1 () 
i·'1LL 1'' J;·; Ul.~iT NN HOt<P:, OF I I.ll C" ~; ;'! A'! T IJ n . C! i \ 1 ; 
l li ' i <'l> : <·~ WhiTT~<; JT (J'l THF ( i fl TJ •fl'r r;P.l' . 
D 0 1 0 •) r~ = 1 , ~~ tJ 
J D = ~J + K 
Dl\Ti\ f,JlJ) ::: -13S. 
~;;; I '!'f-;(?, )( 1 00 ) (nAT!1(r\), K -- 1, V~ l, ) 
1 ? :) C r: N ·r I~'~·~ 
1 4 r~ C \) i 1 '1.· I ~.: !I ? 
1 ~JO U 1l'!T I \I rTF' 
1 ~ () 0 F l , \ '' !\ ;· ( ). ' 1 1) ,'\ ~ , .?. (' () .'· 4 , 1 7 9 h Ll ) 
) ; I () (' l' : ) :-· ; I :. T ( ~· I ,I ' \ F ;.) • 1 , 1 ~~ f ' f 6 • 1 ) 
< r)r) G r 1 1, " ·L\ '" ( ' t; 1 1 ' - 1 , 1 r:, FR. 1 1 2 s ( 1 x , 1 '.:~ 1· . 1 1) l 
i·;,'j j ) 
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,J . t' . R y] a a r sJ .1m 
;)rJJ:; ,J"'C.,.,~'~·::'Imparison of SFP RC\nq·~ flr1+-t <Et ·1 '"~<:ttit 
rrom thP VLPI Ex~eriment 
li ·-
'T' h "' v L rrr d a t a u s P (1 f 0 r t '1 i:-; --; t u ~ y · ..; ·' :.· '? o !-,~ ' 1 i r e c 
frnlfi + ;:; pp Jtumh•:-r r-;2TMS (!,oddard Srnr:-.-" PJ.:L1h t C'pn;r•? ) 
i1~; i'l s•·t of x-y ccorcHnat0 pair~; : :~ ~; :;oci1.t""d wit. h th f" 
f j_ u; t ! 1 a i r ~- n P i'l. C }: q r 0 U p 0 f f .i. V n W <'L> il t j Ill '-' (:> !'t:' n W i <": h 
i'fnn) ,.., Y.pr P:.> sr~t1 in hours , minut e~~ , tJn• 1 ::;c(>)~,1~-; . 
~•] - ,,·::·, +j mf'<> Wf"rn conv~rted to S''C0'1 ·~ ,; , :1n .J ti:l!t •~; ~o r 
t i_ I · f 'l I) [ [ F'· :n cl i T1 i T1 q [1 ii i I:' S i 11 e a C h · J ;:' <) 'l p W t '[' ~~ <J ~ T! •.~ l" '1 t 0 ~ 
!· v ;:Jdclir.<J valn ~~s of on ..-·· , tv::::>, thr{ '::> , ;:~n• l four se c::o ds 
.. o t h -"' i n i + i 1 1 v a J. u q . 'T' h P. x - y ~ 1 irs w ~:: - ~ c ::> '' v · ~- r.· t c d 
t o d i ~; ~ a n c ~-· s • 
'T'h u. ~ r:r ·lata c on sistprJ of th E.• si x t -'·:~ ~l me· rahr-•rtz 
r<Htw~ valnt->s from tare numb~r SBPT)')IJ . T1 ~"- t:J.'n '-' ( G~ } 
corrnspor.<h n •J to th~ first dat•1rn w ~1 ~ ::;,,t <lt 14 ~· 7. 4 
~; · c-0:HL.;;; tilli•"S for sncceerlinCJ val•H' ~~ W'L.? ~J::?n,:-r.att.'O 
hy I' "'pP at •:>d <'l cldition of C.H1 ~-; ::,con·J , the:' ~im .c' 
i r. t. t-T v? l b P t we c . r ~ s a m p 1.-? s • 
P. .) r t> ach VLHT range datum , 'i rorr •' :.:; p on l1:i. r: '1 SFP 
C<if>O<" valu ~~ was compllt.E'd by lin :!1 r i.n>-_ :-::rpol.=~+-. ion , 
u~dr11 +-hp two arra y s o f t i me 1l ·1t.a ; +:. 1• ·' (1iff ,:-o r r- ncf" 
~ll ·· + WP2!1 thi"- ~->P [Cifi<J~S WJ.S C<1lcula+ ·~ 1 ·l: ; t l~? VT.1.'T !:' :lfi <JP 
m5 r : n~ thP intPrpolated SFP r.=~r ( J ~. Thr.· (~iffer"'r!CPr; 
o \ • + ;d I>'' <1 a r P p 1 o ~ +. ed i n f i g n r .P 1 ; i n t h i s p l o t , the 
r'lnt<1 cl.P" q!· oup~cJ into t.E:n-sE.•cor, •1 interv 'l]s, C~n<l thP 
v:AY.irnnrn and minimum ·~iffer: <==>n(:es o v ,, r- t?·lCh j ntJ ' r val 
A.r <" di~-;nla yP.d . The mean of thA.st=· di.ff •'r r: nc•"' ::; was 
• o u : 1 d r. o h e - 2 3 . 9 4 111 e t r ·?. s (in rH c a +-. i. n q i ] a q in t. he 
V L 1 ·. T <1 a t A. ) , a r. d the :::: tan d A r ·1 · 1 t" v i ·it i u n of t. h P 
,liff ._. r " nC I::' S wa s ~ f fecti.vely z er0, c o n;.i rh?rinq the 
1 j m .i t ~; o f n r ,.., (': i s i o n o f t: h e c a.l c 11 l t ... i 0 r: ~:; • 
11. fl' or"' ilir f_>ct visual compa;.is0n i ~ > p rov id ,~· 1 hy 
fi •pl!:,o ?. , in which b ot h sets of tL1t -1 ar-" pJo .. _te •l on a 
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July 22, 1974 
MEMO TO: D.W. Strangway 
FROM: James Rossiter 
RE: SEP Antenna Patterns Reconstructed from EP-4 Turn 
Introduction 
During EVA II of Apollo 17, the Lunar Roving Vehicle 
(LRV) made a complete 360° turn around the deployment site 
of Seismic Explosion Package 4 (EP-4), about 525 m. from the 
SEP transmitter site. This turn provided an opportunity to 
estimate the directional characteristics of the three orthogonal 
SEP loop receiving antennas, as mounted on the LRV, over a 
dielectric earth. 
Ideally, any signal received by the H1 (radial) antenna 
should smoothly interchange with the signal received by the 
H¢ (tangential) antenna as the LRV goes through each 90° of 
the turn. The H {vertical) signal should remain constant 
z 
throughout the turn. If the turn were of zero radius, any 
deviations from the above could then be attributed to 
interference by the Rover and/or mount. 
Data Reduction 
Data were taken from Watt's lunar tape SEPD09, which 
included the error noted in his memo {July 2, 1974). Details 
of the organization of the data after their removal from tape 
are given by Rylaarsdam ("Apollo 17 SEP Data Processing", 
July 1974). The following steps were then taken in order to 
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get antenna patternplots. 
(1) The values of all 36 components over the entire range 
of the turn (493 to 538 m. from the SEP site) were removed 
from Rylaarsdam's file SCI3 (which included no pre-processing 
of the turn by Watts). These values were stored in a new file 
called EP4, listed using program LUNACPY4, and plotted using 
program LUNAPLT4 (and routine GAPLOT) . The points were 
spaced according to the time scale implicit in the data; 
an example is shown in Figure 1. 
(2) Odometer counts (one count = 0.49 m. of wheel turn), 
received from both the right front and left rear wheels of 
the LRV, are available for each 1.02 seconds of the traverse 
(see memo by Redman, July 16/73). Ideally, given a high density 
of odometer pulses, and assuming no wheel slippage or sticking, 
LRV speed and rate of turn could be completely determined. 
However, the coarseness of the odometer pulses prevented this 
detailed reconstruction (see Figures 2 and 3) . Antenna 
patterns plotted using the navigation data (see Rylaarsdam's 
report) were far less consistent from component to component 
than were those plotted assuming the LRV speed to be constant 
during the non-stationary portions of the turn. 
Therefore a template with three pairs of bounds was set 
up to separate the points that were recorded while the LRV was 
actually turning from those recorded while the LRV was either 
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on its traverse leg or stopped. By using components that 
had a good deal of character, the times during which the LRV 
was stationary were easily distinguished on the set of plots 
like Figure 1. The end-points of the turn were more difficult 
to estimate, and consistency from component to component 
was the only criterion available. 
Unfortunately the 16 and 32 MHz data could not be used 
to construct the template, since both of these frequencies 
contain a drop-out due to Watt's spooling error during the 
turn. 
(3) The total angle through which the LRV turned was 
calculated in the following way: 
Assume there is no net slippage or sticking of either 
wheel over the turn. Then, for each wheel, 
c = nnr, (1) 
where c = the circumference of the turn made by the wheel 
Therefore, 
= total number of counts x 0.49 meters; 
nn = number of radians of the turn; and, 
r = radius of the turn (m.). 
r - r. 
0 1 
( 2) 
where c - c. = the difference in odometer counts between 
0 1 
the two wheels over the turn (see Figure 3);and, 
r - r. = the distance between the two wheels 
0 1 
= 1.73 m. (Apollo 17 LRV Manual). 
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For the turn, c
0 
- ci = 21+2, 
therefore, nn = 6.0+0.5 radians. 
Although this is evidently a fairly crude estimate, 
it indicates that the turn was close to 360°. 
(4) The portions of file EP4 determined by step 2 to be 
actually in the turn proper were plotted as a function of 
angle using program ANTENNAO (and routine ANTPAT) . A complete 
set of patterns is shown in Figure 4. The angles start along 
the negative x-axis, and increment uniformly clockwise over 
2n radians. 
Discussion 
Basically the plots show the expected type of behaviour. 
The vertical components are fairly smooth (except those which 
have very low signals), with few lobes, while the Hf and H¢ 
components do interchange. It must be pointed out that the 
16 and 32 MHz plots do not contain any angular correction for 
the missing points, and this will certainly create some amount 
of distortion in the patterns. 
Several of the plots do not align well with the north-
south and east-west axes - e.g. 4MHz H¢ endfire. This is 
possibly due to an incorrect choice of either the bounds or 
of the tot al angle. 
The major obstacles in obtaining good patterns from this 
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analysis are as follows: 
(1) Very poor sampling f or the lower frequencies (as few 
as 8 points for a complete turn at 1 and 2 MHz) , giving 
virtually no resolution of any lobe structure. 
(2) Non-constant range of the LRV through the turn for the 
higher frequencies. The turn had a diameter of approximately 
15 m- or about 1.5 wavelengths at 32 MHz. Therefore the 
signal received during the turn could have changed substantial ly 
quite independently of LRV rotation. 
(3) Lack of direct knowledge of a) the exact position o f the 
turn in the data stream, b) the complete angle of rotation, 
or c) the speed of rotation. These could only be estimated, 
and compatibility from component to component used to improve 
the estimate. The problem was particularly severe because 
of the drop-outs at 16 and 32 MHz. 
(4) Unknown source signal. It is evidently not a plane wave, 
since the SEP transmitter was used. Reflections and scattering 
from the subsurface may well have had important influences on 
the type of pattern. 
Conclusions 
Considering the above problems, the amount of distortion 
of the patterns is within the error of the analysis. Hz 
appears non-directional at all frequencies; H; and H¢ 
interchange smoothly through the turn. It is therefore not 
possible to attribute any large degree of interference to the 
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LRV or mount. This does not imply that such interferences 
did not exist - only that this analysis was not able to detect 
it. 
It would probably be worth while in the future to analyse 
the data without the drop-outs at 16 and 32 MHz. These 
frequencies have both the highest resolution and are most 
likely to be susceptible to interference from the LRV or mount. 
A systematic attempt to use a number of different possible 
bounds and rotation angles may locate the turn in the data 
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Figure 4. SEP antenna radiation patterns from EP-4 turn 
for all components. Since choice of the exact position of 
the turn is somewhat arbitrary (see text) , these patterns 
are only approximate. 
16 and 32 MHz each suffer a 13-point data dropout 
during the turn in these plots. This has not been 
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